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Production Essay 
Yype of Plaf 
Rendez-vous is a.. m.usical. play. Above all it should provide 
a satisfying emotionaL experienca. It should be dramatically credible 
as well as entertaining to the eye and ear. 
Its mood is bitter-sweet, alternating swiftly between comedy 
and conflict. Its musical style ranges from vaudeville to modern opera, 
its dances from rock-and-roll to modern ballet. The problem of the 
director is to achieve a.. theatrical. balance in all these disparate 
elements. This can ~done by beginning in basic realistic relationships 
and evolving a style suitable to the )Tic and dramatic moments of each 
scene. This style is more elevated than realism and requires the musical 
comedy feeling of taking stage,. of abandonment to the emotion of the 
moment. The dialogue can no longer be spoken because the feeling is too 
intense for words. It must be sung. 
The Dramatic Core 
The dramatic core of the play is the internal conflict between 
selfishness and selflessness in Allie, Claire, and Paul. The two central 
women finally realize that the nobler kind of love requires. self-
sacrifice and consideration for others, not merely self-indulgence. 
It re~ires giving, not just taking. 
The Theatrical. Kay 
The theatrical key to the play lies in the dramatization of 
--
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the ambiguity of the relationships between the central characters. 
Each mus~ be sympathetic because he is attractive and because we can 
empathize with his problems. No one is good or bad, black or white -
each acts differently when he is with a different person. SOme members 
of the audience will sympathize with one character, others with another~ 
because all the characters are subject to the tug of honest emotions and 
can justify their faults by the circumstances in which they £ind them-
selves. Allie, Claire, and Paul. let their circumstances and their 
emotions overpower their reason,. but the realizat,on that real love 
requirea self-sacrifice brings Allie and Claire to their senses. Paults 
realization is yet to occur as the play ends. 
Play Analysis 
After the overture the lights come up on ~ crowd scene at a 
foo.tball game •. The crowd is t81l8ep watching the last thrilling seconds 
of the game. They see a field goal, the winning score,. and go wild with 
excitement. 
As the crowd leaves we see a pianist behind a scrim, playing. 
His music forces its way into the band musie, but the lighta fade on him 
and the girlwho is helping him and come up on the sorority house porch 
where a. victory celebration is going full tilt. 
The crowd is mobbing Joe Chadwick, who is being very modest 
about his winning fielli goal .• trnder GUilUlly Neal 's· high pressure direction 
th& college kids. rel{.ft the la.st exciting moments of the game in a 
dance, "That Famous Play". As the crowd leaves Chad looks for his 
girl.-triend Allison Brown •. He asks her roommate, Maggie: Anderson, where 
-
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she might be. Maggie, who loves_ Chad secretly asks,. "Why is it that 
whenever we talk it 1s always about Allie?",. and Chad tries to cheer her 
up with a song, "If rt Weren •t. For Another Girl.11 • Allie enters breath-
lessly,. on her way back to the professor's studio with some late lunch. 
She apologizes to Chad for missing the game, but Chad understands. Ire 
realizes that her music is more important to her than ballgames, and 
that's the. way he wants his wife to be. Maggie excuses herself,. and the 
conveasation takes a romantic turn as Chad and Allie discuss what it 
will be like after they are married& •I want To Wake Up Beside You". 
Chad leaves and Allie is momentarily torn by her feelings for Chad and 
her work with the professor. But she grabs the hnch and runs eagerly 
toward the studio. 
Again we see the pianist behind the scrim, playing his serions 
music. We hear knocking outside and Allie enters with the lunch. We. can 
see that the pianist is tremendously interested in his work, and that _ 
he, Professor Paul Gerard, and Allie have a strong CODllllon interest in 
this music. They know each other well,. chat and joke constantly, and 
take a break from work doing a musicaL spoof of sorority house dance 
themes: lfWal..t.zing In Vienna", "Evening in Paris", ttsihara Safari't, 
and· 11Rendezvous in Rio". 
Ih the ¢dst of the festivities April. Day enters the studio. 
She is an aging mezzo, with all the earmarks of § campus gossip,. and 
she comes bearing a clipping for Paul about his ballet, which, inci-
dentally, has a recipe ~or "Surprise Meatloaf" on the back. we. hear from. 
the clipping, which Allison reads after April makes her pseddo~seductive 
exit,., that Paul •s ballet is on the Orpheus-Eurydice theme. The college 
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bell rings sixand Allie runs for supper. Paul muses at the piano to 
the tune of "Rendezvous in Rio": "Let's have a rendezvous in Hades,. 
no frigid ladies down there." 
Outside the studio the strains of "Rendezvous in Rio" kvep 
running through Allie's head and she triee to get rid of her silly 
romantic thoughts about Paul.: •Nonsense"•· 
The next scene opens in the Gerard's kitchen as Paul comes 
home late to a cold supper and a disgruntled wife. Paul amuses his kids 
with a song and then puts them to bed& "This Little Piggy". While he 
does so we hear Claire's point of view in an aria: •Pretending". "How 
can you find it when it •a gone and you know that it,•s lost forever to 
you? " "Distance, silence, fill the l'OIIIl. Questions unanswered still." 
Paul_ enters abruptly,. overhears Claire,, and asks what is wrong. 
He turns the conversation to the dance they must chaperone that night, 
and there is a moment of warmth as they decide to try to have fun at 
the dance. The scene shifts to the dance: n·well, Why !lot?" 
April takes charge at the punch table. She starts to lose her 
inhibitions when Professor Bodwell, a timid professor of the flute, offer 
h~r something from a flask, privately. April plays the hostess, going 
from group to group with Suicy bits of gossip, mostly for Paul's bene-
fit. April and Bodwell sing a slightly inebriated reprise of "Well,. Why 
Not ?11 , and All.ie and Paul find themael ves left alone. They discuss Allie' 
coming marriage to Chad, and both of them·worry a0out growing older 
w~thout having accomplished anything artistically. Allie sings: "Sometime 
When I~m Alone". Then Allie confesses to Paul that she used to have a 
---~---
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crush on him during her freshman year. Paul is glad she doesn't have 
that trouble anymore. A conga Jne, led by Bodwell and April separates 
them, and Allie finds herself alone in the kitchen with serious doubts 
as to her love for Chad. 
"It used to be enough. But 11ow all we talk about is what it 1 s 
going to be like after we•re married ••• what about right now?• But 
Y~ggie reassures Allie, and coaxes her out to her pin serenade. Paul 
lingers outside the sorority house (after having brought Maggie home 
from baby-sitting) • and is fascinated by the serenade He feels young 
again. He also feels a growing attraction for Allie, spurred on by a 
trace of jealousy when Chad pins her •. "Serenade"'• Allie thinks, 11Suddenl 
I'm older." Chad is unaware. He promises, "rtd give you a falling star.tt 
After the serenade Paul returns home to Claire who has been 
waiting patiently with tea for him since he took Maggie home. She 
taunts him, accusing him sarcastically of chasing after his youth. Angry 
he leaves Claire to work on his ballet in his studio. 
In the sorority house across from the music building Allie 
hears Paul starting to work on the ballet. Maggie chatters incessantly, 
"TUrn it off, mister! TWo o'clock in the morningJ ..... Now if I had pledged 
a h~e across from the athletic building, that would have shown some 
sense." Ih the midst of the ballet music Allie hears a crash on the 
piano and then the jaunty music of "Rendezvous in Rio". Knowing that 
JYaul is thinking of her she slips out of bed and into a trench coat, 
tiptoes past Maggie and heads out to the studio. Maggie looks around, 
cantt see Allie, says 110h well", and plops her head under the pillow to 
-
keep out the noise from across the street. 
End or .let One 
A.ct Two begins: "The Morning After the Night Be£ore". Simul-
taneously we. look in on Bodwell, who is suffering from a terrific 
hangover, the girls in thv. sorority house staggering to the washroom,. 
and April Day who sings_ glowingly 1 "Let 1 s do it againl tt-
Later the scene changes to a view of three breakfast dis-cus~· .. .. ' 
sioss: Maggie and Allie, Claire and Paul, and Harold and Ethel Johnson 
(the dean and his wife, whom we had met at the dance the night before). 
The piece is called, "Trilogy". 
Maggie asks, "Well where were you all last night?", and 
Allie finally answers, "I was with a person l love all night long." 
While the dean and his wife are saying, "Aren't they a lovely couple, 
the Gerards?",Claire and Paul are having this strained dialogue: 
Claire:- "Don't you ever get tired of that studio?" 
Paul: "Of course, of course. 
A person gets tired of everything sometime." 
Claire: "Are you tired or me? 11 
Paul: "I didn't say that." 
Maggie says she knew Allie would get over her case of the 
jitters as soon as she saw Chad. Allie answers, "I wasn't with Chad." 
Allie tells Maggie she is in love w1 th p-aul, but that she ''s not going to 
tell anyone or do anything about it. "Maybe you hate to break things 
off with Chad because he's so nice to fall back on," V~ggie says~ and 
Allie answers sarcastically, "Well, if I ever get ready to toss off a 
badly used and terribly wronged gentlernan, I 111 toss him your way_, O.K.?" 
-
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In the dean's home April Day calls in to gossip about the 
fact that she thinks something is going on between Paul and Allie. 
After she leaves Harold and Ethel laugh gently and discuss the. trials 
of early marriage and aow glad they are that they are past that stage, 
"Autumn Kind Of Lovett. 
In the next scene Paul asks Claire about her plans for coming 
to the ballet. A quarrel develops over Paul's interest in the ballet to 
the exclusion of his family. Claire says she can•t come to the ballet 
for financial reasons. Faul real.izes her excuses are inadequate, but, 
too discouraged to be angry, he accepts her deaision. 
We ~ext find Paul in his studio, listening to a tape of his 
ballet. Allie enters, interrupting his thoughts. Still depressed, he 
tries awkwardly to thank Allie for her heLp on the ballet. They realize 
that their work together is over, and with a sudden recog.lLtion of their 
need for each other they are in each other's arm, telling their love. 
They know it must end, but they decide to enjoy these brief moments 
together. Drunkenly, Allie plays her romantic concerto witj special 
sentimental movie words. Half laughing she sings:"Come Be My Secret Love1' 
At the end of the song Paul impulsively asks Allie to come to Chicago 
with him for the premiere of his ballet. She hesitates. then agrees. 
Lights come up suddenly in the college hangout where the juke 
box is blaring an ironic rock-and-roll:"M.Y Secret Love". Maggie is 
studying, and after one or the guys asks her to fix him up with one of 
her sorority sisters she airs her grievances to the boys: "I'm .rust One 
of the Fellows". 
Allie enters the hangout lieking for Chad. She tells him 
their marriage is off. "We just don't waat the same things." She leaves 
after giving him his pin. Stunned, Chad walks out into the lamplight. 
Maggie appears. He offers to walk her home~ "I need somebody to talk 
to." 
Allie makes plans to go to Chicago. Maggie tries to dissuade 
her, to no avail. Maggie calls the dean's wife to see if she can get 
Mrs. Gerard to go to the ballet. 
Ethe1 visits Claire and persuades her to go by offering to 
stay with the kids and saying, "Sometimes you have to give again and 
again before anything changes and he starta giving back ••• That chance is 
worth a trip to Chicago, isn't it?" 
Against her principles, Maggie drives Allie to the airport. 
She still argdies with Allie. She says Allie is being selfish. "There 
are others t~ consider- his wife, his kids, Chad." Allie retorts that 
everything is over with Chad and that she doesn't care anymore what 
other people will think. They continue the argument in a duet: 
"This Is More Than The World Allows". Allie tells Maggie that she has 
no right to give advice because she has never been in love and neger 
had to sacrifice. Maggie blurts out that for a year she ha& been in love 
with Chad. She exits crying and leaves Allie to ponder as the loudspea-
ker announces thac.Qight to Chicago. 
In front of the theatre we hear the orchestra tuning for 
the ballet. Paul gets a telegram: "SOrry I can't be there. Good luck 
tonight. Allie". He is shakened, saddened. He sings: "How can you find 
it when it's gone and you know that it's lost forever to you1 What do 
you do?" Claire has appeared on the opposite side of the st age. She 
----
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sings: "You wait, and you hope, and you bng for the day when his ~ove 
vill come back to you. That's what you do~" And they sing together: 
"You live on memories, you live on dreams. 
an ending. 
You grasp at moments that seem to mean 
He cares a little, still shares a little 
The love you both once lmew." 
They walk together into the theatre. It is a beginning, not 
Fine 
Character Analysis 
Professor Faul Gerard 
Paul is 35 years old~ very suave and attractive in appearance. 
He appears to be an artist in a world of academic men. He teaches 
theory and canposi tion in the music schoo~, but his main interest is 
in h•s own ballat. He is intent on succeeding artistically. Actually, 
he needs confidence, but he gives the impression of a Rex Harrison. 
He has shut out his wife from his work, become insensitive to her. 
He takes her for granted, although she is very intelligent. In fact, 
she is so sensitive that Paul feels inferior, therefore he has sub-
consciously forced her below his level_. He is attracted to Allie because 
she is fresh,_, lively, appealing, and, above all, she thinks hi s vork 
is marvelous. Paul loves his kids and spoils them. Claire has to 
discipline them. 
Claire Gerard 
Claire is 35 years old, becoming somewhat frayed around the 
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edges. She does not appear alive because she is constantly tieed. 
Now she is a "housewife", although sh~ did brilliant work in college. 
She is frustrated because she has no specific channel for her interests7 
which are literary. She wants to help Paul, but has let herself become 
tied down by two young children. She has too much "pride" to ask Paul 
to take her in, and she has become resentful because he does not do so 
of his van accord. She is jealous of his popularity with the children. 
Now she has begun to hate the ballet, because it keeps Paul away even 
late at night. 
Allison Brown 
Allie is 22 years old, vibrant with energy, blonde and pretty. 
She is a senior majoring in composition,. and she would like to continue 
with music professionally. She is very sensitive, and she is keenly 
aware of her attraction for Paul •. She is intelligently reflective; she 
knows that what she is doing is slightly nonsensical, but she can't 
make her heart foll0w her head. She is definitely not na!ve, but she 
would like to love Paul in secret. She takes Maggie and Chad for granted. 
She is interested so much in music and the composer that she thinks 
everyone is slightly inferior who is not aa infatuated as she. Of course, 
she is not of£ensive about this. She is too caught up in her love for 
anything else to matter. 
Maggie Anderson 
Maggie is 21 years old, boyish and cuddly. She is a junior 
majoring in physical education. She is a cheerleader and athletic, but 
rather awkward about the whole thing. She is just one of the fellows -
cute, earthy, simple, but not "Date-bait"~ Her problem is that she loves 
L_~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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both Chad and Allie, but her loyalty to Allie keeps her from expressing 
her love for Chad. Anyway, she knows Chad would never be attracted to 
her ••cept as a buddy. 
Joe Chadwick 
Chad is 22,. very handsome and athletic. But he is not a 
stereotype. He is a senior majoring in business administration. He is 
idealistic because he believes heartily in conventional values. But 
he is a good fellow, modest, tolerant, and friendly. Allie does not 
love him because be has no aesthetic gifts, and she feels sure he could 
not learn to appreciate music the way she does. Chad would let Allie do 
whatever she wants, but he would not be stimulating to her. 
April Day 
April is of an age she would hate to disclose, but it is 
somewhere over 39. She is larger than she would prefer to be, and has 
a taste in clothes which runs to purple and lace. She is a professor of 
voice, but her avo-cation is gossip. She< takes her ideas wry seriously, 
thinks she is quite sophisticated, but we recognize in her a butterfly 
mind. She is very hearty and good-humored as she imparts her knowledge, 
which is mostly composed of mixed metaphors and non-sequiters. And there 
is a touch of repression as far as sex is concern_ed. She thinks she is 
seductive and is quite flattered when Bodwell gives her a tumble, althou~ 
he would never have done it aoV8r. 
Reginald Bodwell 
Bodwell, as he is called informally, is 48 years old, and give~ 
the appearance of a stuffed shirt. He is a timid professor of the nute. 
In his right mind he is quite fo~al and wary of women, but after two 
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nips from his pocket flask he becomes Don Juan. Even April becomes 
attractive at times 11ke this. In fact, he mistakes Her for Venus. 
Next morning he is as likel.; as not to regret everything that happened. 
He has never learned to stop begore i~s too late. 
Harold Johnson 
Dean Johnson is 62, very suavely good-looking with a mustache 
to go with his distinguished grey hair. He is the academi c dean of the 
college. He is quite worldly and sophisticated and has a sly good humor, 
and an awareness that most of the problems of the world caa tM surmounted 
with patience and tact. His humor is ironic. He knows how it is because 
he has already been through it. 
Ethel. Johnson 
Ethel is 62, round and warm and softly attractive. She is 
the dean 1 s wife who 1's been holding him up all. these ,vears. Her humor is 
earthy and knowing. She is sharp about the psychology of other women. 
She is a good listener. She wants to help Paul and Claire straighten 
out thetr problems because she has been through similar problems and 
c0.111e out happy. 
Gummy Neal 
Gummy is lB years old, small for his age. He is a salesman 
type ~fast talking, glib. He tries to make ~P in brilliance what he 
lacks in size. 
Jonesy Jones 
J"onesy is 21 years old, a would-be ladies' man who gets 
attention by cutting up and telling jokes. He is a good imitator and 
I) 
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a good dancer. His object for the senior year is to date as many of 
the eligible coeds as possible and a few of the ineligible. He can be 
amazingly smooth when the occasion demands. 
Eileen Swift 
Eileen is a 20 year old Southembe+!e who uses her "fragile 
charm" to get herself through her courses. She is quite sharp beneath 
an exterior simple and na!ve. She has a fatal charm tor all geniuses 
who never thought a girl could care. 
Clarence Paxton 
Clarence is an 18 year old genius in music theory. ae is 
quite overwhelmed by Eileen, and will do practival.ly anything she 
asks, including learning to dance. He tries hard to please, but his 
weak eyes, overlong legs and unruly cowlick are a social handicap~ 
James Gerard 
Chip is seven years old. He loves his 8addy but merely 
tolerates ~y. He tries to outdo Bonnie in getting his father's 
attention. 
Bonnie Gerard 
Bonnie Gerard is five years old. She also loves her dad, 
but dijlikes having her toenails cut. She does like stories and 
being carried piggy-back. Mommy is always making her pick up her toys; 
Daddy sometimes brings toys home to her. 
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Methods of Work with the Actor 
In directing a play I am striving for an artistic end 
product whil.e working with all kinds of people. The needs of the 
play are important, but the individuality of the actors is just as 
important. Ih this play I was using people with great differences in 
talent and experience. There were children who were participating in 
their first play, opera majors who had never been in a musical comedy, 
and theatre majors who had had several kinds of professional exper-
ience. 
Consequently, methods of working with the actor differed 
widely. With some actors the director was a teacher, while in some 
cases I needed only to correct minor flaws in a characterization 
worked out out almost wholly independent of the director. Some actors 
were given actions to follow in each scene, but in some aases the 
meaning of the scene was quite obvious to the actore, and no direc--
tions were needed eKcept basic blocking. 
The children were given images to help them get a good 
feeling toward their stage father. They were asked to talk louder. 
I gave them specific blocking which gave them many things to do and 
little time to be self-conscious. 
rtalked to the more experienced actors in terms of the 
qualities I wanted as well as the actions they were to follow. We 
discussed what had to be accomplished in each scene. With some actors 
I worked on physical things, specifically voice and movement. 
The general procedure I followed was to let the actor do it 
I 
first, not to tell them immediately what I want. We read the play 
through twice before we began blocking, but I tried to let the actor 
find for himself what the character was like. As we got further into 
rehearsals I began asking for characterizations which corresponded5 
more closely to those I hae imagined. When scenea did not work we 
analyzed the reasons why. Always I tried to give the actor only one 
or two new things to remember as we went through a scene again. 
I always listen for the melody of a scene. Instinctively 
I can feel if something sounds wrong. Unfortunately being able to 
hear that something is wrong does not guarantee being able to fix it. 
Speech 
I asked for standard American speech because the play takes 
place in the cultured part of the American mid-West. There were no 
bad speech problems. In three characters we needed special kinds of 
speech. 
Shelly Freedman as Jonesy had to speak in falsetto when he 
imitated a housemother in "Itm Just One of the Fellows". rrntil he 
mastered this trick the solo was embarrassing to him, but he found 
that it was comic in his new voice and began to like it. 
Anne Morris as Eileen had to develop a 1ght, airy, delicate 
Southern accent. This was very difficult because her voice is natural-
ly somewhat limited in upper range. we did not achieve either the 
fragility or the consistency that we d•sired. It was sloppy rather 
than delicate. 
April Day had the most difficult speech task. She was asked 
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tic speak over the break in her voice.- This is called speaking "in the 
mask" and at first it was very foreign to Bonnie Godfrey. But she soon 
became adept at it and enjoyed the effect it created. Later she tried 
varying the voice "in tee mask"· with a seductive low ¥otce for pseudo-
seductive comic effect. 
At first I asked the actors to speak just loud enough for 
our practice rooms~ When we got to the theatre I -asked them to raise 
thtir voice level, to project out into the auditorium. This was never 
realized. one of out problems was that the voices were never, exeept 
for Bonnie Godfrey, on a high enough energy level. 
Movement 
I asked only that the movement ~ natural and graceful. 
The dances were to grow out of natural movement into exaggeration 
motivated by the heightened feeling of the moment. 
I worked with one actress who was dissipatiqgher energy 
through too much extraneous movement. Each time there was a false move 
r gave her a note on it. Much good was accomplished in the matter of 
containing and controlling energy. 
Scenery 
rasked the set designer for a flexible set which would 
allow theattion to be continuous. I ked for colors which would give 
the feeling of Autumn. I asked for plenty of room for dancing .. I designe 
a set myself, which the designer modified for economy and ease of 
movement. The set was highly successful in ter.ms of movement, not so 
successful in terms of space or beauty. 
Lighting 
rasked for visibility and warmth, leaving the special 
effects to the ingenuity of the lighting designer. The ballet was 
to have been his coup de grace, but unfortunately it had to be cut 
from the show. Many areas, however, had to be separated by means of 
light. We were fortunate in having a follow spot which solved any 
visibility problems we might have had. 
Costume 
Costumes were to be contemporary college type, selected 
for color and style from the actor's own wardrobes by the costume 
designer. She also designed and made costumes for the Orpheus and 
Eurydice ballet, but they were only used for one performance - the 
critique. 
Background of the Play 
Rendez-vous is the third musical writtaa by Nancy Currie and 
Gretchen Cryer. Their first two were written in collaboration with 
David Mernitz. The first was produced in 1955 at DePauw University, 
Greencastle~ Indiana. It was a fairy-tale-fantasy about a princess 
of a never-never land who finds love in an earth-boud logging camp 
in the American Northwest. Ih the end she is called back to her 
queenly responsibilities in Tamaille, forced to leave her lover on 
earth. It was called For Reasons of Royalty 
The~second musical was produced at DeFauw in 1957. It was 
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a naturalistic story about a girl who can't escape from a slum neigh-
bor hood because she is held back by her common-law husband. The hus-
band's best friend takes her out in the end. He needs Angie to get 
away himself, to give him the courage. The show is called Hey AngieJ. 
Nancy Currie is from Kalamazoo, Michigan. She majored in 
music at DePauw and is now doing graduate work in composition there. 
Gretchen Cryer is from Dunreith, Indiana. She also went to DePauw, 
majoring in English. She obtai ned a Master of Arts in Teaching degree 
from Radcliffe, and is presently teaching Inglish and drama at 
Melrose High School, Melrose, ¥~ssachusetts. Both of them have bad 
extensive dramatic experience in summer stock. 
I have ·studied the history of American musical comedy with 
El1iot Norton and have written two papers on the subject. tt.A_ Comparison 
of West Side Storz and street Scene" showed how important proper style 
and proper casting is to a musical play - how important it is that the 
fo~ of the musical fits its content. "Pygmalion becomes My Fair Lady" 
investigated the changes in form which make a play into a musical 
and the changes in character and emphasis which make possible the 
new ending in My Fair Lady. 
-~9-
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Budget 
Estimate Actual 
Seta $10.00 8.39 
-
Costumes $1.5.00 8.35 
Props. $10.00 :to;-sl 
Lights • 5.00 
-
Transportation $1.0.00 3.44 
Miscellaneous $10,00 5.61 
Total: $60.00 35.80 
1 
I 
l 
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Cast Production Timetable 
The following is the schedule which was given to the 
cast on Monday, pril 3, 1961, and which was followed as closely as 
possible for the entire rehearsal period: 
RENDEz-tlOUS SCHEDULE 
81ngers, Dancers, and Ballet 
This schedUle has V8en carefully constructed around your 
individual schedules in order to avoid all possible conflicts. You 
will jptice that there are no afternoon rehearsals except during the 
final week of rehearsal and on Fridays and Saturdays and occasionally 
on Sundays. From April 28 on everyone will be expected to attend the 
full rehearsals. 
If there are any conflicts please notify the stage manager 
a week in advance. He, in turn, will notify you of changes in schedule. 
Everyone ~ watch the fourth floor bulletin board each morning, Rehear 
sale will be posted before 12z00 noon by the stage manager. All night 
rehearsals, except during the final week, are from V~ to 10:00 P.M. 
Unless otherwise noted, the rehearsal noted here is at night. 
Monday, April 3 - Singers, Dancers 
Tuesday, April 4 - Singers, Dancers 
Wednesday, April 5 - Singers, Dancers 
Thursday, April 6 - Singers, Dancers 
Friday, April 7 - 3:00 - Dancers; 7:00 - Ballet 
St..turday, April 8 - 2:00 - Dancers 
Sunday, April 9 - 2:00 - Dancers 
Monday, April 10 -Singers, Dancers 
Taesday, April 11 - Singers, Dancers 
Wednesday, April 12 - Singers, Dancers 
Thursday, April 13 - Ballet 
Friday, April 14 - 3:30 - · Dancers; 7:00 - Ballet 
Saturday, April 15 - No books, No music; 2t00 - Singers, Dancers 
Sunday, April 16 - No rehearsal (probably) 
Monday, April 17 - Dancers only 
Tuesday, April 18 - Singers, Dancers 
Wednesday, April 19 - Singers, Dancers 
Thursday, April 20 - Ballet 
Friday, April 21 - 3:30 - Dancers; 7:00 - Ballet 
Saturday, April 22 - 2:00 - Singer s, Dancers 
Sunday, April 23 - No rehearsal ~probably) 
Monday, April 24 - Singers, Dancers 
Tuesday, April 25 - Singers, Dancers 
Wednesday, April 26 - Singers, Dancers 
1'. Thursday, April 27 - Ballet 
==l ====~========================================================~======== 
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Friday, April 28 - 3:30 - Runthrough Act I; 7:00 - Runthrough Act II 
Saturday, April 29 - 2:00 - Runthrough Act I 
SUnday, April 30 - 2:00 - Runthrough Whole Show 
MOnday, May 1 - 3:30 - Act I; 7:00 - Act II 
Tuesday, May 2 - 3:30 - Act I; 7:00 - Whole Show 
Wednesday, May 3 - 3:30 -Act I, Tech.; 7:00 -Act II, Tech. 
Thursday, May 4 - 3:30 - Spot Rehearsal; 7:00 - Dress Rehearsal 
Friday, May 5 - 3:30- no call (clean-up); 7:00 - Criti~e (7:30) 
Saturday, May 6 - 1:00 - Spot Rehearsal 
Sgnday, May 7 - 2:00 - iress of Show 
Monday, May 8 - I:S:OO - Performance 
TO.esday, May 9 - 4:00 - Performance. 
The following is a sample of a typical weekts schedu1~, 
worked out in •etail each weekend and posted on Monday: 
SCHEDULE FOR APRIL 10. - 16 
Monday: 3:00, - Paul., Allie, April I-3 
4:00 -Maggie, Allie I-6 
5:00 - Claire, Paul I-8 
7:00 - Singers and Dancers Music 
9:00 - Principals " 
Tuesday: 3:00 - Chad, Maggie, Allie I-2 
4:00 - Claire, Paul, Bonnie, Chip · I-4 
7:00 - SingeBs and Dancers 
9:00 - Principals 
Wednesday: 3:00 - Principals -Music should· 
be memorized 
Music 
" 
Bodwell, Aprll, Eileen, Gummy, Jonesy 
4:00 --Harold, Ethel, Allie, Chad, Claire, Maggie 
7:00 - Everybody - staging 
9:00 - Principals only 
Thueday: 3:00 - Maggie, Allie 
4:30 - Claire, Paul, Bonnie, Chip 
I-7, I-5 
I-9 
I-4, II-5 
7:00 - Ballet and Claire, Paul, Allie, 
Maggie, April. Run through all 
scenes 
1 
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I ) 
Friday: .3:00 - CUU.re, Pau1 I.;.S 
Singers and Dancers I-~ 
4:00 - Harold, Ethel, April II-4 
5:00 - Paul, Allie 1-5, I-10 
. 
7 00 - Bodwell, AprU 
Ballet 
Saturday: 16:00 -Act I -Principals 
2:00 - Act I - ••rtbod,y 
......___, 
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Boston University 
School of Fine and Applied Arts 
Division of Theatre Arts 
*Graduate Thesis Production 
RENDEZ .. VOUS 
A new Musical Play in Two Acts 
Music by Nancy Currie Book by Gretchen Cryer 
Lyrics by Gretchen and Nancy 
Professor Paul Gera?·d 
Claire Gerard 
James Gerard 
Bonnie Gerard 
Allison Brown 
Maggie Anderson 
Jtie Chadwick 
Professor April Day 
Professor Bodwell 
Dean Harold Johnson 
Ethel Johnson 
Eileen Swift 
"Jonesy" Jones 
"Gummy" Neal 
Clarence Paxton 
Sue Blake 
Directed by 
D. DAVID CRYER 
May 8 and 9, 1961 
CAST 
Singers and Dancers 
James Curran, 
Patricia Grant, 
Donald Knaub 
Ian Brown 
Janet Windburn 
Paul Kazanoft' 
Joan Mandel 
Ellen Dix 
Ellen Leef 
George Darveris 
Bonnie Godfrey 
Dean Hanson 
Richard Piro 
Madeline Winston 
Anne Morris 
Sheldon Freedman 
David Auslander 
William Thrasher 
Natalie Miller 
Rowena Balos, Barbara Buloft', 
Lorraine Federoff, Sheila Ginsberg, 
Babette Hanauer, Janet Heiligman, 
Ballet Donald Knaub, George Darveris, 
Sally Bowden, James Curran, Veda Whisnant, Patricia 
Grant, Babette Hanauer, Rowena Balos, Janet Heilig-
man. 
The setting is Hadley College in Fenmore, Ohio. The time is now. 
Choreogra,pher 
Ballet Choreog?·apher 
Production Manager 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
Stage Manager 
Assistant Stage Marnage?'B 
Set Designer 
Charon Lee Cohen 
Sally Bowden 
James Tugend 
Jeffrey Chambers 
Caroline de Martini, Gloria Liftman 
Walter Dolan 
Jacques Maynard 
Harriet Kaufman Levi 
Joan Mattice 
Jean Stackhouse, Nancy Currie 
Joan Brewster, Sue Crochet, 
Kalh, Angelo Mammano, Richard 
Lighting Designer 
Costume Designer 
Technical Director 
Orchestra 
Musical Preparation 
Jack Dudley, Sue 
Piro, Lee Wilson 
TECHNICAL STAFF 
Brenda Fisher, Priscilla Read, Tanya Comparetti, Terrie 
Curran, Mimi Greenberg, Janey Goldberg, Lois Rooks, Betsy 
Kaduk, Jane MacNaughton, Ruth Perlman, Rebecca Seidenberg, 
Joel Dorfman, Sheldon Freedman, David Auslander, Burt 
Stavis, David Barber, William Siegler, Nancy Libby, Gladys 
Flanagan, Bronnie Storch, Suzanne Ciccone, Bonnie Schwartz, 
Allison Miller. 
'''As partial fulfillment for the Master of Fine Arts Degree requirements. 
) 
' January 27, 196t 
Roam. 414 - Admiral Bldg. 
7:00 - -10:00 P.M. 
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Yroduction, Log 
8bj ecti ve: to rehearse chorus and princi.pals for the f acuLty audition 
of the. show. 
Those, who helped us with t he audition weret Gwen Breeding, 
Louise Gadbois,. Janet Heiligman,. Lynn Jacobson, June Lewin, Jim Paulson, 
Ralph Brown, Rene Rancourt, Ed Durbeck, Ian Brolm, Dean lfanson, and 
Gretchen,_ Nancy, and myself. 
We discovered that ~ell, Why Not~" and ~serenade• are diff i-
cult harmonically for the singers; also, in a happier vein, Louise 
'·· 
Gadbois seems perf ect for the part of Ethel. 
January 28, I-961. 
RoOLll 210, Theatre 
8:45 - 9:30 A.M. 
Objective: to rehearse Paul's music with Ian Brown. 
Worked Paul.r-s music through. It ian 1t perfect, but is 
quite passable. 
Received a shocking letter from Professor Armistead who 
thinks the book is trite and not worth putting on. EVeryone concerned 
is stunned and feeling nauseous, but w.e 1re ang~y, too, and more deter-
mined than ever to put on a good audition performance. 
... 
----·-
January 28, 1961. 
Room 4l4 ~Admiral mdg. 
9:45 --10:00 A.M. 
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Objectivet to rehearse Claire's music with June Lewin. 
June is a fine musician, but her Claire is going to give 
the wrong impression. It is rather harsh and doesn't sound ayapathe-
tic. 
January 28, l.L96L 
Room. 4l4 - Admiral mdg. 
10:00 - 12:00 A.M. 
Objective:. to polish the chorus for audition. 
Ralph Brown took Rene's place as Jonesy and Gummy. Rene has 
a sore throat, but he says he'll do the role of the dean for the audi-
tion. 
January 28, 1961. 
Room. 210 - Theatre 
1.:00 - 2:.30 P.M. 
Objective: to audition the show to win permission to perform it as 
part of graduate thesis requirement. 
The audition went very well. The students seemed to like 
it, especially. But the faculty was more reserved. 
Mr. Hirsch thinks the book neaa tightening - more sub-plots, 
more of a concrete problem between Claire and Paul, more dane~. We 
~~==~========================================~===== 
l 
explained our feelings on sub-plots - that there~ several, and 
that there was a lot of dancing not evident in the audition. He also 
thought the music needed more variety. We said orchestrations would 
help. Promised to discuss the book after we had tightened it up. 
Mr. Ehrensperger assured us we could do the show. Mr. Kirsch 
suggested the possibility of doing it several times as a benefit for 
the scholarship fund. 
J"-anuary 29, 1961 
Our Apartment 
2:00 - 6:00 P.M .. 
Objectives: 1} to 
2) to 
3) to 
4) to 
think about orchestrations. 
think of a music director. 
think of a choreographer. 
tighten and intensify the show. 
Nancy Currie suggested an orchestra of thirteen pieces: 
piano, dmums, bass, two woodwinds, two violins, cello, two trumpets, 
trombone, flute, Fr4nch horn~ She would do the orchestrations herself. 
We decided that an orchestra would ve feasible only if we did the show 
on the main stag~ for a scholarship benefit. 
We decided to ask Dick Parrinello i~ he would be the music 
director, and if he· had any changes to- suggest in the music,_ since he 
was present at the audition. 
I asked Ellie Di~ newly arrived from DePauw. if she would 
consider Ohoreographing the show. She thought she would. 
-----
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Ian. Brown, mm..,., Gretchen, and I went through the script try-
ing to tighten it •. We ~~oved over twenty-five unnecessary ~ines. We 
also inserted the idea that Paul and Claire are growing sexually cold 
toward each other and the intimation that Allie and Paul have sexual 
relations with each other. It certainly intensifies the plot, not by 
direct statement of the Jlroblem, but by implication. 
January 30, 1961 
Lounge -Admiral Bldg. 
11:00 - 11:30 A.M. 
Objective: to talk with Halpt. .Brown about style problems in the play. 
Discussed problem that some of the songs are satiriaal, some 
serious. College boys are singing soupy songs, and "Rio 11 and "Vienna" 
are self-conscid;usly satirical; "Come Be My Secret Love" begins self-
consciously, ends seriously. Decided college songs should ~ sung 
straight-forwardly, not for comedy. Must be sure actors singing "Rio~, 
etc., really sppof the satires. 
Ralph thought many of the songs go nowhere. I agreed on 
"Well, Why Not?". It needs a definite climax. But other songs grow 
out of dialogue, have their climax, and retreat back into dialogue -
which seems proper in an integrated musical. We don•t waat set-pieces 
with slam-bang endings unless that is appropriate within the context 
of the situation. 
I 
I 
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Januar.r .30, 1-961 
Lunch Room ~Admiral Bldg. 
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. 
Objective, to ask Dick Parrinello to be musical director •. 
Dick thinks the show definitely should be done,. but he doesn't 
like_ its form. He sara it should be either an opera or a musical comedy 
-this doesn't know which it is. He thinks the comic scenes may overcome 
the serious theme, that the serious music is not strong enough, develope 
enough toward climaxes to carry the serious theme in opposition to abe 
<*de themes. 
He doesn't know whether he can be the musical director. 
First, it may not be legal for a faculty member to help on a graduate 
show ... second,, he would like to do Allegro himself. If he does direct 
he would like an orchestra, the main stage, and only polishing the 
chorus and principals after they know their songs. 
Sanuary .31,, 1.961 
Our Apartment 
7:00 - 12:00 P.M. 
Objective: to work on production plans. 
I worked out a flexible set which allowed for continuous 
action, but was also wide and spacious. Worked out costume ideas. 
Decided that orchestra for 210 would have to be two pianos and per-
cussion. Orchestra might cost over $.300.00 in main theatre. Thought 
about ballet choreographers. Decided to ask Barbara Coran to do it. 
-
I } 
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Made a.. liiat of poasibl.e accompanists. Thought about casting, especially 
the ballet and the kids. SUb~racted Clarence from the first scene of 
the plaf, also "Mau-Mau Madness". Thought about Rendezvous as a title. 
February 1, ~961 
Our Apartment 
10:00 - 11:00 P.M. 
Objective; to ditina sty~e of scenery. 
Read Jo Mielziner today and liked his idea of concentrated 
realism. It has as its main purpose the accenting of the most telling 
objects in each scene. It is still realistic, though, still "in period". 
Not stylized or impressionistic if that view is foreign to the ~ay. 
This style seems right for our show. 
February Z, 1961 
OUr Apartment 
6:30 -7t00 P.M. 
Objective' to clarify Claire•s problem. 
Read an article- by Mary I. Bunting, Radcliffe president, in 
"Radcliffe Renews", January 28, 1961, page 6: 
••• although the measurable loss to 
society may not be so graat in the woman who has only 
a bachelor's degree and no outstanding skill, but sim-
ply a good, sharp, cultiVated mind, the same s6nse of 
stagnation strikes her sooner or later and may be still 
more poignant for her, as she is beset with ambitions 
without even theorltical g~ And this sense of stag-
nation can become a malignant factor in even the best 
of marriages when the gifted woman must spend her time 
inventing ways to employ herself mentally and failing, or 
1 
only half-succeeding, may turn against the marriage 
itself in sheer frustration. 
This is a good analysis of Claire, though it leaves out 
her heavr•:> re,pcmsibilities to the children and her sexual coldness 
which may well be a result of intellectual stagnation. 
February 3, 1961 
Room 404 -Admiral Bldg. 
9:-00 - 9:30 A.M. 
ObjeetiveJ to set production plans with Mr. Hirsch. 
Mr. Hirsch approved the production plans but suggested 
that we shoud have both student choreographers and a student musical 
director. Also, we should go ahead planning to use two pianos •. We 
should not pian to use the main stage -and if we should be allowed 
to -use it we still should not plan on a large orchestra. 
February 5, 196L 
Our Apartment 
~0:00 -11:00 P.M. 
Objective: to work out the spine of the play. 
Talked out serious theme of the play with Gretchen. It is, 
very simply: Real love requires self-sacrifice. I~ is not pleasure 
without responsibiblity. It is not sado-masochistic martyrdom (Ike 
Claire). It is a free gift, a sacrifice with nothing required in 
return. Claire and Allie embody the theme. They have t-win realizations. 
~ ~~==============================+===== 
·-
) 
February 7', 196:1!. 
Lunch Room - -Admiral Bldg. 
12:15 P.M. 
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Objective:-· to enlist an accompanist. 
Joan Brewster volunteered to accompany. Fine if she is 
good. I would prefer a good strong male pianist, but they are hard 
to find. 
February g, 1961 
Room 468,, Admiral mdg. 
3:00 -3:15 P.M. 
Objectives: ~) to find a boy to play Chip. 
2) to get a ballet choreographer. 
Asked Mr. Kazanoff it. his son Paul. would play Chip. He 
thought Paul. might like to, but he would have to see if Paul was will-
ing. Paul is eight years old - ideal. 
Left a note on the bulletin board for Babbara Coran, asking 
her to choreograph the ballet. · 
February ~~ 1961 
Lounge - Admiral Bldg. 
11:00 A.M. 
Objective: to get a ~let choreographer. 
Found out that Barbara Coran is no longer in school.. David 
Auslander suggested Sally Bowden as choreographer. I asked her about 
----------------- ---- -
L-. --------------~--------~--------
I} 
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her experience. She is only a freshman~ but has studied with Martha 
Grah~ knows classic and modern ballet. She is choreographing Patience 
for Harvard Gilbert and Sullivan., but seemed quite excited about doing 
a real modern ballet. 
I asked Sally to do the job - gave her the task of gathering 
a corps. I gave her some suggestions for possible men and told her 
what the ballet is about. 
February 11, 1961 
Jordan Hall 
1:25 P.M. 
Objective, to get a musical director. 
sa.w Jack Dudley at the Metropolitan Opera auditions and 
asked him to be musical director of the show. He is a Boston University 
graduate student with exceptional musical talent. He coached The Rape 
of Lucretia and has conducted four musical shows at Harvard. He has 
& conflict -On the Town, which he is conducting in April. He still 
mar be able to direct our ahn, at the beginning of rehearsals and for 
the last three weeks. 
Gretchen is nearly finished rew&rking the script. By this 
Friday we will submit it to Mr. Hirsch for suggestions. 
February 14, 1961. 
Our Apartment 
6:.30 P.M. 
Objective: to 9:et a. musical director. 
~----------~---------~--------
I 
~· 
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Jack Dudley agreed to be musical director. He wilL work 
with us during spring vacation for several days and return to take over 
the sho~ after April 20. Also, he promises to drop in on the show 
whenever he can. Now I must line up aceompanists. 
Feilruary 16, 1961. 
OUr Apartment 
7:00 P.M. 
Objective:- to get musical coaches. 
Now I have thne accompanists. Angelo :Ma•ano will play in 
th& afternoons, but he works at night. Janet Jamison will he~p a little. 
She has a recital on April 10. ~can Brewster cna play in the evenings. 
She is &..,member of the Glee Club, which rehearses Monday through 
Thursday t~o~ .3~.30 to 5:00 P.M. 
Wrote Nancy about progress . Asked for ballet tape and scores 
as soon as possible. 
February 24, 1961 
Our Apartment 
7t00 -- 8:00 P.M. 
Objectives: ~) to enlist accompanists., 
2.) to rethink problem of casting and choreography. 
Lee Wilson and Jo Kelner have said they will help with accom-
panying~ although both have many conflicts. 
I am thinking of using Ellen Dix as Allie, Ellen Leef as 
) 
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Maggie., and asking Charon Cohen to choreograph. This means that 
I will almost have to promise a part to Ellen Dix, which I really 
should not do. Must think this one over. 
Maggie must be able to dance. I wonder if Ellen Leef can? 
Charon seems to be a marvelous choreographer, from her work 
in Pal Joey: I•m not sure of Ellen Dix's abilities in dance. Gwen 
Breeding or Madeline Winston might be good for Allie, or Gwen might 
make a good Claire. 
February 25, 196:1: 
Mr. Kazanoff's home 
9:00-10:00 A.M. 
Objective: to talk to Paul about Chip~ 
Talked to Paul a9out what he does in the play. Read through 
his scenes with him. Asked him to learn his lnes. Found out he sings 
well. Checked his schedule and agreed to rehearse first at .3:00 P.M. 
on March 27. 
February 28, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
11:00 - 11:15 A.M. 
Objectives: 1) to arrange for script revision. 
2) to arrange for advertising poster. 
I gaVe the rewritten script to Mr. Hi•sch. we agreed to go 
over it with Gretchen so1netime on or after March 11, when I am finished 
I) 
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with Merry Wives of Windsor. 
I asked Louis Ponderoso~ to mak~ a Rendezvous poster for 
posting n&tices about the play. He agreed, and I told him about the 
theme of the play. I suggested that we would pay for his materials. 
Fe brue.ry 28, 1961 
Theatre 
1:00 P.M. 
Objective: to find out about production and stage managers. 
I talked to Mr. Nicholson about production and stage mana-
gers. He suggested Paul., gut we agreed that it would be impossible 
because of Paults play, Henry IV. I will not be able to use David 
Auslander as stage manager because he is not eligible as a freshman. 
March 4, 1961 
Amory Lunch 
12:30 - 1:00 P.J-1. 
Objective~ to tell Ellen Dix that she would be better in the cast than 
as choreographer. 
I talked to Ellea between rehearsals for Merry Wives. She 
was very cooperative - said shawould rather do a part than choreograph. 
I told her her qualities are better suited for Allie than ~~gie. I 
didn '·t promise her the part, but she probably feels pretty sure she 
has it. 
March 4, 1961 
Theatre 
9:.30 P.M. 
Objective: to get a choreographer. 
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Luckily, I ran into Charon Cohen. When I asked her to take 
over the choreograph' she assented vigorou~y and asked for ~cript 
as soon as possible. 
Walter Dolan is nearly finished with ~. He, too, wants 
a script as soon as possible. 
March S, 1.961 
Admiral Bldg. 
Various Times 
Objective:- tct plan a meeting on the script. 
I gave a script to Walter Dolan today. 
Mr. Hirsch suggested Kay SUllivan for one of tha roles in 
the musical. She is a fine actress and would be just right for Claire 
if she can sing maturely. 
Agreed to meet Mr. Hirsch for script revision on Sunday, 
March 19, at his home. 
March 11, 1961 
Our Apartment 
9:.30 -' .. M. 
Objective: to get music from Nancy. 
--
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Music arrived from Nancy this morning. She sent a complete 
conductor's score, ballet score, ballet tape, ballet analysis, dance 
tape, and dance analysis. 
March 12, 1961 
Our Apartment 
5t00 - 8:30 P.M. 
Objective: to play through the score. 
Had Jack Dudley and Charaa Cohen over for dinner. Afterward 
Jack played through the show at his apartment. Some of it he likes 
very much, although he 1~ generally as reserved as usual. 
March 13, 1961 
Theatre 
3:00 - 3:30 P.M. 
Objective: to talk production plans. 
Talked again to Mr. Nicholson about production and stage 
managers. Jacques Maynard seems to be the only good candid&.te. Every-
one else has done it before and is therefore not eligible. 
Scheduled a meeting with Walter Dolan for 3:30 Friday, March 17, to 
talk over set. Gave him four pages of typed instructions about the 
set. Also gave him a tentative ground plan. 
Planned auditions for the following week. 
--
March 14, 1961. 
Admiral Bldg. 
11:00- 11:10 A.M. 
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Objective: to get Sally started on ballet. 
Gave ballet score, tape, and analysis to Sally Bowden. 
Sha has her own tape recorder. Asked her how casting of ballet is 
coming. Slaw. 
March 16. 1961. 
Admiral Bldg. 
11:00 A.M .. 
Objective: to set up auditions. 
Typed audition notices to put up Friday. Tried to contact 
Louis PDnderoso to have him put up his poster, but Louis was nowhere 
to be found. 
Planned first five days of rehearsal. 
March 19, 1961 
Our Apartment 
2:-00 - 4:00 P.M. 
Objective; to plan audition criteeia. 
r decided to grade auditioners first on ioiee, aecond on 
dance, thi~ when their abilities in these t.v fields had been deter-
mined, to have them tead for parts. I devised a six point system for 
scoring voicet pitch, volume, quality, range, vocal line, and pro-
jected meaning. 
I 
I 
J.. ' 
-
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March 19, 1961 
Mr~ Hirschts home 
?.tOO - 9:00 P~M. 
Objective: to revise script. 
Mr. Hirsch suggested that we: 1) Reverse first and second 
scenes in order to give Chad a better chance to win Allie. Also it 
would make a more energetic opening scene. 2} Gat down April's sppeches. 
She is overwritten • .3) Give Mallie another song in the first act; or 
introduce "I'm Just One of the Fellows" in the first act. 4) Make 
Clairets second act soliloquy into a sung fecitative. 5). Add a final 
scene of Allie, perhaps singing "This Is More Than the World Allows" 
with appropriate new lyrics. 
March 20-24, 1961 
Rooms 414, 408 -Admiral Bldg. 
Afternoon and evening, all week 
0 j .ective=a to caat the show by means of singing, dancing, and reading 
auditions. 
OVer seventy people auditioned for the show. However, we 
not 
werejoverwhelmed with triple-threat people, that is, those who can 
sing, dance, and act. Several p•ople drppped out of the show when they 
discovered they were cast in the chorus. We lost three boys and two 
girls this way, but decided to proceed without replacing them. All of 
the dancing boys are singing boys, too, which is going to create 
rehearsal problems, and some of them are also in the ballet. 
March 24, 1961 
Room 414 - Admiral Bldg. 
3:00 - 4:00 P.M. 
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Objectives: 1) to get ac~uainted vtth the cast. 
2) to give the cast the background of 
3) to tell the cast objectives in the 
4) to hand out scripts and scores. 
the show. 
shfil'W .. 
5) to establish procedures, promptness, and announce 
rehearsal schedule. 
All the objectives were acco~plished. Several were absent 
for various reasons. Some were working on crews and some had already 
left for spring vacation. We decided to work over vacation only vith 
principals who would normally be in this area anyway, because most 
members of the chorus could not afford to pay to stay in the dorms 
over vacation. Got daily schedules from everyone present. Emphasized 
group effort and loyalty and promptness. 
March 24, 1961 
Room 414, Admiral Bldg. 
7:00 - 10:00 P.M. 
Objective: to read and *ing through ·; the show. 
We read through the whole show except for the ballet. Jack 
Dudley was late, so Jean Palmerton played for half an hour. The cast 
read extremely well, especially Ellie Dix and George Darveris. Must 
watch for too much softness from Claire. She has a tendency to c~y, 
lose control. Ian must play the scene, not the quality; he does seem 
-1.1-
right for the part. For him we must emphasize self-confidence, pride, 
self-sufficiency, insensitivity to Claire. 
I must be careful to be firm with Jack Dudley. He is very 
sensitive, doesn't like to be pushed. He was very upset when I sugges-
ted that a tempo was too slow. He said, "It mast be slow to help her 
learn." And there was an embarrassed silence. He's probably right. 
March 25, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
10:00 A.M. - 1:00 P~M. 
Objective~ to rehearse music with Chad, Maggie, and Allie. 
Ellen Leef is proving difficult. She is very worried about 
the range of her part, says she cannot do certain things. 
She says she has no difficulty selling songs once she knows 
them - but this just isn't true. Her voice and face were pretty lifeless 
during auditions. This will have to change. I think it will. 
Jack thinks Ellen Di• will have no trouble with her 
part after she works on it for a few weeks. George is very light, but 
true, and perhaps he can develop some volume. 
March 26, 1961 
Our Apartment 
2:00 - 5:00 P.M. 
Objective: to outline dance suggestions for Charon Cohen. 
Told Charon the dances should originate out of natural 
\k===~==========================================*======= 
'----------------------------- -
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movements, then become bigger and exaggerated as dance moves toward 
climax. Begin simply and spontaneously, gain formality and design 
as they proceed. Should be based on contemporary college dancing. 
Then she went over each number and I suggested bits and 
styles for each, and gave her exact bar numbers. She tooj home the 
dance tape and analysis to work on over spring vacation. 
V.LS.rch 26, 1961 
Walter Dolan 1 e Apartment 
7~00 - 9:00 P.M. 
Objective: to discuss set plans. 
Walter outlined for me his new ideas for a set which would 
use only one traveler, but four set pieces on moveable wagons. It all 
seemed very ingenious, but I was worried about space problems. Decided 
to work around space problems in exchange for a flexible, quick-change 
set. Walter gave me a ground plan to do my blocking. He said he could 
push the whole set back ten feet if I was worried about space for the 
audience. Materials for the set j[l cost about $9.00, which is mainly 
for rope for the double traveler system. 
we went over the whole show, making sure we were both clear 
on all necessary scene changes, and that the action could proceed 
continuously. 
March 28, 1961 
Our Apartment 
1:00 - 5:30 P.M. 
) 
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Objectives: 1) to arrange a production meeting with l{r. Nicholson. 
2) to set-up a master production schedule. 
I called Mr. Nicholson about a production meeting. It was 
arranged for Wednesday, March 29, at 1:00 P.M. I asked him wh•ther his 
daughter1 Susie, could play Bonnie. 
Arranged a production schedule for the 6ntire show, inclu-
ding ballet and dance rehearsals. Used schedule cards of the cast. 
Have scheduled at least two full ballet rehearsals and two full dance 
rehearsals each week. We have terrible conflicts, though, especially 
with work and glee olu~ Achedules. Four members of our cast are in 
the glee -club, which rehearses almost every afternoon. Two of the 
boys have jobs which interfere at least threet days a week. 
March 29, 1961 
Theatre 
1:00 - 2:00 P.M. 
Objective: to work out production plans with Mr. Nicholson. 
Mr. Nicholson gave me a complete production staff, including 
Paul Cooper as production manager. I don't see how this can work. We 
set up a tentative budget of $52.00. 
Also, he decided that his daughter, Susie, should not do 
the part of Bonnie. He was afraid sre might be too self-conscious on 
stage, and he didn't know how she would get to rehearsals. 
-
March 30, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
11:00 - 12:00 A.M. 
Objective: produvtion plans. 
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Reserved rooms 408 and 470 for rehearsals. Both have pianos. 
Asked for tuning of pianos at the theatre, as Mr4 Nicholson had 
suggested. Miss ~hill ips agreed - put them on the schedule to be 
tuned. 
March 31, 1961 
Our Apartment 
10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
Objectives: to prepare lighting and property plots. 
Worked out half the. lighting plot and typed the prop list 
in quadruplicate. 
Louise Gadbois called to say she cannot do the part of Claire. 
She has just realized that she has too many other commi~1ents. This is 
a bad blow. Other possibilities for the part: Gwen Breeding, Kay Sullivar 
Rowena Balos. Decided to offer Gwen the part Monday. She has the voice. 
April 3, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
11:00 A.M. - 9:30 P.M. 
Objectives: 1) to get a Claire 
2) to work on music with the cast. 
I offered Gwen the part. She said she would take it if she 
·-
r 
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didu •t ge.t one of two major roles in Yerma. She will let me know tomor-
row morning. 
Ann Morris learned her little solo in one session. Angelo 
says Paul Kazanorr has his song memorized. A little genius. 
Jack Dudley failed to appear for evening rehearsal. but I 
led the group. We got off to a prettr good start. When I called him 
Jack said he didntt remember a rehearsal had been called for Monday. 
April 4, 196~ 
Admiral Bldg. 
2:00 - 10:00 P.M. 
Objectives: l) to get a Claire. 
2) to learn the music. 
Gwen sa1s she will definitely work with Peter Kass in ~ 
even though she has been cast in a minor role. 
Again I had to take the music rehearsal. 
April. 5, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
3:00 - }.0 .• 00 P.M. 
Objectives: 1) to get a Claire. 
2) to learn the music . 
Mr. McCloskey recommended Janet Winburn to do the part or 
Claire when I ~eaded with him to let Louise back into the cast. Janet 
is a fine singer, a good mezzo, but I have no idea how well she acts. 
She does look the ~rt. I checked with Mr. Hirsch and Mr. Nicholson, 
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and both said it was alright for her to take the part. She is a part-
time student in music theatre. So, Janet will be Claire, and we're 
very glad to have her. She seems eager to do the role. 
Nancy Currie arrived on her spring vacation from DePauw. 
She heard Janet sing, and told June Lewin. who had volunteered for the 
part, that we alnady had a Claire. In ihe evening Nancy took over the 
musical rehearsal. We 111orked on "Serenade" and "Well, Why Not?" 
Aprll 6, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
3:00 - 10:00 P.M. 
Objevtives: 1) to get accompanists • 
2} to learn music. 
Jack Dudley was here both in the afternoon and the evening. 
We are now at the point where everyone is famil lar with his music. It 
is not memorized, but at least they know the notes. Jack is good for 
the show: intense and serious and gerceptive. He has no time for 
nonsense. 
We are still not completely covered on accompanists. Angelo 
has had to take work every afternoon from Mr. Bergmann. Also, 'We do not 
yet have a Bonnie. 
April 7, ~961 
Admiral Bldg. 
3:00 - 5:30 
Objectives: 1) to rehearse music . 
"l\ +,... ,.J,.,.,..._,.,...~-n-1. tiT ft., T .... + n.....a -~ .t-1..- 'C\,., 1 .11 
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we had principal~music rehearsal with Angelo while Charon 
worked on the dance. It looks good -very exciting, in fact. She is 
doing it sL~ply but precisely~ Half of Maggie's dance has been cboreo-
graphed. 
April. 8, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
10:00 A.M._ - 1:15 P.M.-
Objectives: 1) first bellet rehearsal. 
2) principals 1 music rehearsal 
Sally worked on defining her te~s for the dancers and 
seeing what each was capable of doing. Angelo worked with Paul, Allie, 
and Chad while Jeff Chambers (our stage manager)got the rooms taped 
with the groun~ plan preparatory to blocking rehearsals next week. 
Aprll 9, 1961 
Our Apartment 
2:00 - 9:00 P.M. 
Objectives: 1) to anaJ.rza r. the first act and block it. 
2) to set u~ accompanists for the week. 
3) to get a Bonnie. 
fbl,_,waa DO dance rehearsal because of several conflicts, 
but I worked on analyzing and blocking the first act. 
Called Sue Kalb about accompabping. She can work Monday 
afternoon and maybe Wednesday. I am having a terrible time finding some-
one who can work steadily. 
Called Mrs .Kaza.noff about a Bonnie. She said she would chedk 
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at PaUL's school. She is so nice to offer to do this for us. 
April lLO, 1961 
Admiral. Bldg. 
):00 - ~0:00 P.M. 
Objectives: ~) to block three scenes. 
2) music rehearsal. 
Blocked first studio scene, Maggie and Allie in kitchen, and 
Clain. and Paul. after the serenade. Sets seem much too cramped. I 
must talk to \{alter Dolan about this. 
Claire tends to dissipate her energr. Probablr she doesn't 
fael competent yet to act with Ian. She tends to agree with absolutely 
everything I say. She needs control, sarcasm -like a mother with a 
bad, spoiled little boy. She must be stronger than Paul. !!!. :Loses 
coatroL 
Sue Kalb didA't make it to rehearsal. It was just as well; 
we couldn't have spent much time on the m~sic. 
Gretchen took the evening rehearsal because I had to enlist 
in the A~y Reserve~ She said several kids were a•sent and more were 
late, and it was generally a bai rehearsal. Singers are still flubbing 
notes. 
April. 11, 1961 
Admiral ffi.dg. 
3:00 - 10:00 P.M~ 
Objectives: 1} to block all of Claire, Paul, Maggie, and Allie in the 
~-~ 
r 
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2) to get a Bonnie. 
3) music rehearsal. 
Finished most of act one involving principals only, except 
I-9. Gave Chip very specific things to do. Unfortunate!¥, we still do 
not have & Bonnie. Mrs. Kazanoff wasn't able to get to school because 
of the rain yesterday, so she couldn't ask aaout someone there. I 
really shouldn't expect her to find a Bonnie for me. Decided to call 
a Newton schoo~teacher friend, Jane Hammond, who may know of interested 
young girls. 
Evening rehearsal went well . The chorus kids are working. 
Most of them have their parts memorized. Of course, I cannot really 
judge how well they are doing because I don't know the chorus music 
well enough to tell. They may be hitting some wrong notes. 
April 12, 1961 
Admiral ID.dg. 
3:00 - 10:00 P.M. 
Objectives: 1) principals' music rehearsal. 
2) to stage serenade sequence and dance sequence. 
Jack Dudley failed to show for afternoon rehearsal. So far 
he has been unreliable. I worked with the singers, anyway, without an 
accompanist. 
Staged I-5 and I-7 in the evening. I !&ve them very simple 
staging which will probably have to ge elaborated later. I am worried 
about focus in the serenade. It is split between Chad, Allie, and Paul; 
but that is the way it should be, I think. 
r 
i 
April 13, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
3:00 - 10:00 P.M. 
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Objective: to work over scenes in first act, especially for lines. 
Good afternoon rehearsal. Janet Winburn continues to improve 
as Claire. I have emphasized physical things with her : holding her 
head still, not slumping, keeping her hands from flopping uncontrollably. 
She seems to react self-consciously after she says a line; but at last 
she is beginning to get Claire's sarcasm. The lines are dreadful when 
read straightforwardly. They weren't written to be read straight. 
In the evening set all of act one except opening tableau and 
football ballet. Sue Kalb failed to show for rehearsal again. These 
defections are demoralizing to me and to the cast. 
April 14, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
3:00 - 5:30 P.M. 
Objectives: 1) to give Jacques lighting instructions . 
2) to stage second act. 
I gave my typed lighting suggestions to Jacques Maynard~ but 
he still needs a sdript and a groUnd plan. Also, I must get a costume 
plot to Harriet Levy this weekend. 
WOrked with the principals, setting Dean, Ethel, and April 
scene in the second act. New we have six scenes yet to stage. 
April-15, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
10:00 - 5:00 P.M. 
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Objective: to work over and perfect what we have staged. 
We had just a fair rehearsal in the morning. Our biggest pro-
blem is still being held back by the accompanist. Angelo is wonderful, 
but he doesn't support the singers. They have to pull him along. 
Janet Winburn is improving daily. She needs help. I must try 
to give it to her. Her jaw does finny things - a nervous twitch, I think. 
Ian is proving a ~d of problem on lnes. He develops terrible 
blocks and often paraphrases. 
Today we got our Bonnie ~Joan Mandel from Newton. She is 
marvelous. She learns rapidly, knew her lines afer the first rehearsal. 
She has excellent concentration and can sing, too. 
The east wants to work hard, they want to do a good show. 
Ian and Ellie need much dance work, as do April and Bodwell, 
and Allie and Maggie must work on their duet. 
April 16, 1961 
OUr Apartment 
2:00 - 6:00 P.M. 
Objectives: 1) to block rest of play. 
2) to set up week's schedule. 
3) to arrange accompanists for the week. 
I finished blocking the play and set up a schedule for the 
week. But I had trouble finding accOillpanists .. At one po-int it was 
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disgusting enough that I had tqfip mr s~eater from waist to n ck. I 
~as a little exasperated. Joan Brewster finally came through. She ~ill 
get someone for Mondayy at least. 
April 17, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
3:30-10:00 P~M. 
Objective: To see ~here we stand on act one. 
Gretchen took notes on act one while I attended Army Reserve 
meeting. She thought blocking and dance were wrong in I-3 - too intimate, 
and made PaUl like a little boy. Claire is not mocking enough, or cyni-
cal, or in control of the situation. I will try to remedy these s faults. 
Otherwise, Gretchen had no major complaints tt this stage. 
April 18, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
3:30 -10:00 P.M~ 
Objectives: 1) to lWen up the ~ittle kids. 
2) to review and correct principals' scenes. 
3) to choreograph football ballet. 
I can't get the little kids to stay concentrated on the 
scene. They are ~andering and still reading linee. They must constaatly 
be doing something or they start gazing around. Tried some as ifs with 
them. ~ Daddy ~as santa Claus seemed to help. 
Claire is getting more confidence. Ian is helping her by 
talking thDough their scenes. He is a big help to the director. 
I 
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Charon blocked the football ballet while I worked with the 
principals in the evening. 
We had cur first crew meeting today. Half of them showed up. 
Harry Passoth is supposed to be our production manager, but he is in 
the hospital for a check-up. 
April 19, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
10:00 A.M. - 5t00 P.M. 
Objective: to set group scenes in second act. 
In the morning we got "Trilogytt- and "Morning Aftertt- set 
and worked over the Claire and Ethel scene. In the afternoon we cleaned 
up the football ballet and "Fellows". Decided to tppe Barbara Buloff 1 s 
"Secret Love" for the juke box. 
April 19, 1961 
OUr Apartment 
8:00 - 12:00 P.M., 
Objectives: 1) to have a complete line rehearsal of principals. 
2) to encourage camaraderie among the cast. 
Some scenes, especially those with Chad, Maggie, and Allie, 
are going very well and need little work. Harold and Ethel have all 
their lines. April is doing well; promised to have her lines by Thursday. 
Gretchen is worried. Somebody said the book was banal. But we 
agree it is all in how the lines are said. 
After tonight there is a good spirit in the cast. 
April 20,_ 1961 
Lunch Room - Admiral mdg • 
12:30 - 2:00 P.M. 
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Objective: to set props and costumes. 
Frank Mello has been assigned as production manager because 
Harry Passoth has a medical excuse. I am glad. However, Frank isn't 
happy with the job, and can't do anything until Sunday because he is 
directing a T.V. show. 
Met with Allisoa Miller on props and Harriet Levy on cos-
tuaes for the show. Crews were assighed. Allison is a problem. She 
needs attention constantly for insignificant little problems. 
April 21, 1961 
Admiral mdg. 
3:30 - 10:00 P.M. 
Gbjective: to work on second act scenes. 
Little kids are coming beautifully now. Maybe Mr. Kazanoff 
worked with Paul., He's become more animated and louder. Kids scenes are 
almost ready. Must be careful not to go stale. 
Ellen Dix is complaining because I don't work enough with 
her. I spend more time working on the Claire-Paul scenes. I explained 
to her that Claire needs more time, but in the future I'll try to help 
Ellen more. Ne~ week I must spend whole afternoons with two people, 
rather than just one hour for each pair. 
AprU is doing quite well. She almost knows her lines. Must 
make sure she doesn't become too mueh of a caricature. 
April 22, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
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Objectives: 1) to polish act two principals 
2) to polish all dance scenes. 
ROutine rehearsal. Nothing outstanding. I '11 have to think 
it over. We're kind of on a plateau. 
April 23, 1961 
Our Apartment 
2:00 - 6:00 P.M. 
Objective: to determine where we are and what needs to be done. 
The cast is on the verge of knowing all lines, but because 
they don't have them cold they aren't ready for serious interpretation. 
We must spend adequate time on this before we get to the theatre. 
Gummy should be replaced in the first part of ''Fellows" 
danced if he cantt do something expansive or funny .. Bits should be 
added to the football ballet. Needs to be exaggerated, not literal. 
Also, it lacks focus. Whom are we supposed to be watching? Can "Well, 
Why Not?" dance be related in any way to the lyrics? Can Maggie be 
featured in PFellowa"? She is supposed to be. (Questions for the chore-
ographer) 
Claire's recita~ive is marvelous, but it bas its climax in 
the middle. I guess that is the way it should be. 
Bonnie Godfrey is overpowering everybody in the cast, becoming 
the most exciting character •. She does "takes". I have asked her not to 
L~--
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do this because it makes her a caricature~ I think part of her problem 
is line uncertainty. She does 11 t akes 11 when she can't think of the line. 
Allie must tae more natural. She is doing fmm.r things with 
her voice and e.res, playing it too naively. 
Harold and Ethel must listen to each other, relate, pla.r with 
each other. They enjoy each other more than so far the.r've indicated. 
Maggie's smile must light up when she's With Chad. She can't 
help it, just like Allie can't with Paul. With Allie she Is practical. 
I must orchestrate the show in m.r mind. Begin to bear it, to 
pull it into shape in m.r head, so that I know what's right. 
To be done: 
Aprll 24, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
3:30 - 10:00 P.M. 
~) Musical rehearsal -
Maggie-Allie, "This Is Mgre" 
Claire, recitative 
Chorus, "Well, Why Not?", "Serenade" 
April and Bodwell, "Well, Why Not?f 
Paul and Allie, "Rendezvous"sequence 
Principals and Chorus, "Morning After" and 
"TrUog.r" 
2) Dance rehearsal -
Football ballet 
"Well, Why lot?" 
"Rendezvous"sequence 
"Fellows" 
Apr.ll-Bodwell dance 
"Morning After" 
Conga 
Opening tableau 
Ballet 
Objectives: 1) to get Aprll more refined 
L-~--
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2) to work on dances. 
3) to get a production manager. 
Jack Dudley finally made it for musical rehearsal this 
afternoon, but he can 1t be here tonight because he has to see @InU. 
I worked with April, trying to get her more refined, sophis-
ticated - almost ~ike a dowager. She is beginning to get more variety 
into her charact•rrmore subtlety. She is a hard worker. 
Charon worked on the conga and added a dance for Maggie 
in order to feature her. Also reviewed the other dances •. 
I'm still getting trouble from Frank Mello. He doesn't want 
to 1te production manager, so I •d rather not hap him. Jim Tugend is 
interested in the job, and said he would ask Nicholson if be could do 
it. I called Jim at 11:00 P.M. Nicholson says be is it. At last, two 
weeks before production, we have our first production manager. 
April 25, 1961 
Theatre 
3:00 - 4:30 P.M. 
Objective; production meeting to set budget and coordinate all elements 
of the production. 
Ian Brown took the rehearsal at the Admiral Building while 
I attended the production meeting. I had typed up a series of eight 
duties which Jim Tugend should fulfill as production manager. I finished 
talking lights with Jacques Maynard in the morning. 
We had a satisfactory production meeting with all crew heads 
present except Jacques Maynard. We pl&~aned a budget of 860.00 which 
~~----------------------~--------
l 
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Mr. Nicholson approved. Thursday, April 27 was designated as a tech-
nical rehearsal day for moving the sets, and the cast should plan to 
move in on the 28th of April. On the 26th Harriet will see people 
individually about costumes. 
I'm worried about the ballet. Sally has worked very little 
with George and Don Knaube has much to learn. She will have an exhaus-
tive rehearsal Thursday night. 
April 26, 1961 
Admiral ID.dg. 
3:30 - 10:00 P.M. 
Objective: to work over dance and musical spots in need of polish. 
Once again Jack Dudley did not appear. We struggled along 
without a piano at extreme tension. We need a piano desperately now. 
Dick Piro played as best he could as a substitute ••• as a matter of 
fact he is the best we have. We got most of the costumes set with 
Harriet while we waited for Jack. 
I watched the ballet. Took notes and told Sally it would 
have to be simplified down to the lowest common denominator which all 
of the dancers could master, and that the dances needed ~ pa.ttera of 
movement. It looked too much like a series of uacoordinated gy.m exer-
cises. She obliged with a series of arabesques which, though simp~e, 
were quite effective. At least all the girls can do it. Ballet as a 
whole is still incomplete. Sally is having troubles. She doe8l1 't have 
enough time nor enough raw talent to make a good modern ballet. 
l 
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April 27, 1961 
Ad!Xliral Bldg. 
3:30 - 10:00 P~M. 
Objectives: to irou out rough spots preparatory to runthrough at 
theatre. 
Scenes with the little kids are ready now for performance. 
All we need is to refreshen them from time to time. 
Decided to wait until tomorrow to get into the theatre. 
Walter is having conflicts with ~~ He is building the set for it, 
too. 
Worked long and hard with the two Ellie's on their final 
duet. Now we have lots of emotion, but still not the nastiness in 
Allie that Gretchen wants. This is the peak, though, I think. 
April 28, 1961 
Admiral Bldg. 
3:30 - 10:00 P.M. 
Objectives; 1) to tape sound cues. 
2) to run second act. 
We're still not in the theatre, but there is no need to 
ru.h in. We have plenty to do yet. In the morning from 8:30 to 9:30 
Don King and r recorded the sound cues. In the afternoon we worked 
with the kids again, and finished a runthraQ!b of the second act, except 
II-10. Paull and Claire scenes are building &H~Gil•ltsr. 
r · called Jack Dudley several times. Hew~ supposed to be 
here. When I finally reached him he said he had to go to New York for 
l 
the weekend; so, I asked him. kindly not .. to come back .. There goes our 
orchestra.- but also one big ulcer. He was more of a problem to me 
than his genuine worth as a musician to the show. A great weight is 
off my shoulders. But now I must find another conductor-pianist. 
I called Ross Reimuell~r at the New England Conservatory, 
but he was much too busy .. Asked Dick Parrinello, but be is now conducting 
at the Bradford Roof. Finally decided to go it alone with Nancy. 
April 2-9, 1961 
Theatre 
~0:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. 
Objectives: 1.) ballet rehearsal in morning .. 
2) technical, Act I in afternooa .. 
Ballet is still not going well. Seems confused still. Talked 
with Sally about focus and necessary changes. 
Nancy arrived for the afternoon rehearsal, and things began 
taking shape. Finally we had a pianist who could support the singers. 
Allison Miller has been a big problem.. She talks and worries, 
but does not do. Jim is going to work her gracefully into a busy-work 
job. 
April .30, 1961 
Theatre 
2:00 - 11:00 P.M. 
Objectives: 1) to discover problem areas in each scene. 
2) to set them immediately to rights. 
l 
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3) to work for individual scene perfection, rather than 
continuity. 
Worked through the whole show viewing each scene twice with 
a halt between for notes. Things are in fair shape., Our biggest problems: 
tomorrow. 
"Well, 'Whf Not?" dance 
"Serenade"' 
Bodwell - overacting 
Y£ggie-Allie duet 
Ballet 
Paul-Allie love scene 
Paul-Allie dance 
Volume and energy 1 generally 
Wi still have no double-decker bed. Jim is going to get one 
Nobody is loud enough except April. She's got it for musi-
cal comedy. Eileen is constantly upsteging herself. Maggie and Allie 
are especially lacking in energy. ran is playing Paul too weakly. Allie 
·is not full of utter abahdon ia "Nonsense". 
May 1, 1961 
Theatre 
3t30 - 11:00 P.M. 
Objectives: 1) to cut ballet in half and splice a total sound tape. 
2) to work on ballet and Paul and Allie's dance. 
3) to set lights in afternoon. 
4) to work on principals' weak seenes. 
In the morning Nancy and I cut out five minutes of the ballet 
by cutting out measures her,, notes here, and whole sections here. It 
was a precise job, and one we'd never tried before, but it came out very 
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smoothly. It was pure tun, playing engineer. 
The Glee Club kids can 1t be excused in the after»oon, so 
we must work on things without them. Worked on "Rendezvous" dance with 
Paul and Allie. Paul is working hard, but naturally resists things which 
make him appear awkward. We are simplifying the dance, making it more 
a matter of clever bits with a long, green, piano scarf. 
The ballet is beginning to take some little shape, although 
I don•t see how it can be ready by perfo~ance time. Don Knaube didn't 
arrive until 9:00 P.M. because of his work. 
Most of the cast saw the performance of ~ tonight. 
May 2, 1961 
Theatre 
3:-30 - 12:00 P.M. 
Objective: to runthrough show for rough spots and for continuity. 
In the afternoon we focused the lights. 
rn the eveming we ran through the entire show, stopping for 
technical errors. Mr. Hirsch visited and offered suggestions after the 
rehearsal. Many small things had to be corrected, some blocking was 
wrong, and line readings were still wrong in a few cases. GeJrerally, 
the energy was down, but Mr. Hirsch suggested not worrying about this 
yet. 
Ian was better, much stronger than be~ore. Allie is still 
not up to par. She tends to declaim rather than introspect.- Maggie is 
still down, but better than Monday. April carries the show. But mainly 
little technical things are wrong. They can all be fixed. 
May 3, 1961 
Theatre 
3t30 - l2:00 P.M. 
Objectives: L) atter.ooaa - runthrough act one. 
2) evening - runthrough show. 
Again we were plagued with little technical bothers, but 
they are ludicrous anymore. People are not staying in their lights, 
forgetting to take off props, giving lines upetage, opening doors the 
wrong way. That's wbat technical rebearsale are for, they say. 
But Bodwell was good tod,y. He has stopped overacting. A 
straightforward talk with him did the trick. Eileen still is not 
making it, although she was better, putting in a few 11sugahs 11 of her 
very own. But she could be more effective if she knew her lines cold. 
Paul and Allie have mastered their little dance. Restaged 
Allie-Ghad breakup scene according to Mr. Hirsch's suggestioa. They are 
both facing downstage now. Also, restaged football ballet, putting Chad 
up o• the porch as a throne, with Gummy as Jester and Maggie as Queen. 
May 4, 1961 
Theatre 
3:30 - 12:00 P.M. 
Objective: dress rehearsal with notes between acts. 
The first act was terrible. Everything went wrong, but 
the wnergy level was the lowest. Everybody went through the show 
registering "who cares?" &t the second act was better, after a lecture 
on the first. 
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We cut business which was slowing down the play, such as 
Bodwell offering Allie a drink from his flask. Paul had much too much 
grey makeup, Dean Johnson not enough. 
~ter ~the second act everyone b¥t the crew went home, thinking 
perhaps we had a show~ Ballet was not good, but under performance con-
ditions it may pull together. 
Crew stayed until 3:00 A.M~ checking all cues to perfection. 
May 5, 1961 
Theatre 
7:30 - 10:00 P.M. 
Objective: critique performance. 
I thought the show went pretty well, but the critique was 
rather bruising. Read elsewhere what the faculty thought. 
We stayed up until 4:30 A~M. with Nancy and Ian planning 
revisions of the show. Here is what we decided to do: 
~) Add Allie in first studio ~bleau. 
2) Cut "Rendezvous in Rio 11 to two verses, omit dance entirely, 
April enters at end of song. 
3) Play whole show lighter, more like musi cal comedy. 
4) Cut parts of "Pretending". 
5) Chorus remain onstage dancing until after Bodwell and 
April sing uwell, Why Not?". 
6) Cut 11Pi Kappa Gamma" tto ·~ne line. 
7) Pull studio center for finale of act one. 
8) Move Dean-Ethel scene in toward center~ Cut muffin bit. 
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9) Retape "Secret Love". Set boys attitude to ~1aggie. 
10) Cut Chad's tttonely Lamplight". 
11) Cut part of Allie's phone speech. 
I 
12) Revise whole last scene. 
13) Cut ballet entirely. 
May 6, 1961 
Theatre 
1:.00 - 12:00 P.M. 
Objectives: 1) Outline revisions to cast. 
2) to go over critique notes. 
3) to get suggestions for end of show and set it. 
Outlined criticisms of show to cast. Told them about revisions 
we had decided on. Spent two hours working on a new ending and rehearsing 
it. Nancy arranged a musical ending on the spot using a crucial part of 
"Pr6tending", adding Claire answer!ng Paul 1 a question and finally a 
backstage chorus amplifying their thoughts. Paul~stngs: ''How can you 
find it when it's gone and you know that it's lost forever to you? 
What do you do?" And Claire answers from across the stage: "You wait 
and you hope, and you long for the day when his love will come back 
to you. That's what you do." Together they sing: 
You live on memories, you live on dreams. 
You grasp at moments that seem to mean 
He cares a little, still shares a little (chorus enters here) 
The love you both once knew. 
In the evening we worked with Paul, illie, and Claire on 
their scenes, and retaped "Secret Love" with Barbara Buloff and Ellen 
Lee£. Softened the kitchen scenes. Played against the qualitr. 
II 
I 
May 7, 1961 
2:00 - 6:00 P.M. 
Theatre 
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Objective: dress rehearsal for an invited audience. 
Show went much better than Friday night, but we dacided on 
still further revisions •. First, we would cut Claire's recitative entire-
ly. The scene is redundant. Second, people will come in to the final 
acene, rather than being found onstage. This gives more motion to the 
finale. Third, we need more of the idea of playing against the grain 
in the kitchen scenes. Paul is doing it, now Claire must do it. Fourth, 
we must cut Eileen's telephone speech to one line. It isn't funny the 
way it is being done, therefore why keep it? Fifth, change the candle 
scene to the way it was originally written, omitting the "you•re awake 
now" command. 
Still, the actors are not coming out to meet the audience. 
They are keeping it all to themselves. 
Asked Maggie o ~r. broadly for comedy, Allie to let herself 
go. 
May 8, 1961 
Theatre 
7:;30 - 10:.30 
Objective : first perfo~ance. 
Show went very well. Left in recitative for Claire to see 
once more how it would go. It didn't. 
Decided to cut last scene in act one as redundant. Energy was 
1 
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~ 
II high tonight. Decided -to soften Maggie up again. She isn't as funny 
hard as she is soft and cuddly. 
Very responsive audience. Ending of show works. Audience 
seems to love the show. 
May 9, 1961 
Theatre 
4:00 - 6:30 
Objective: second performance. 
Matinee-type audience, but show came off as planned. Seemed 
fairly economical, and the audience again liked it. 
Pictures afterward, while Gretch, Nancy, and I went to the 
final critique. See notes elsewhere on final faculty reaction. We 
were generally very happy over the improvements to the show made over 
the weekend. 
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Pro4uctioB Prompt Book 
4(rica by -·~cy Ct·~. iG anr.l 
Gl:"etohon Cryer 
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ProfGS$Or Paul Germl~ 
Clail"'e Ger~;.rd 
James C':il. . rord, "Chip" ... Five y~aaoro old 
Eonni.G Gerard Four y0ars old 
Allison Brc'!.m. 
!•Iaggie lw.ders~m ... cb.earle~ader, illieon1s roomme.t® 
.Joa ChMwick - GhadS> Alliaon' a fianc::ll 
April Day t0eohsr of the violi 
P1~fossor Boduoll ~ flutist 
lftia.n. JohnsoR "t elo:ae to sU.1iy 1 ars old 
Ethel Jo!mso:n - his wife 
Ei10en Swift • South0rn beauty 
Sue ID.ek® 
Gummy 
JOOGST 
Oth~r eoll<age boys c:u:ad girls 
Ushar 
Ballet group for mod0m ballet 
Locale I'4ilbrook College, in the Mid~ttst 
Time AutU!lll!p this year 
Acf JI- S'c:-tt "f>, ~C. ~ 
f>,53 - .5% 
r. 8V- Y. g-3 
H )j.A- ..... 
~1=· gj J cA r {) A 
np· " "' ...- lJ '~5 y ~._. .. · ~ a, _ P"'- <- lA r.J 
Act I, Scene l - Opening c u -t- ' I -I I - ocA. ' 
I AP-fl/...v c II" wJ if., p o (',-f,·l) h ...,. Up left stage.Crowd scene at a f~gtb!?J,l g~c. s that ,!s 1J.gf1ted ~~r up J-
stage.. The rest of the stage is in darknest>. We have the f'eeling that 
the crowd scene is in the distance. The ere· 1 is on bleachers. 
Loud band music, riotous cheering ""nd tt louC!.peaker booming out over 
all the noise, 
Loudspeaker 
That•s the game, von by & fantastic field~~~ by Joe Ch~dwick in the 
last 3 seconds of the game. Final score - ,t,ilbrook 24, Highland 
College 23. 
(The crowd goes wil1 shouting "Chadwick, ;:1adwick, He's our manl 11 
Then band ~usic, the school sone. The Cl)Wd's cheering is drowned out 
by the band music. 
vll.-.~~..~~-t ~ ~ owd Q..')(/1-~ 
Then forcing its way J.uto the band musi( #a hear strains of & fore~ 
mel~y - a concerto pe:t·haps .. ~~dilLaaco. r:P.CQ :b&comea morQ agrJ,A\Q~ '2 
ina1.stant and eradually tha cbieurt(1-m! i:tgg! .·::::tt ~ tntt .. j 
The footbb.ll music dies into the distar ::eo The lie:.bts on the .., 
crowd scene fade o.s the football n:.usic fadeso)l B«-e:lr, . - ..... Y 
~------------~___J . -:~44J 
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setting up for t n al.o She o a a coupl of napkin 1 puttilli one 
on the piano, and on on h0r tabl • ) 
Paul 
(hUJliry, rubbing his hands together) lr.'but•s for lunch? ]) 
Alli 
(she is settine coffee out on the napkinso) Lunch? It's four o'clock 
(She pulls ono sandwieh from th sack and pl&.ooa it on her tablec) 
Pour mo1. (and ahe puts th oth r on the piano) .Et pour vot.e 
un tite - how do you say hot dog in French? 
, Pa~ ~ 
(with ~ French gestur } W o !L_J -:::::/ c un deal pe Ide. Ah • •• 
(he takes a deliciou bit • ) l~erc ueaucoup, Mad oia lle. l'..mmm 
(eats some more) Why am I so hungry? 
Alli 
0 
(she too has start d eatina; tb her fr e hand sh fing rs through th 
music scores on her table. Sh picks up her ~)'nell and makes a not&tiono) 
Because didn't eat lu.o.ch. ( f rrini to the w.usic) Do you thiDk 
we 111 ever at finish d? 
P~ul 
(lickine his fing r ) I ~ almost finishedu Only three good bites 
in a hot do • Mram.... o .and they a odo 
Allie 
I have never before know bllyone to eet so passi.o t over ::. hot dog. 
Paul 
Well, it's pa~ly th dill pickl , you knowo 
Alli 
(turning back to t pia ~ ul Q::Y U, b~;.ck to work . 
illie 
4 peat, do you tbink we• going to b finished in ti.Jr, ? 
Paul 
I'm not worried about that. A k is pl nty of time fo¢ou to g t 
thes part copi do I'll tell ,-ou wh t. You ca hlind in ill your as 
m nts for my cl ~s s l te~ 
Alii 
@ r> X 1~~ p ,· 0\!'l{) 
@ ~ j \)$ p\·<, ~' 
' . 
' 
Allie 
that ell elon&. 
Paul 
(pause) I know. But now you have my official penr.iesio I 
Allie 
I haven't handed anything in on t 
work. 
aicc I start d doing this 
(Paul hus s~rted to play. • isn't pa.7in au.y attention to l~lie's 
lhst stat ent. He plays a phrase and th n stops. Tentatively - ) 
Paul 
Allieoao • oi don't know if tbi thiRg i any good. Really good 
I mean. I wish I could liot n as thou h I bad n ver heard a pbras 
of it before. Then I could tell. 
( elo\lly) Allie 
I oan •t bo a help that way - I've heard it 1:19 much as you hi.a.ve. 
But, l think it's fine. Really fineo 
Paul 
Clarence 
interrupt ••• I know you'r 
Pul 
vou want CGetbi..D.g, 
(with ~ il am in his eye th1:1t UU.~KJ/1~ocsn •t cQtcho l'...ock rioua.) 
I should have sensed tbb.t. (get 
today? BoakiDi in a glas ju t ""0 .... \oiLv 
Well, lut 1 a see,wh ro is it 
piano? (H ingeatiiates.) 
wov1.u.uLU 1 t be in the same place No ••• oh, that waa yesterdby. 
twice in a row, now, would 
you must h&.ve set your ,..r,.u:a,;." 
by the window. iJl, yes 
bis li.S life. 
Clarence 
Sorry to int rrupt. 
Paul 
LLLCLL~lu.wc. (closes door, l!lbk 
•• .u ............ ....,.J. v!ell, let's see 9 
ne1:1r th light - over 
ill, Clarence, 
(H exits) 
a face) E gad, 
l 
I 
J 
will grov into an absent~inJ 
Now •• oi was ju t g tom~ e a notntion in the s 
piano) What did l do w TJlY pencil? 
(They both laugh.) 
I vas alarmingly lik Clar0nc 
Allie 
aul 
anka (Be stbl'ts to play.) I'm having a little trouble with thi .. 
part. I doa't know wheth r to give it to the strings or the wood-
wiDds. Well, I C6.11 get it straightened out tonightc (plays a little~ 
stops abruptlr) Oh dwna. 
Allie 
What. 
Paul 
l forgot that danceo My wife and I have to chaperone some sorority 
bouae dance tonight. 
Allie 
It's gy£ house danceo 
Paul 
(teasinl) Do gou go to these dances? 
Allie 
0!' courseo Five dollar fine if we don't go. The onl r10 ible excuse 
is deG.th in the fb.Udly or pi.Jmed off campus. Cbad ana 1-. u&lly end up 
with tbe chaperones, ~I'll probably see you tonight{V suppose I 
should be helping with the decorations this ~rternoon - ~0 demerits. o • 
Paul 
What's the motif ot this dance - ~P'~~'-",._.....,...._.w.o.....,.~~ ...... ..w..,;,;,r,Q.I. _____ __ 
Sllb.ara Safari? T o in Tunis (she shakes her haad) I've got it -
l&U lv'~dness. llh, let me envision this exotic evening - b. jungle of 
twist ines, delicate blossomp, tangl grasses, th! sound or a 
call hiih e air, the padding footstep of tbe provlifli b e folk; 
(he is playiJ!e the hilt) The jungl souls is u 1.ght -
prowling to the ~P&tHPI'......_ 
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'dis la chant that is ace panied by varioWJ rhythm instru11 
t raul aDd Alli find ~ound the room. Bonr;o drums, cymbc;J. 
shes, a tuning fork, etc.) 
illie 
is fantas1 and the rh,Ythln of hio chant) 
lbigh and e rie) Kikuku 
f'aul 
Allie 
A tribe. 
Paul 
•• Masai 
Allie 
What's that? 
Paul 
A tribe. Also found in 
ctl. • • 
T1nkl1Dg fountcd.ns cham Xi yu 
Y.acic fountt~.ina, music founta s 
Paul 
Juqle maaic, jungl. mt~.dness 
•• Masa1 
JUllil• waters, deep and sUe. 
Slide along the secret pl&.c s 
Paul 
By the shining ~~ sea aters 
Stends the lllUd fiat of u MbU-Mau 
Oh, co nov 
Mau-M&u 
Allie 
Pliul 
& i foot te do'WD the path 
Y~dnight wr aoce round the fire 
Danci.lli r ' 1 ping hi,her 
•• Mas(ai 
Chanting singing war dance 
Alli 
, hush 
and floatin, through the midnigh ~ 
s a hauntin , wistful. love ca.ll. 
Kikuyu 
sai warrier stops to listen 
Yes the tire for the darkness 
Slip into th cool dark forest 
Sings a lov song once a W4r chant 
/) 
j 
-
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Paul 
D • sai (in sof ton ) 
( loving d · reytbm) 
Sileat midnight, iJ.o ber 
Sleeping fire, soaring lo cull 
Allie 
~ and P ul doe a roll on t bon o ) 
-;C'v tZ.. '0 o ,~. ·, -t ! 
(!)alae this soag, r Ill tarts val tzing .. be ~Be viola) 
,.d nture in Vienna 
SUddenlT uq h CLrtbebt halt 
Dbncing bT the .De.nube 
To the music of ~ wl:iltz. 
adventure in Vi nn 
Where duncing to th sound of 
ot & thou d violins all aroUJld. 
Though the u.uaic lllUB t com to an nd 
We vill still heHr it us still sway and b nd. 
In the thrill of Hn A~stri night 
will dHnc •tU the dawn come light. 
So join me in Vienna 
~re to chance it - please be bold 
For 1 t 1 thrUling 1n Vi nne. 
So I 1m told. 
(JUJ.ie ud P u1 are lett o go - taking break, and they're ha iJa& 
a ~. r.tu.! t 1me. 
Alli svitc i.ato Lat rhythm ther DOth stag 1 
" 
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P u1. and Allie 
Let • s bu ve 11 rendGxvoua in Rio 
Just you and meo, alone. 
Let 1 s St&ll a\lby right down to Rio 
Just you &nd meo, on our own .. 
Allie 
The lure of the coffee bean 
T~pta me and breaks my rosistencb, 
I c~n•t se to fight its insistence 
To go to Rio with you. 
Brez~llian ni~hts romantic 
In ~ tropic of ea~ricorn 
We'll sit by the Atlantic 
And roma.nce 'til ea.rly morn. 
Both 
Let' a hav li rendezvous in Rio 
Just you and m o, ulone. 
Let's ~u aVhy ri~bt down to Rio 
Just you and m~o, on our own. 
Paul 
Coffee bet~. , bwlanlis, coconut too 
Sui~r cane cacao 
In Rio with you 
Allie 
(Ptiul anl J.l.lie b ak into a Lbtin dance; .h.llie gra.bs the coverillg 
cloth orr one or tht instruments, and swishes it about her in the dance 
(In the midst of the festivities Ap 11 Day enters the roomo tone ago 
abe was b mezzo-sop o, and she still speaks "in tbe ask" ~ven though 
her voice is gon now. At preae t she is & violin t&lcher hnd she 
ne"rly alw~ars hb.s her bov in band and use& it to gesticulhte vitbo 
She is blmost a c;;s.:rica.ture - as near a curica.tur tts a real person Ctil1 
i ~ She holds lwraelr as if ah ero hlVb1'S doing bre~t.thine exercises.) 
(9 April 
Well, I ~1 now, rrofes~or Ger~rd. I knew you were writing a balletp 
but I didn't rer...lize that ]'OU w re planning tc dance in it, too. 
Quite a ver tlle young man, I'd suy. 
Paul 
Ch, Mis llby, com in. JJ.lie and I w re just-
April 
A Renaiss~c man - on our fuculty. 
($) ~ p X's s· L "\.:. AI 
fJ;J " t~ X tA R 
"' \ ~ itt ll"~1 ~ ' t:> "'· t.-r..., i -1' "'' '" \\ r: r~ \ Y\ "'· ~ ~ ~· ~ ~ ? ~ \;<, ( v-1 ,, ~: "' :, ,J , .J I 
"'-!l \;!' • IN 4Y 
Paul 
--prepar!Qg a littl~ something for the faculty skito It's a t4ke-off 
on-
Aprll 
Oh, I aay now, I broueht you a little it that I clipped out of the 
paper ••• thouaht it might b of int rest to 19. raulo 
premi re ot your ball t 1a Chicer.ao next ek. ells · 
bcal.let nd a little or ,-our rsonal historr. Quite a n'f!i_~~~~~t.' 
~nd b7 the w~ay, your wife ~r.ight hterested - I Just noticed on 
~· other aid ot the clippia& there's a recipe tor Surprise Mo&tloar -
looks quite tastr. You just put hard-boUed ega in the u.id.:lle and 
sip it up with a little tomato sauce top and it's rebl.ly quite 
colortul when you cut down through it ou see, the ide~ is tha.t you 
CGD 1 t tell from the outside what's goiJli to be on the inside. That' 
wh,y it's called "Surprise Meatloaf." Bather clever, don't you thi· · 
P&.ul 
Well, yt.:e, it certf.tl.nly ia. I•m sure Claire will ~Pl'r elate ' , 
~") AprU 
well, I must goine 1i goine (to IJ.lie) to your dar , tonillht, 
dear, a d it tckes a lot .more prep ration thWl it used .o, you lmow. 
(Allie and Paul St.Ue tolerb.lltly ht her jo :e.") I 1 .,iersto.nd that 
we will be fellow chaperon s tt.t this little b..t'fo.ir .. ' ulo \fell, I'll 
see .rou there, wxl .marbe ctt.n have a li tt , (1;. l. 1m not up on 
the n w st.ps, but I'll settle for & waltz. y v._ 1ow, it's not evcr.r 
ni&ht a person can wtt.lta with April in Oct rc 
(Allie looks at raul sl¥17 ~nd then goes to be pib.DO and stbrts 
playing "Adventure in Viennts" singing it vl L new words: 
Allio 
Waltz in October vi th April in your arm • • (!}) 
~<..~ ~1'\+J >r k_;.-f i 1'. ~· ~~;. Pllll. 0 r,!,t,) 1 (, ' / ,• I I' ' 
All right, youo (He comes to11n:1rd Allie to . ba her /:).way from the p12ill0. 
She slides quickly orr the bench and pick up the clipping from the 
top ot the piano. She plays a quick tanr.re and stArts to re~d tb 
u.rticl.o : 
!.ll.ie 
(iD a i~ meaaer) 
~~~ttrtia~~~~~~~~~~~V=~ 
The Am rican Composers' Fe ti ,,d],, to be held 
n xt Friday, October 20, ~t the Memori.Bl Thet.ter 
in ChiCb.go, ill f ature a ew work by Prof. 
Paul Geru etsd or the d paJ.•tm t of composi tio 
@) Px:. \')Se. "f,. ·, H • ~'· rr'", 
~ \ w~ \ v \ s ~. p 'f"~ at!.,.~, f. I, 
ud theory at ' 'Xuece in Fenmore, Ohioo 
OrJI)leua aad »l .. ·,.dice, a t:lllet in cont porary 
1d6om, is Gerar~ • s sect cl major work to be 
pertomed under t~e aus i.e a or this eroup. 
Professor Gera-rd bl:s bEn abl1 assisted b.r 
o• ot his studeats, Mis·-s.Allison Brown, who 
has copied paps ~ pa£.: l of impossible orchestrations--
Allie 
·(whirls to the piano and starts playint~ the Vienese waltz lilbin, 
adding another line) 
Wdtzinl in October with AprU in your · ms 
Enchanted that in autUlllJl you behold her 1er:aal ehamso o o 
(Allie keeps on plaJiDi a few more btr: ; the sotmd of band music ... e 
is helal'd ill the distaace - the same ba1 ~ music w. bttd heC~.rd eurlier 
b.t the ~came. 'l'he bWid and footbal.J team are returnillg in triwu.ph., 
Allie stops the wc:J.tz calld eoes to the ' ' o.dow., 
~~'\ )('~ ' ~ :..1""~ 
(Paul sits at the piano, picking out tune of "Rendezvous in Rio". 
Allie is gathering up her m•sic to go. Paul isn't p&¥ing any attention) 
Allie 
See pou later, Paul 
Paul 
I•ll ha!8 to put this in the ballet ••• (air of EurekaJ) It tits, 
thematicallyt Rio, a tropical city, down under ••• theme song for 
Orpheus: 
(Allie w has her things gathered up and has put her jacket on. S e 1'\.,. 
laughs and winces at his joke and exits. Paul turns back to the piano, 
still smiling, continues playing "Rendezvous". The orchestra picks it 
up tor the scene caange.) 
i j 
f 
I 
I 
I ~ • J . .;,.,• .. ~ ' 
-lo-
SceDe J - outside th studio ~ 
.3A 
Allie i hurrying to see Chad, but the strt:oins of "Re dezvous in I 
Rio" keep .runni~ through her mi She smiles as she thinks of Paul; 
l!!lhe laughs liS she thinis of their dance. She does an impromptu whirl 
or two, then she brings herself up bbruptly bS she Chtches herself 
thinking silly thoughtso She sings "Nonsens , I ido. · " to try to gat 
"Rendezvous in Rio" out of her mi d, but it keeps creeping back ln. 
Jlllie 
Nonsense I said 
Strictly nonsense, purely nonsense, 
Foolishness. 
Go home to bed, pull the covers ovc1· your hel1d, 
Close your eyes. 
My imbginbtion's working over time &~ain. 
Thlakina thoughts I can't reveal 
Feeling foelinrs that I shouldn't feel 
And I've got to stop it 
Because it's wro~ 
ADd thea to enjoy it, 
Woll that• s the end, the v~;;ry end of it all. 
It's startini all over l:l.gain 
Why can't I m&ke my heart follow~ helid, 
but it works the ot cr way instead 
Noasense, I Sliidl ._ __ ~._._._~-~~~~-=~~·~~~._~~.~~ 
\ . c 
0 JIM "' "\ v e. 
/ Ov. l- £ ~-----------._,._••------•--•"•---a-•-=---------------------~· 
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Scene ~ - Sorority house porch 
(The band music grows louder and louder es lights dim on Allie and 
eome up on the scene on tho front porch of tho sorority hous where 
the festiviti a after the gem are in uproarious swing There is a 
8l'll8.l1 brass band leading aom exuberant boosters e.nd the exh&ustsd 
Chad .. The cheerleaders are still peppy .. Solne of the stu -enta ~re 
chanting cheers. Some girls are yelli~, n1et us a~e the toe that 
made the kick, Chad! ) 
Eileen :j) 
(B athy ~~ice, delicat southern accent - on the m keJ raKe off your 
shoe, CbadG I WB.Jllla see that great b ~~ bandsom tal nt d toe. (She 
ia tr,ying to untie Chad's shoe laces.) 
Chad 
(good natured, but almost at the end of his rope~ Lay off, Eileen, 
I'm tired. Ar1d I wa.at to keep my shoes ~o 
\~stin& in, camera around !:ck) I want to te.k a picture of Chad 1 a 
toe .. 
Eileen 
Later honey. He wants to keep 1 t all to himself r ~ 
r l)) Maa'eie 
(ateppine in~e on, hecklers, leave our hero alone 
0 Jonesy 
~uet foriaae record,. tell us how it happened, Chad 
Chad 
\.leren tt JrOU there? 
Jolleay 
Sure, ~tt - I mean, ju t how often do you think a fre k play like that 
happens, bub? 
Gumt!lT 
( A eirl bas been itting at one side of the porch knitting and wutchinl 
the goings o ~ Gummr runs over, grabs tho two big needles, cr~s the ball 
~of yarn on the points to &ake a microphone and makes his way through 
~) be crowd a a sportsc~ster, unravelina th astonish d girl's aweat~r 
as be goes. She h&.niB on to the t r until there's nothing left.) 
I'm your roving aport C1:1ster :r · o. JOCK and I 1d like to httve b 
word with the hero himself, Iu oe adwick, III Tell .a. , 1-~r 
Chadwick, just which too wns i most 1nstrll14ental in ett.ing 
that bull over the al posts? 
Chad 
Well, I--
GU!IlDlY 
The big one? tho middle one? 
C r ow-d E)( t.1c ?1. C...4- L 
c A o).J t-r~ t"-J$ ..,-;, cz..i"e 
M t:l ~' ,.~ K~ D s c. I~ 1,1 ~ 13~,_1c:- i, 
Elleen 
Oh, I t h could do it with hi littl toeo 
Gummy 
Mr. Cbadwic~ i so xbaus d by hi 1 te fforts, folko, that ho s ems 
to be unabl to apeGk. So for the n fit or our listening udienc 
I'll giv rou a pl&y-br-play account or the l st minute of this thrUlini 
e. Cl r the fieldl 
{the crowd moves to each side of the porch as tb football ball t" in } 
GUIIl!U.¥ 
How ther we fif en cond l ft in the eame. 
Chorus 
Yea tea.a.. 
Gumlr.T 
We were trailing t ntr on to tw ty thr .. 
Choru 
Go, • 
GUilltU,Y 
Then the plerers broke their buddl. &nd w nt charging to the ~in .. 
Chorus 
Mlaouri T do t hup hup res4,y back 
Tvo p61nta, two points, t louay w y to lostJ a pm .. 
TvD points, two point , it' enough to make :fOU wish you hadn't o 
Half Chorus 
We '•• lost the e, 
We'll never be the sazue. 
Unless miracl occurs$ 
Bu.t vbat can it be --
M egi 
Chorus 
Half Chotus 
Lost it, 
Never be the same 
What a uay 
. , It 1a otta a , 
A lona from Carpenter to Jon - - ohtl 
That does it, that does it. 
There goes the ball eame, '11 never win it now. 
Unleaa, unless - kick, kick. 
Who can do it? Who can do it? 
LuAinalcy"? lordorsky? Macillelli? Jones? 
Chadwick? Chadwick: 
ll..e.ybe, - Cb.a.d1 
Three pointe, tbre points~' that' a all 1r1 need to win the 
Throe points, three point , if w et thos points we 1 · 
Oklab double ine. 
Thia is it, thi is it - Thirty e n s to go. 
A kick, kick, field goel, a fiBld goal. 
---J 
Half Chorus 
He wen "&he .llll , ne kicked it through th frrun HMf Cboruo Ch~dJicK, h-ro of the day 
---·---. .------+ 
@) M~J X~ OS~ 
{§J (. t, 4 ,j (A ,.,~r.-.t t~~, /:. . ~ M ., ' . 
ld.c ~ it gh t 
Third Cbo 
p hip boo 
bip hip boo 
( t untU tiu1 a h) 
Wall, tolla, tbat•a the 
CkiJIV 
• rial. core- t tr tour to 
tveDty 
• 
,~~· (81DI1Da dovDetap~ musiQa ~ berzsel.f, aa Cl"CMl disperses) 
He VOD the • CbMcl 1a bia • 
@(11alb up to Haaie) Her Ma:. where • • Allie? 
Hagle 
her. n was a bi& crowd the pme. 
Chad 
mae•a UUMJl¥ va1tq for • when I come out of the cl1'e 
veu, ••u be al.cma· 
(}:) Maggie 
(t.ef.D ) say budd¥, ~ 1a lt that wbon 
lllt.! 
...... ,~e 
aJ..ed, .ron 4oz:a't han ear it. 
eel q to talk to, 
1 t iU1• to k to 
(};) Cbad 
Av, cut it CM&t, Maggie. DoD't .uke it ao bard tor a P¥ to aay 
•tbiJlc Dice. 
(Pauee~ All right. 
All t t? 
tb 
Chs.d 
- tumblin } 
I n't ¥ I'd ••••• 
u 

(Sings 1 ~f ! ~ve~ nocd nomebody to +rl - to 
You're the ld.nd of girl that Jld like to talk to 
(Hums ) "about other girls". 
(i) Allie 
(Enters in a hurry, books and papers in anns) 
Oh c~, I'm sorryG 
~ Yaggie 
'CJSorry for vhat'? Sorry that Chad won the gal!le for us with ~ magnificonf-t 
81 !a .field &Oal the last three D0COOdS Of the fiB.Ill8? 
@ Allie 
(Re&liztne ~hat she's mi~sed) Oh, noo 
Chad 
(Laugbini) Hoy, what is this "Oh, non stuff? Everyono else around here 
is doing flips. (Maggie does one) ~. ~:e--ftll:l-"i~ee-~~~ 
(Allie bas ~psed in a heap on the steps, spilling her books on 
the &roundo) 
l~gie 
Humo~o 
These little marks are just fascinating. I can't imagine bow they'd 
ever sound l.ike anything 1>0 
Allie 
(Dully) You've got it upslcle down. 
V4B~ie 
Oho Say, is that what they m.es.n by an inVerted chord? Ho, boa Well(£) 
kiddiea, I guess I'll run upataira with these things ~ (Exits into house) 
Allie 
Chad, will you believe me - I forgoi1o I completely forgoto We were 
working on the ballet and ••• oh, I don't know what ' s the matter with m.eo 
Chad 
(Sitting beside her} There's no 17 ~g the~~~ You 1o1ere do~ 
solli.ething that waa important. ~o · - ~ 
and so you forgot~ That's allo 
Allie 
(Not denying 1 t) But it w-as important to you, ao I should have reme.moored/ 
Oh, sometimes I think I must not love you very much . 
Chad 
(Half laughing) What? 
Allie 
:~:-~~-...iieiPeiil-tP-jlel.W.~-.I~aQ.;;I.A'-~~.-At..•You know, I'm really self! sh .. 
I wish I could forget about myself 
fi; AI f;;t:s fJ-.:..~1~" 
c A • J )(4 I:Ht.lt ,·,;.. ./ /J~ ~ .. ~'~ ~~ 4 
:1.5-
II 
1/) Chad 
'-1.ook:, Allie, I don't reul.ly ~ about · ballgamss;~~~-.. 
You're int rested in ~~hings, C:tnd I realize 
that. Ttwt 's the wuy I want fA¥ -~to be. .1. ...1 .. ~ke care of all 
tho duy-to-day things, and you ca.n be our creative half. Wh n I 
CO!Ae home from work at ni ht, I'll drop into IJlY favorite chair a d read 
the new~per Wld TOU can play for me - something you've written during 
the day. 
Allie 
(all dur this s eoh Allie bus been studying Chb.d, unt~ble to be-
lieve the utopia he is dra.wine up,, ) Chad ••• do you !"f!&llr ••• 
Wbo•s eoinc to do the dishes, and who's going to take care or the kids 
whUe I •a o posilli. 
Chad 
It I ha.ve my war, I'll m ke enough m.oney so that you "ton't have to do 
those thines. I think it's re4llr unfortunt~te th~t fomen have to waste 
so much or th 1r ener11 doing housevork. Host or 
our t~oua artists are m n - why? Becaue Yomen spend ~1 their 
aeru b.aviag bubiea ttnd cooking mells and so forthu 
Allie 
But wha. t it I want to have babies and cook meals? 
Chad 
Ot course Jou'll have babies and cook meals, but you won't :1.ake 
that your life's profession. 
·-
~ ®. Allie 
C ~, you're ver,r ••• idealistic. 
I 0 C. o1o1-f ~ ~ad 0wh., shouldn't I be'i a 
of it rilht here. (He She ~les.) 
I've been thinki.niu •• after ve 're married we should go out ltiest tor 
u vh Ue - take h long trip before we a ttle down.. Yellowstone • • 
away from people. We could rent u CI:Lbin. 
£7) Alii 
aYYes •• ., that would be nice. JJ.l by ourselves. 
Chad 
(with h sl.rldu rush of t~ffectiol!l) Allie - sometimes I just c&n't wuit 
for Us to eat sturted - living together, I mean. 
~-
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(aiDgiq) 
I Wdt to wake up beside you 
aDd see ,vour emili.D& tace in the hazy light of claw, 
Tbe sua will creep acroaa the covers 
ADd a!ip iato your eyes and you'll &:wake. 
(spoaa) Good morning, Allie. 
Allie 
(apoken) Good momins, Chad. 
(singina) I'll rouse you vi~ ld.sa (/) 
WbUe you • re still so warm and drowST 
ad the drewns t~.re still h~f ep'hmins in your hebd. 
Good morn1ng, lUlie. 
Allie 
Good .moming, Ch&.d. 
I'll get up and fix your breakfast 
Ea• aad b:lcoa 
Paul 
Allie 
I •u set the coffee perking 
AJkl the houae wlll ell diviDe. 
~ ~~ 
\!Y I'll be ahaviq whUe you're cookiq, 
Rubbi.Dg up a lather. 
:'""'\ Allie 
)!J ~ I'll come in aDd laugh-
You look ao distiaguished 
Chad 
Ratbero 
t!j) When you come in to the k1 tchea 
Hungr)' its a bear 
Allie 
The amell or sh~ving ere~ e.Dd bacon 
l~le in the air. 
Cb8d 
The eggs are cooked just right, 
the coffee t s to a tea. 
Allie 
The mutfias are the lightest ones that you will ever s o 
Chad 
I've a dreli!n ia tdad, 
A very special kind of drewn I've waated you to know 
l 
(j) AI X£- fJL. • r d (?.,_., ,J r 
ch.J Xr-; OSG 
@ c "~J £~\t~ tl '1-
AJ p-u~ -t - E ~<• ts I)S ~ 
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Alii 
Just the kind of dreCl.!ll I too ha had in mi 
A dreblll that throu h til ye<:..rs wlll grow. 
Both 
But love mu t be more than a promi 
or happy • ehantm nt e day 
wa•u keep this 1n m1Jad 
Untll we re~ly find 
The kiM of love our drecm uu m ant to-
Allie 
I waat to sit there aid you 
Jmd see )'Our snUing face 1n th ehe ry mo i.ng light, 
The sua will etretch aeros th table 
And spot .YOUr tie 1 bt n up your emile, 
Good morni.nc, Chad. 
Chad 
Allie 
I'll kiaa you as you leave 
And I'll strL4ghta up your collar 
,sJKI tell you how I 111 think of you u t worko 
Have a good morniq, Chad .. 
c 
See you thie evenif1i, Allie. J 
(They kies as the lights diM.) 8 
I 
Sc. . 3 
t41 ~·~ t; a~i1~" n exi- TLJ p ;~ M 3 ' 
M.;. *~ J" J'~ f ~" J. 
.> 
Sceu .J 
11-s the lights on ·t;he ero\ld scene fade, : ight creeps up a plain eye 
aa up stage rieht, thus re.,ealing do'Wn l'igh·t; the silhouette of a 
young .Dl&n at <:i. grand piano. (There is ! mom.eat when both the crowd 
scene and the piano silhou•)tte are visU le to the audience at 
S!i.me time~) The Ell is ph1Ying the piao l!iUS!e we hearo 1-=Al~s,..o~.....,~-.l!'ll:"""~...J 
silhouetted are a table and chair nea.rb;;. On the table 
of .Dlanuscripta and copy paptlt'. 
Liehts come up down right <:i.S they fade ec~pletely up left. The pianist 
is no loager silhouetted! Th·' .Dlusic se(JUS to be re&ehing a cli.lnC:i.x. 
The pianist hits a tifficult sr.ot in the .c..usic. He stops. There 
is a knock at the door.. He tri,ls acain to work over that spot. He 
stope. Knock again. He looks up at the tloor exasperatedo 
Allin 
(from outside the door) He1, it's me. The door's lockedo 
(j) Paul 
(his frown fades) Oh. (He gets up tr t e e a 
tall, powerfuJ.r..lnan in his mid-thirt a. e x s ca· c on oor 
and opens it@Al.lit: breezes in t.rith a ~1ackful of food in one hand 0 -t'=SR. 
&nd paper napkins and some autumn leaves in the other.. She is 22, gafp 
and terribly happyo She pUts the sack down on her table, and starts 
, 
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See 4 - The Gerarda 1 kite 
(A the 1 hta dim on ed and Allie; they come up in the composer's 
kitohell where his wife Cluire is Wb.iting supper und the two cbUdr n, 
Chip and BoiUU.e, aro in their paj ·as before bedtit..e, Cb.ire h11s 
h r back to the audie ce; she 1 lookin into the oven where she is 
trying to ke p Paul's sup r warmD She stirs a paa on the burner. 
BomU.e is sitting on one end of th long kitchen table and Chip is 
on a chair right be id her. BoRnie is trying to climb onto Chip's 
shoulders. raul comes bursting iD the door, in v ry good bUillo • 
GD Paul 
(Jauntily) Boa soir, bon eoir, ma ~tit f&mill • Commo t ? va, 
Chipper? 
Chip 
w;~~wctayJ (rune to Faul and il"abs hill. about th leg.) Bon aoirt bon 
eoir. 
Bo ie 
(stWidillg up Oil the table, mimickiq) Bon soir, daddy! 
3 Paul 
(pickinl up Chip ~ ei-daisy. (He walks over to Claire, who is re-
he11tilag his vegetables on the stove. He kissee her on the che k ) 
C rat 9 va, l4ama? 
Claire 
(echl'Cely looking up) Fi.ae, rb.Ul. Everythiag got cold, so it'll be 
ready tt.e oa 11 I ut it upo Iou know that we h&ve to chaperone 
that dane tonight, do •t you1 I told the sitt r you'd pick h~r up 
around e ht.. Get ott t table, Bonnieo 
Paul 
Hmm, yeeo 11--
Bonnie 
(She has been y waitin to get j}aul's att ntion) Catch m , 
Daddy, cutch me, rlJ 
(Paul hold out hi s. SJ Bonnie jump , and a glo.s ot we.. ter cr shes 
over on the tt&blt:. Clai~ looks around quickly.) 
Claire 
Oh• Paul.. Wlll you pleas tell the chlldr n to quiet dovno 
you know you 're not supposed to be up on the table. I don 1 t 
there hb.s to be so much contusion in the k1 tche • 
Paul 
Bozmie11 
know why 
0 y, nov, kidso Chipper. help 7our mother clean up the voter~ 
@ Chip 
idn't do it, Daddyo Bonnie did it. 
(4) ?~,~ \ 't\,; \JC L ~ 1\ ~f \5 .... , .. ,._ Ol' \ C\Lk. 
c_ ~ • r r· (;)' \ "1.4.;' r 
® (. \ \( J' l.t. i:. L 
~ ct.., r~ tl. xi .. .( 
r '>\ r ( L c. "' ~ ,· v-
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(j) Paul 
All right. Bonnie and I will help Mother clean up the wo.ter, -won •t we, 
Bonnie? (Bormie nods a) I '11 give you a cloth and you c~:m do the part 
under the tableG Here. (He hands her the dishcloth from the siD~o) 
~a~e , 
Paul, that's the one I used for the dishesv Oh, never mind, you just 
get the children out of the \.Jay and I'll clean it UPo ;p 
Paul 
If you say so. 
away to bed. 
I guess it's about your bedtime, kids. Como on, 
Bcnulie 
(jumping up aad down) Take me piggy-back, Caddyo 
Chip @) 
No, tell a story. Before we go to beda (Bonnie climbs right bbck up 
on the table and gets on Paul's back. When she puts her legs around· 
Paul, be notices that her toes are sticking out holes in the foot of 
her sleeperso ) 
Paul 
What have we here? Bonnie's toes ~re sticking out the foot of her 
Claire 
(cleanin« up the spilled glaes of watero) I know, she needs new oneso 
I haven't had time to mend those yeta Her toenails need cutting, tooo 
Paul 1fb 
Okar, let•s clip your toenails, BonniePso you won't teo.r up the sheets 
tonighto Chipper, you get the scissorsJJ)Now, are you going to sit 
still so that Daddy can do it? Come on, novo (He unloads her on ·the 
table, then turas around and picks her up and put~s her on his lap. 
She squirmso) I'll make up a special toenail-cutting song if you'll 
sit still. Daddy doesn•t w~nt to cut off one of your toeso 
Clai 
Do it over a waste~eket, Paul. 
(Paul gets up, picks up the wastebQsket, puts it between his legs 
as he sits down oB a chair with Bonnie in his l~po Chip brings the 
scissors~) 
Paul ~ 
Now you both have to sing when I point to you. Give me a note, Chipo ~] 
(Chip picks up ~ spoon and hits it against a glass of watero Paul 
sings the note.) Hmm ••• Do you have that note, Bonnie? 
Borutie 
Paul 
Let's he~r you, Cbipo 
(}) r:; 
. ' 
( ' ~~ ,:,·. ;!/·(;../ Q.. <.~ ·~·-· 'i· "C. . - -
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Chip 
Hmmo (different note - up a-fifth~ Eoanie and Chip alternately hum 
t heir different ~otes at each othoro 
Paul 
All right. (He takes the scissors bed cuts each tcenuil a~ h~ mentions 
it in the songo) 
This little pigiy went to market 
And this little piggy stayed home 
Kids 
This little pi~y aent to market 
And this little piggy stayed home 
Paul 
This little piggy had roast beef 
And this little pi~gy had noaeo 
Kids repeat 
And this little piggy cried w0e w e wee 
All the way homeo 
Kids repeat 
Bonnie 
Take me pi~-bs.ck, Daddy e f 
Chip 
Take me pigu-backp touo 
Bonnie 
Take both of us piggy-back, 
Paul 
Heyp one at a time.. {He t~kes them for a ride as orchl!lstra plays th8 songo} 
And this little piggy cried wee wee woe 
l~l the way (speaks) up to bed~ 
(siBgs from upstairs) It's bed time 
(singini) It's bedtime 
It's dbmerticue~ tooo 
Pretending, pretending 
Pretending all day long 
Pretending, pretendi.ug 
Pretendini nothing's wro~~. 
How long' ~0~ long can this ~0 ono 
The liibt of a summer day 
The scent of a sprini bouquet 
The warmth of the sun at nooa We used to know, have gone av:ay~...., _ ___ ....,."""""' _______ _ 12. 
{ 6 :::: t I 
--~f---------------t 
I 
(. t 
(Dialog from the children•s bedroom- music under) 
Where havo you been, Daddy? 
Working on a balleto d) 
Chip 
Pat.ll 
Chip 
Paul 
It's a story thut's danced to musico 
~-
Bo:;m:ic 
What's it about? 
Paul 
It's about a poet who loves a beautiful girla But u~ chn~t hav~ her 
becaus~ she baa b&en takan awuy down into hell~ 
Chip 
Daddy, Momma told us not to say hello It's bad, 
~ Pa~L 
Okay, okliyo Do you want to he;;.r this story or not? 
Cl~ire 
(siniia&} Distance; silence fill the room 
Pattl 
(speakimi) So the maa decides to go do"'n the!'e tind ge·~ the lady c. Nov 
there's ti rule thet. he can bri~g her b<..ck with him if he doesJaJt look a·t. 
hera (Kids hide thoir eyes) So whut do you think happens? 
He peeks.,.j) 
Chip 
Cluire 
Questions ununs~ered still 
Paul 
Yep, and so he doeentt get to keep hero 
Bonnie 
Is that all of the s·~ory't 
Paul 
Isa 't that enough? Okay, nou, under tho OOVf;Jl:'S _ 1 1 3' C. ·" '' ~ -f / 3 --------------------~' Claire 
Ho-w et111 you filld it. vhon i ·!;' s gone and you know 
Thht it's lost forever to you? 
Wh~t do you de? 1 You waH; and you hope anc}'You long for the day 
When his love will come b~ck to youc 
(~hat's what .rcu do .. 
~.·. J fou live on memories ~ 
You live on dream3 
You grasp &t moments 
'!hat aee.m to mean 
He cares a little 
Still shares ;::. 1 i ttle 
Tho lc~w you both ones 'lm"''' 
@) C\. p i-
P, •i. ·~~ -' tt 1 '>( '; rJ ~ \< 
Time was when wis~ing on stars 
And throwing pennies in wells 
Were W..l we needed to lmow 
That our lov<9 voul.d never grow cold 
~ ~id, though we would grow old 
We'd hQve each other, wetd eed no other thing 
111e 1d have eC:iOh othero 
(Orchestra repeats 0 Distaace: silence fill tha roamn. P·ul has 
come dounstairs and is standing in the doorwb¥o 
(~ Claire ~~estions unanswel~d stillo 
Paul 
What questions, Claire? {Music stops.) 
(looking up quickly. to 
looks away. Nothing 
Claire 
pause; she searches Paul's ey a. She 
Paul 
Claire ••• (attempting something) I'm sorry I was late for supp~r 
Claire 
It's &ll righto 
Paul 
Well ••• I guess yougre probablY" too tired to go to the d ce, a en 1·1; 
.vou? 
Claire 
Of course I'm tired, but -wo have to gol 
Paul 
(abaent-Gliadedly) Oh, ye I just thought w .might spend the evening 
at home. We could talk. .oh, well, let's make thf/best of 1t • We 
haven't danced for a long time. 
(l~sic under- "Well, why Not waltz in t~a distance) 
Clair 
We iO to dances constantly, Paul • 
. Paul 
Claire 
That mdiht be fUn. 
e 
3 
..  L.-..~!~-"----""·-
• 
{Paul comes toward Claire, bows and assumes dance position. Claire I 
curtsies and steps into his formal grasp. !Jft.- eFe~N ueie has-
They danceo) 
Claire 
You know, Paul, I think I'll wear my 
CD Paul r v~r-
Well, why not? (Measure of soft WC;~ltz; l~hta dow; music swells 
HAd l~ts ul:Jon the swirl ins dance on the :;;orori t1 porch .. ) 
I 
f 
I 
OQ 
:r: '""-- w 
. t:...i""'Y 
Act I - Scene 5- Puvc.~ 
As the lights fade on Paul and Claire dancing in the Jt.:i tchen 
the music S'l:mlls and lights come up on the festive porch dance 
at the sorority house. "Starlight Soiree" is the name of' this 
dance. Couples dressed in pastel formals add tuxedos t~irl onto 
the stage singing "Hell ''JhY Not" as colored lanterns Wtdng 
dmm from above. 
Well, "ThY not 
I've a feeling tonight is just right for a fling 
tiell, why not 
Well, t-lhy not 
Teach the stars hovr to toTal tz and the moon to sing 
lvell, tmy not 
There's magic in the moonbeans 
\ve could clim) one to the sky 
Then go swimming in the starlight 
And stretch out on a clou4 to get dry 
or try fiehing for a comet 
If a bright one should st-rim by 
1vi th his tail st·rishing before him 
To keep moon bubbles out of his eye" 
Hell, 1-Jhy not 
I've a feeling tonight we could try anything 
' \'!ell t·rhy not 
\'fell ,(I Hhy not 
nang the moon in your hair with some stars on a string 
Nell, tmy not 
Time is flying, too short to t·raste 
Not-r' s the moment you've longed to taste 
You've got nothing to lose but your sense of balance 
And that's a small chance to truce on a night as nicb as this 
Hhen you !cno"r you l'Tant to be kissed and you \·rill ----
\•Tell, \my not 
\~en the moon is as high as the one tonight 
As the air is light 
I? c. I j. .,.. ..:~r'l t a 
, O_g, ~e <J-"" 
\vall, l-Jhy not, 't·lhen 't·re• ve taught stars to 'trml·tz and the 'loon 
\ve can do anything, 'tvell, alnost aything 
\'lell, t-Thy not. 
to sin 
(April Day and Profesor Bochrel1 1 a terribly reserved flutist 
't·Ti th a Dri tish accent, are stonding at the punch tab~. e sip'"~ing 
punch as the song ends. Light music under as couples drift upstaee 
sooe still dancing. Paul and Claire are stiJl dru1cir..g Bs April 
begins to speak.) 
LlJ April 
\.fell, I say no'trr, this is a charming dance, nou isn• t 1 t 1 Professor Bod\·rell? Maltes one feel quite gay. Ali:~ost maltos one feel lilte 
doing something one shouldn't. I saYf there, Professor, something' 
falling out of yc ur !IOCl{et. (Bod't·tell has a bottle 't·Thich he 
surreptitiously produces, and offers April sooe.) Uelll. I say 
now, Professor Bod't1Cll, you have quite a bit of spurut ror a 
flutist, I'd say. Eo, I really couldn't. nules and reguJ.atir.ns, 
you lmo\·T. Hell, just a l:i.ttle. (Bod'tl!ell pours some in a cup.) 
You do surprise me, Profeseqr, but I can' t say I don' t lil(e 
the surprise. 
Bod"Vrell 
(A bit high) Just call me Boduell. 
April @. 
(Delighted! takes a sip.) Hell ••• all right, Bochrell. The occa~ion 
!! rather neormal, I'd say. Oh my, here come Dean Johnson and 
liis 't·Tife 1 and the Garards. Ue rnustn' t let the cat outt Bod'l.·rello (She fans the air in front of her.) Oh, I say, Paul don't ro~eet 
that you promised me a uhirl tonight. You "ron* t mind, 't·rill you, 
Claire? 
Claire 
(S~:liling) Of course not. Paul is pretty good at 't-raltzingCI 
Dean 
(To punch bo,.rl) Does anyone 't·mnt sor!'}e punch'! It's good stuff o 
(Boduell starts feeling for his bottle. April sees hlm.) 
April 
Bod't-rell ••• I don't thinltu .'l'Jhy yes, Dean Johnson, I thinlt I'd 
like another nip, er, sip. oh, dear me, I euess my cup is still 
full. Only one 't-ray to remedy that. (She chues the cup, is mo ~: 
mentarily stur.:ned, but regains hercoraposura.) Ther · 9 there o ~ 
(The dean fills her cup ancl then fil'! s the cups al:_ the Hay 
' , ... 
I 
... ... 
-
April looks around, hunting something to talk about. Clarence 
and Eileen are dancir:g near the group of chaperones.) 
I say, is that Clarence I see before me? .And ~lat:c~~ vrh.o is 
that ••• youhg Homan he' s \d th? 
Paul 
Claronce? Inpossibleo 
April 
I'm sura it is. Oh Clarence, I say, ClaroncoQ 
(Clarence stops dancing and brings Eileen over to the group. 
He is r.mch shorter than Eileen, as is Bodtrell. B9:leen is Hear;tng 
a sexy black dress, the top of t·Thich scoops out from the bosom, 
almost as 1 t: one could carry something in there. Bodt·rell i G 
fsscir_ated by the top $$- of the dress and he stares at it, 
cup or puncth in hand, loo~:ing as if he is contemplating pouring 
the punch into her front.) 
1 April 
Good evening, Clarence. Ilm.'l nlllce to see ltt>Uo And could you 
introduce us to youx---
Clarence 
This is Eileen Sl-rift. Dean Johnson and his 't'Tife, 1-lr. and z·:rs. 
Gerard, Hj_ss Day and Professor Bod"t-tell. Eileen &·rift. (Adjusting 
his glasses.) 
Apr!l:J. (Noticing Bodv1all) Bod,-rell ••• (Bodt.rell turns, 
back.) UII ••• as you mentioned, C:!.arence, this 
Bodl.·rell. He teaches the flute, Hiss S'tllft. 
Eileen 
smiles turns 
is Professor 
Oh, is that so? Isn't that nice. I bet you get hours and hot~s 
of enjoyr!lent froc i t 7 don't you? You imO't·r, lThcn I Has a little girl I used to play tho SVJeat pota.too That's something '2ilce the 
flute, isn't it? I just adore nusico 'i'hat• s uhy I'm ta:dng Pro-
fessor Gerard's theory course, to J.earn all about it. Clarcnco/'ls 
helping no~ofessor Gerard, I just adore those records \'10 
play in clo.ss. That Tchailtousky1 for instcmceo I could just listen to him play all day, Couldn't you? 
Paul 
Anril 
(Laughing) I say, Eiss Suif't, you do have such a sense of humoro 
J .J..·· 
- -~ ~ l • 
That• s proba~ ·uhy your name is Sl·rift - bccurrse you:r so 
qniclc-uitted~Bod"rell laughs loudly. April joins hio 
they slouly cor:1e out of it, realizing no one else is !nughing.) 
Dod'\-rell and I are in gay s?iri ts t01:.lghti aren't uo, Dod't·rell? 
( ~e n 9_15Qi1.' Hell, C urence, ~Je ~wrlt l~eep 
you young foll::s fron having o. good time. You em>. run right 
along. 
Eileen 
Uell, I':~ cebtainly glad to have rJot a~ of' you. See you in 
theory class, Profes;or. (They exit.) ~ 
Clalre 
Hy ,.,orcl, dear, do you h:;ve many lllte that in you theory class? 
Paul 
I~o. Fortune.taly. 
Dod,.rell 
A bit unfortunate, I'd say. 
April 
Why, Bodt'lell. 
Claire 
It doesn't sound aD if she's learned too much. Do you pass son~a-1 
body 1ke that, dear? 
Paul 
I don't lrnot-r, ClaireJ va haven• t had a test yet., 
(Chad and AlJ.ie en tor. ) 
r-2\ APril 
'--VOh, here cone that nice- young couple. Paul, ttmt' s the girl 
l:Tho' s helping you in th; studio, isn• t it? I believe you said 
you t·rere planning a faculty skit together. 
Paul 
She's uorki~g on orchestrations for the ballet for me. 
April 
I toJ'as sure you mcnti ;.-ned sor.1ething about a. faculty sld t. You 
lmovt Hhcn I t-ralked in ••• 
Paul 
Claire appreciated the recipe, didn't you CJairo? 
Claire 
What? 
.A/} i 
Paul 
The "Surprise T!eatloaf". You knOt'l, you put a.Yl egg in the 
m:J.ddle---
Claire 
Oh, yes, of course. 
Anril 
(Greeting Chad and Allie) l·lell, hot-r are these t-vro youne t::-lonts 
tonight? You lmot·r I \oms just telline Professor Bod'l:rel1 last 
Tuesday, or \'laS it Honday - it must have been !!onday because that's 
the day the milkman leaves tHo quarts instead of one and I 
remember it distinctly because, Bodt·rell, you remarked that you 
'\>raren• t feeling '\-tell because you hadn't had your mill{ tonic 
and I snid I had enough for both of us, remember? Hell~ ot~t·ray 
I told him t-rhat a :Dt of talent you ~..ro have. Ur. Chad,·liCl':, 
your group will be singing at interoissio.n, t-Ion' t they? I can 
hardly t·rait. You lmcu, your voice just does things to OB~h 
No\-r, Bodl>tell, I don• t trent any remarlcs from you~ I'd say it's 
perfectly proper for an instructor to compliment a student. 
Nobody thinl!:s n thing of it, do they, Paul? vJell, anyway it's 
just a harmless remark. 
, Ethel \ 
(Changing th.; subject. A 1ie, is 1-{aggie hero to~ight? I need 
to aslt her about pouring for t¥facultjt tea next tm~lc. 
Claire 
ro, she's at our house tonight staying vri th the children .. 
rJ) 
(Bursting in -
day? 
Uhat d~y? 
April 
to .Allie) vlell, I sny nm-r, 'tlrhen is the big 
Allie 
Anril 
NOl·r, not-r. You're baing coy, my dear. I hear fron the grapevir.a 
that you uill be a 3une brlde. Uon't she be a beautiful bride, 
Paul? 
Paul 
(Botdng slightly) Of' course. 
Allie 
(Smiling at Chad nd l.nldmg her arm in hisl) I thought t..re vrere 
keeping it a secret. 
April 
You knot-r, you just can' t keep a secret arounl here o 
. t. ..; fl c.t R . 
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Pnul 
I:o, you can' te 
Chad 
1·:o hopo to gat married right d.'tor school so that ue cc11 get 
settled and I can get startod on the Hestinghouse training nro-
grru!l before they talte r.1e into the Air Force. -
April 
And then you cnn just ·Hait for the little ones to co~a. 
Chad 
Hall, yes. 
Allie 
One thing at a time pleasco Tho first thing is to eet through 
our pin sorcnade tor~ght. 
April 
Hell lnChad' s a foruard-looldng fellou. You ~ron' t catch him 
napp g, if you lmot·T ,.Jhat I mean. 
Dean /f) 
Excuse us, everyone. I'm go. -" to have a dance ui th my date 
April 
And speaking of dancing 1 Paul, I think I'o just about ready for that uhirl you promJ.sed neo 
Paul 
oh, yes. \'!ell, I r.uess nou is as good a tl!:'lo as ary. Excuse rna 
a rJinuta. (They exit, April gi~glingco Allie nudges Chad.) :6) 
Chad 
l{rs. Gerard, could I have the pleasure of this uanco? 
Claire 
o:r course, Chad. I'd be de: ighted. (Halking my.) I corts.inly 
enjoyed your quartet at the military bnllo ~ 
(Bod\'roll eyes Allie ui th a leer.) 
Allie 
some more punch? Your cup is almost a~pt~. 
uces bottle, fills 
doclinez. He inverts 
d puts the bottle in 
R 
..... . 
·:?· 
ro-.:uo...,...--nt'\,.:h.~ 1 don't you uld 
e. I don't t~ink our housernothoro•v 
I30dl'JOll 
houso~other to me. I'll handle her you 
Allie 
As a matter of f'act I thinlt: I' 11 sit this one out But I J:. .mr 
somoone ~mo confided to me that she 't'tas just dying to danco uith 
you. 
Bodwell 
Really? Hho, cay I asl~? 
Dlie 
You lron1 t tell her I told you? ( ne shaltes his head) l~iss Dayo 
Bodt·rell 
Oh (His srnla begins to broaden. The ounch has tt=~l~en 
er!.-a begins a d1gr.1fiod rumba by himsolr; 1 t becomes less 
digr:if'iod. 7he drums launch into a mighty South American rhythm 
as Dodl'lell rells through a miracv.lons 10-second virtuoso dance 
routine at the end of t-rhich he marches up to April and Paul and 
taps Paul on the shoulder.) I say, old chap, I hate tc do this 
to you. 
Paul 
If you insist, Bodtmllo 
Dodt·Tell 
And I do. (He grasps April firmly and starts rhurJba-ing her off 
to n dark corner.) 
~ April 
t1Y'·rord, Bod't'roll you quite overuhalm ma. Boduell uhere Ell" a 
tte oing? Bod't-reli ••• (Thoy disappem• ir.to the darlmoss.) Bmd'\'Tellt 
(Itasic ands abruntly. In tho distance quartet begins "Just n ing 
Together".) (Paul SlbUes after April and Dodl.Yall, returns to Purch table 
and Allie. 
fJ) 
Thank you. 
Paul 
~r \mat? Allie 
Paul 
Hy rescue. 
Al.lie 
You think I put Profassor Bodt-rell up to that? 
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Paul 
I lmotor you did. lie ,.rould never have had the courage otho:M·risao 
~ Allie 
e just f1n1shod off a 't·Ihola flask of courage. (Pointine to 
bottle.) All I did '-ras po~t him in tho right direction c. 
(They laugh. Pnusa. ) I v . • 
1 I f CD 
Well ••• I'd sk you to dance, but I feel o · re like ~allting and 
I can • t do both •t once. f :C.. ~~~-------------------------~--~ Allie 
All right. .bQ:~;....fl~. (They sit on p 
(Long pause.) 
t-ty, you nrg in a talkative mocd. 
Paul 
·/ (Liehtly) Silence is a good half' of a 
Allie 
Hho said that? 
Paul 
I dido 
Allie 
Oh. (They both become thoughtful.) 
Paul 
.h bench.) 
thoughtful conversation •• . 
Chad's a n~ce guy. Your serenade is tonieht? 
Allie 
Yes ••• That seems so strange t-Jhen I 1-ras 11 ttle I al't·myE thoueht 
that a bride was so ••• matura. But I don• t feel g1•ol:m. up - not 
enough to ga~ married. 
Paul 
You loolt old enoueh. 
Allie 
(smiling) Dut I don• t feel ary older than I did 't·Thtn I ,.ras 
sixteer... I thir.Jt I've al't·mys bean this age. Yen uhan I t-ras 
ten, daop dm.m inside I thought I vas 16. no~r old do you :f'oel. (lrus!c changes - roller coastor ousic.) 
Paul 
Oht sometimes very youngl sometimes very old, but seldom 37. 
I reol very young 't-rhel'l I m oxcitad about sor:.ething I'M 1ritingo 
But 1-rhan I think of' all I set out to do and ho,r ttle I 1 vo 
0 A ( s 'f~ i't ,J r . 
@_)~vn' t ., F, 
@) ·' 
@). /J! l 
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accomplishod, I think time is slip!)!ng a\my. 
I lmm:To 
(Singing) 
Allie 
Someti~:1es, tmen I'm alone 
In~ a corner of oy O'\'In 
I \tatch the hands on the fnce of the clock, and I s~y to ther.t 
Please stop 
Tine goes so quicJ.cly by. r 
(Spealdng) 
Hhon I thinl';: that I'm ~t5mll~ to be martod in June I get 
scared. I haven't done a.nythin et. And I probabJ.y uon•t. 
One baby, and thnt t·rill be it ........ .;.....,o;..;;.~-........ ,;;;;os~~~~ .. v-....-..--it....-f::-J~-. 
Paul 
You n.ake it sotmd as though mo.rriase uill be tho end of ~rou. 
Allie 
Oh, Chad doesn't 1-1ant it to be that 1-ro.y. Reallyo (Laughing) 
lie says he'd rather have me compose than do houseuork. 
Paul 
Ile sounds quite noble. IIa..r:g on t.o him, Allieo You uon•t find 
ma.r..y 111~e that. 
J Allie 
But tho trouble is in r.:el He could give me a hol ida.y from house-
t-Torlt every day and I still oight not produce anything. I havo 
to lE pushed fror.1 the outsideo I'm basically pretty lazy. 
Paul 
(Pauses! laughs softly.) r: • You lmm-;, Allie, you' ro 
descri b ng !$~~tl'I:I!.I'I~ me exactly. That' s one reason. I' vo been 
so glad that you've bean in the studio \~lith me during this ballot 
'·rork. It helps just to have so:Jeone around t'!ho OXJIOcts you to 
reduce, '·rho can criticize. You• ve helped me ooro thnn you lmou. 
gues~ I'vo never really told you, have I1 
d.n Allie 
(Smiling sliGhtly)~fuat? 
Paul 
That you've been a big help~ 
Allie 
{Teasing) Eo.~.Tell me. 
~Paul (Joining her mood.) You've been a big help. 
(/) ~-~ ,, ' ~., ~"1df'h (;\ ~ p. 
~ 'P 'A' ~ t~ t~ t . 
f!) ~ \ ''1, ·\:-"~? ..... t·:(>. (,.."' ~ \,'-\""~ . 
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1\J Allie 
ThD.11lt *-. (They laugh) I 1 m certainly glad you tolC. ma 
I might have mt. j; &. and nev'3r Jujotm.. 
graduated 
PaUl 
(l!oclt rhetorica1 style.) 
F r of all so.d \·Tords of tongue or pen. 
Tho saddost e these urt ::ight have been." 
Hhat? 
I gUGSf:i it 
Allie 
Allie 
quote. 
Allie 
I ltnOl'T. (Holding her stomach.) I have such a strange feeling -
as though I'm on a roller coaster (Husic under) And 1 t 1 s goine 
too fast and I can't get off. 
~ Paul 
I remember when you came into my fresl1Cl3Il class 
~ Allie 
I omembor, too. Did you lmoH that all the girls had a cru h 
on you? 
Paul 
I ltnEn-r some thine ':ras going on ~·Ti th all that giggling on the 
front l'0\'1o 
~ ! aS*n~ ~· Allie 
And I was no eY.ception. I had n crush on you, too. 
ee.(Sings) A silly school-girl feeling I couldn't seem to shru~c 
d uhenever ue tallted 
couldn't hol!) tho ua.y tho corners of my th Hol.ild trc~ble 
ntil I had to smile 
ether uhat you snicl s funny or not 
felt so young 
AI l 
ro ~:; x~ \J~ 
1 ,.r~ .. ~ ..... 1\.1 ~~ 7. ·~··"'\ ~-- tL v" \4, .. , + t.... 
You nore. 
Allio 
(SUng) And uarm. 
Paul 
You still a1 .. e. 
Allie 
(Spoken) What - warm? 
li) Paul 
'!fo, young. Hell, and t·Tarm, too. I'm glad you don't r...ave that 
trouble any mor~. l 17 
(At this moment there is a commotion inside the house! nd / 1 
Bodwell bursts out of the door leadir:g efconga 1in o L ghts corua 
up to bright orange. IIa and the crowd ara shouting "ono, t\qo . 
three, le cona, etc." • Paul and Allie are startled, ty.r and 
look. The lirie shields Paul and Allie from vie't-J for a monentc 
The melody of "Rendazvous in Rio" creeps in over the conga 
beat. As the e.nd of tho lino ~mal~ s past them, they arc still 
sitting, smiling ~ each other; their soiles turn to laughter. 
'!bey• re . still on the bonch, laughing, remat-:1boring their 
afternoon run. As Iilia line sr.alces on upstage the ights chcnge 
to blue-green, almost as though a cool uind has blo~ over the ! 
scene as the orchestra interjects "Tir:1e Goes Sm Quicidy ByV then 
starts the rollercoaster music ~mieh turns into "Soma i~es en 
I'm Alone"as ell the lights on the sco11e dim and tho bluo s 
silhouette lights coe1e up in Allie's bedroom. Tho people 1:. the 
danco disperse in silhouette and Allie stands up, leaves Pa 1 
and l·mlks into her bedroom in silho etta She stands the d 
sings.) I ;< 
Q/ J Alli 
Sometimes '-rhen I' rn slona 
In n cornor of my m·m 
I watch tho hands on the face of the cloc1~ 
And I say to oyself, 
Please stop ••• 
Act I scene 6- S ""'o., i+y k .·t, ~ t..~ 
(Maggie anters the room - still silhouette - 1n a trer.chcoat. 
She has just returned frol!l br;bysi tting at the G .. ra ds. She ar.d 
Allie stand and look at each other. Orchestra continues undor.) 
Allie (~ 
(As if 1.n a dream) l-1a.egie, i t• s lllmost Jtmeo 
(!JM.o~\ 1~-f-' 
~ M. \o.t.z~ s:~ "'d . 
H ggia 0 
(Flicking on the lights in the room.) It's almost one o'clock • 
.A.l.most tj.me for your .sa ade. The hard baginr.ing to roam 
around in the shrubbery ; t outside I just got baclt from 
Garards. l7ot a paap fro the kids, so I got a l>t of !!tudying 
done. • 
Al 1e 
(Still a bit dazed.) \'Jlu: ; are the children like? 
f1t. ~gie .4'\ 
I reall7 don't~~~. They ' re al·ays asleep man I see thom.~ 
etto~~Left--til~~.g...:~!:-QE~: • Say aren' t you getting oxci ted about 
your serenade? This happ ns to a s~ person just once, you 
kn~r, and tonight's the light. If I ~mra you ••• what•s the matter? 
All ' a 
I just have a very strang\ fealing in my stomach. Excitement, 
I guess. 
Uaggi3 
I guess. Are you sure you•r all right? You don't look too 
well. 
Allie 
I had the most horrible dreEt last nighte It was raining •oChad 
and I wer. getting married • , and as t·re 'Walked dmm the aisle, 
liehtn ·. , • 
t-1agg1e 
(SUddenly concerned) Something really ~ ating youo 
Alli 
It's just that I feel so stran l ' torhen I think that next June t-.ra' 1: 
be married. Doesn' t 1 t make you reel ~ strange? 
Mageie 
A little 
Allie 
I'll be grown up. (Mak1r.g an effc t to get ho d of horself.) 
Oh, God here 1 t is months befor(J tho t·reddin d I• m getting 
the sh~es already. oe.Paopla of~ar.1 foAl this ·~:ray bef'oro theytr 
~Aed1 don• t they? You ImotoT, fll'j if they're not sure •• and 
then as so as they're married~ evarything•s all right. I've 
heard that aven•t you? 
Maggie f'7J 
I lmo sore neo:ple aren't sura• but I'd hate to ta.lte f/.cho.ncdi"" 
Allie you ra-sure- you're just having an upset stomach because 
ot the serenade (laughing slightly) and you're letting it 
affect your whole outloolt on lfa. Look, you•ve been going ~ th 
'· 
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. 0) 
Chad tor two y ars; everybody th~ts it's a parfect match; I' e 
never seen ¢more devoted person tb.rul Chad. You've been perfo y 
happy ••• up until ••• just these last few weeks I~othing' s been 
wrong before. I'd just chalk 1 t up to this 'mcky autumn t·reather 
It's unsettling. 
Allie 
(Ouing into spaea, smiling slightly.) This autumn has boan 
lovely. The loveliest autumn I•ve ever seon ••• wo warm •• 
(J} 11aggie 
(Demanding) lll1e, '\-that !Jl the matter. 
Allie 
· (Crumpling) Oh, I don't k ow .. It used to be al · right, but now 
~~·~~~~4~~ea~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~ :'m not 
sure Chad and I ••• It used to be enough ••• but. Haggia, e.ll ua at' r 
talk about is 'What '- t will be 1lte ffter we're married. Afta:c· ''e' r 
married we• 11 get ¢louse, after we re· marriod ·ra' ll take a trip 
out t-~Gst. Attar t>te'ranarried, won•t it ba nice. (Sha shrugs.) 
l.fagg1e 
Well, · •t it be nice? 
Allie 
well, yes, but t'lha.t about right now? 
@ Uagp-1e 
Look, Allie, maybe you and Chad have hit a standstill - mayb 
you've done all you can do bGtore you get married. As soon as 
you• re married theremll be a 'trhole net-r ,.ray o:r life o(i)o.!i"  ...,..ese 
t new things to talk about - housekeaping, children •• 
Allie 
Is that what marriage is - houselteeping and children? 
l.faggie 
Yes t a good deal of 1 t. 
Allie 
Is that what wa•ro getning married for? 
Hag1e 
\.Zell t vha t did zsm have in mind'? 
Allie 
Oh ••• (softly) I don• ·!:; kno\'r ••• but so much wore tt c 
(Squawk box bursts in. It is the song lJader1 s voice.) All 
right ladies, the men havo ar ivod for the serenade. Recember, 
@ M k.:-.~( Is 
h ~ i p,s A-I. v. f<l . (~ 
'·__..-~{Is DL. 
3?-
no pin curls or bathrobes. Evoryona must ba fully tlt~· 
clothod. 
Allie 
l.f&ggie, I can• to •• 
GD l~gie 
Don't be silly. Look, this case of ji ttars uill be 
b.r tomGDrow. It'll bG gone as soon as you see C~~ 
~-------C=o=m_e_o_n_._.r~.~ I 3 c_ o, _... 
Q 
(Allie pulls herself together, stands up. ~~ggie trikes hor 
s the lights dim to silhouette.) 
~w.JotJ-oy 
((} 'Sc1vk 
f/)F-:-t'" 
(} c.~' I 
~A~/ I 
(JJ All' -~~,. u 
~ c c s tit ,.J Xr 0 L , 
@. 
Scene 7 - the serenAde 
I) 
D Chad ( eolo over m 
Just beiq together aDd holdi.Di your hand 
Just beina tosether is a. fcolbg so ghnd 
Just ~viDe you share tbe dreb8&8 we've pl8.1Uled 
Just lmoviJic J'OU're there to \aderstfllld. 
Oace 1a a litet:f.Jile a love lik~ tbia 
Coalea through the ~light in the W<.&rmtb or Li. kiss 
Comea with a I b aJ!d s mt nded 
Tells Jlle this one ess ia end~~~:;-,..~~~~~Jt:k~~~~dmr.~~ ....... ~ 
Cbad 
Juat kDowing tb£ tbrUl and 
the Vttl'lltb or your touch, 
Just heb!'iD& you tell me 
You love me too much, 
l'lea.se don't ever tell me 
'!'bot we bi.ve to part, 
For I' 11 never change 
rq b~rt. 
Paul 
I~ aaain, this yesr I 1m. 
youq ssaitt,. 
Io1mpr th~o111 1 st tea.r 
Or the yea.r be foro. 
Life ~cain has becorne 
Alive aguin, 
Autumn t to sp .. ineth 
Winter t.o fbll -
;t. L/ 
Girl's Chorus 
And I•n ~ feeliq,w&t•s moN 
Tbere 'll be no wiAter thia 
Another lo• soq, anoth r 
sere!3bde 
Another ~eht to remember 
year at all. 
t 
t 
I 
Girls' Chorus 
Another memory that we Cl:lll 1t 
foratet 
When the serenade is over 
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Another lovesoq, unother kiss, 
It lllb1 be nothing more tha• this 
That makes me feel the wa1 I do 
That makes me vant to Sbl to you 
Another moment, another time 
Wbn't come ag~in that's so 
sublime 
This music will never be 
hebl"d usain 
Except within our memory. 
Paul 
Yolmi apia, this 7 C~.r 1 1m 
YOUJli acain, 
Was it nonsense I s&id~ 
Chorus 
Goodnight, my low 
Paul 
Nonsense, I ~id, 
st.rict.ly nonsense, purely 
nonsense 
Go home professor 
The serenade is over. 
Allie 
Sudd nly Itm older, time is 
slippini avay 
Autumn is in the (.;.ir, though 
Spring was only yesterday. 
I thouibt I was waiting for 
something, the h~ppiest 
night of the y ar, 
But it's just another chilly 
night of fall. 
Chad 
Allie, Allie, Allison, did you 
see thut fall!ni star? 
IPd like to give you that star 
If I could, I would 
Allie 
Suddenly it's just another 
chill.}" night of fallo 
Chad 
I'd giv you a falling star. 
~oodnlght my love 
Paul 3 /' J... ...-?a 
Goodnight, my love .._~t..,....;m.0~" ~~~ ... ~ '--====,...._,..,..._ __ .,.....::::.~~0'-1 
Allie 
Goodnight. 
~~- F 
t I 
.... 
(11 f <t-Yl;-· 0 ~ 4 s· ,;-: 
.. . .. ... . ·'·"' . ·.· ,·, 
....... .. . ... 
. . . ~ · "· ... ... 
I .. • . . 
. ... .... . ;:(f' 
• •• :, ! • ·, 
. · .. ........ . 
Scene 8 - Paul 's homo after the serenade 
(Claire is w1;1iting up in the kitchen. She is dr ·. king a cup of tea ., 
P1;1ul enters,<!lquinting at the light. He feels :r ~..'.ilty. He sits at 
table, still in his overco1::1t. Claire vaits folj. '1 exp].lmation. Long 
pause. JU.l through this scene she eyes him see; t'chingly, sh<:.rply. 
Paul is on the defensive; Claire is in control.) 
Paul 
Claire 
(reearding h~ with a tolerant, ironic smile) My dear, they've been 
in bed ~hours - singe you put thmn then . Remember'~ ~\1 ~ P&ul 
(laughs dryly at himself. Puts his he&d h his hands.) i.Jhat' s the 
matter with me? 
Claire 
I'm sure I have no ideao 
Paul 
{pause) I, bb - after I took Maigie ha..o, I saw a sere&de and Io o 
just., • .,st&yed to uatcb it. 
Claire 
Oh? 
Paul 
I hc.dn't seen one,for a loni time. .1:ice. I'd forgotten. Candles and-
Claire 
(pattiq his band, smiling mockingl~r ) Fascinated by the pretty light? 
K~ if !!.!! liglst e ef:d!Eile, ;rett 'a eome heme ll1'0I e o£'t.eu. (There is a. 
caadle on the table with some mbtch~s besiJe it. Claire picks up the matches 
and lights the c"ndl.e o She pushes i ~ between them on the table, 
sits bc.ck in her cbtair and looks at ~.aul mockingly.) There, does that 
make you bappy't 
(Paul is c.Dgry, but be contains his anger. He says nothing. Pau]le. 
Claire contiaues., ) 
Are .rou yetarniDg for your lost youth, Paul? The serenade is over, 
doD't you know? It•s hard to grow old, I know - or gro~p. I didn't 
w~nt to grow up either, but I bud to wbea Chip w<:.s bo~ 
.\':!! e•l! ~ eB fid:Bg tlt ee,. fe!'8¥er. 
Paul 
( speakillg quietly, tensely) Claire, .rou didA 1 t grow !Yl when Chip was 
born; you greu g_l~ - '"'"ri cold, and unresponsiveo \.Jben I come home, 
this kitchen may be 1::1s hot as hell from the cooking, but there is no 
warmth in you. Thera is a. cheek offered me to ld.sso There is ~:t back 
at the stove that I talk to.. There ~re eyes, carefully turned away, 
~nd vague, far-awa.y answers to anything I ask you. 
, (/) c.l ,..,~c::::.s-
® t:.l X~'fu (..D~~ILI-" 
(1) f ~~- ~SL. 
@ c.. t. .( ·.-t .s !' L. 
' 
.... ... . ... 
C},{lire 
If' you 1 d .£..0llle home more oftentf' perh& ps J: could work up some kind of 
response.~Your presenc~is such a rarity I don't knov how to act. {pause) 
Out we:..tchug a serenad6.::t:l oh, Paul, you Wd ro.ther do <;~.fly-thing thb.n come 
home, wouldn 1 t you? 
Paul 
Perhbps. 
Claire 
Paul, g>uthful romance just ,does nQ._~~ ~through the married 
years.~Everybody knows that. It changes. There's very little 
rome:..nce in a kitchen e:..nd for, you to expect that there will be when you 
come hOJile is-
Paul 
Claire, I'm aot asking for romance in the kitchen. I'm not suggesting that 
we hold hands while you dish up the soup, or kiss between mouthfuls of' foci. 
All I want is some war.mth, some response, a look that tells me someone is there 
who knows wh t I'm t~king ~bbut. A smile, a laugh, amament of exuberance. 
Maybe joyl 
Claire 
I'm too tired to be joyful. (ii) 
Paul 
You get .more sleep than I do. When I come to bed you're always asleep. 
J~. .'''" Claire 
If you'd come to bed at a decent hour, I might be awake. 
;;; 1. p-aul 
All right. You're awake now. (He grabe her roughly as if to drag her to 
the bedroom.) 
Claire 
Oh, Paul, you're an assJ 
(Paul stares at her, irrational and enraged, then his eye lights on the candle 
still flickering mockingly at him. Almost menacingly ••• ) 
Paul 
Put ouD that God-damned candlel (Without waiting for her response he grabe 
the candle himself, stubs out the lght in the palm of his hand, and flings 
it violently aside. Claire is stunned. Pause. Paul turns.) 7 
I. 'lll going to ~e:t some WQJ::k. done. {ije walk~ out the door.) 
(Lights down.) 
, 
L 
,A Ill (.I_ • ...,..':1 1.) ~.) ~ I k 
M c>-£1 cr ~ · 'b oft o ·""' \o lA ~ \<... 
----··---
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"\v- av. - · ... 
:~ \Y... \<l...b.~\·"'" 0 v.-t 
' vo\ \'<'\, \d\:> 4~ ~ L . 
Scene 9- Allie's bedroom I . ~ 3 -· 
Outlines of furniture and windQ&I' fr&me are silhouetted against a Oot.-1"- F 1'\1\ 
blue night sky of a cyt!. vle hage tho feeling that the room is open 
to the night sky - no walls, only a windvw frame to suegest that there 
is a wall there. M~ggie and Allie are sitting in their bunk beds, 
Allie on the top, facing one way, l-1aggie on the bottom, fC1cing the othero 
They are silhouetted, too. The whole scene is played in silhouette. 
There 1;1re stQrs on the eye. 
Music - from Ch~ •s serenade thoughts, "Allie,.t>llie, it.llison, did 
TOU see that .falling s~r?" 
Allie 
Ma&gie ••• Maggie, do you think it's possible to be in love with two 
people at once? 
Muggie 
Well, I've never had t~t problem. I doa't even know if it's possible 
to be in love with 2!1!. at once. 
Allie 
Both loves could be very reC11 r b -...;- ch ff c.v fl..k ""t . 
@ ti.~Sggie 
I suppose so. Only how do you tell if you really love someone? 
People l:llWC1YS say, "You 111 know, you'll know when it hz,.ppens, 11 
Only every time I think I know, nothing happens. Nothing. 
Allie 
Maegie, have you ever been in love? 
I don't know. I guess so. 
Who with? 
l.faggie 
Allie 
(music stops) 
Maggie 
(long pause) Well, I guess it's all ~:tccording to what you mean by 
love. What gg, you mea•?·. 
Allie 
Ob. •• feeling slightly giddy when you'ee with someone. Wanting to ••• 
bring him his lunch. Knowing what he's thinking. And when you know, to 
smile, and then h! smilea ••• and it seems you almost touch ••• and you 
want to so much, but you can't. 
Maggie 
Why not? 
Allie 
(Startled) What? 
(~ Maggie 
I alvaJa say if you want to touch, go ahead and t ouvh , 
@) AL. c.ll-·~o:: :;~:e't ~~;:. ~Q,J ~o 
\JJ ~ '\"'\, ~ (;)\}) • f 
@ t\ l x·' r {~ f ~--~hi ~ f 
'o 41... ~\ ·~"<f.\ ~,r._;..:, 't.r . 
(sileaceo Su.d:leDly pi~no music drifts in throuih th,<tindow. It is P~ul 
in his studio working on the ballet.) 
Maggie 
Well I must say someone's ~eager beaver. 2:00 o'clock in the morning. 
Mister, turn it off please.~ don't know why I di~~ have more sense than 
to pledge a sorority across from the music building. I'm beginning to thi~ 
of life as one big opera. I can't even talk anymore without some kind of 
expressive music to undergird my thoughts. 
Allie 
(She is intent on the music coming in the window.O Shh •••• 
Maggie 
(Paying no attention) Now if I had pledge• a house across r~ the athletic 
department ••• that would have shown some sense. Big brawny men all aver the 
place, just the music of referees whistles and balls bouncing. I have yet 
to see a hunk walk out of the music building. 
~During l4aggie's chatter, ~aults playing has become more and more impassioned. 
At this point ther is. a crash on the keys. Silence. Allie stiffevs, realizing 
that Paul is thinking of her.): 
Maggie 
(Disgusted) Well, now that just about does it. What did I do with my ear 
plugs? Oh, well. (She plops the pillo~ on top of her head.) 
Allie ('3 
(As if she is talking to hiJn.) Paul. Then she quickly goes to the dresser 
chair, picks up the coat which had been thrown there, andputs it on. She 
turns, hesitates for a moment, then rushes from the room.) 
~gie 
(Sitting up in bed) Allie? (No answer. 
puts the pillow back oa top ofher head. 
next scene. ) 
, 
She shrugs, lies back down in bed, 
Paul's playing continues into the 
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Act I - Final~ 
Paul's studio 
The lllU.sic gets louder and gayero Paul is playing. jUlie opens the 
door and enters.. PaUl stope playinz and looks at h0ro Long silence .. 
!'! Allie closes the door behind her and ?&ul riaeso Orchestra 
blasts a. dissonant version of "Rendezvous Iii Rio .. N 
Lights do~~ - blackout 
~ ~-<::> 
~-------------------------------------
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Act II - SCe111.e 1 
\-\ 0\1-. s cz_ 
\-\ 0\A $ (2... 
C-\A~ 01. '\('.. 
Three area a, front, lit saparo:fil ly o Bodw 11 sea ted t smwl tabl wi +.h 
black coffee before him H ngo ~ " Rastrain de Doe en 1t, uant to mo11 • 
April is in negl.ia ~" making h _- · orning toilette Gi:>le .i.n nightclo 
in wllilroom9 carrying bb.skets of · ')othbrushea, etc 3(o 
Bodt~c:l 
(Spokea to musicp in a restrainec. pained manner~ 
Oh" .... oho {First "Oh", drop r. tJ s~v second "Oh, .forget it" 
The mornin~ after the night betor~ I've a ali~htly vague impression 
That perhaps I should have exerci !·ed a littl "j {.. 
Girl. 
The morning after the ight befol. is dull, drab, depressing 
Such mundane thines as dressing ~ L ~ing your face - Commonplace,. 
Bodv 11 
The morning after the nlght befc:e is highly distressillg" 
I don't feel like drewsini or waf1ing my fuc 
I think I'd like to spend the daj just sitting in eu1e pl e 
~----~----~~~~~~~--
A'iJ •il 
The mornine after the night befol'\ 
Makes one want to eo baok for mort 
Oh Bodwell are you listening my d· • ~r? 
Can you hear my voice in your ear -
Whllt a lovely, chaming evening, L charming, lo1•ely eveningo 
Let 1 s do it again" .:! l 
Bodwe,l 
Oh God• what happened last night? 
I wonder what my colleagues will uay: 
Worthini, Johnsono. •EiadJ Miss ..layl 
I seem to remem r dancing in a South Americu way o 
fut I cwa 't imagine a rhWilba wi :h }Ides Day.,.__ ________ ~.....:.;;~ --'------~~-
~"e&ti SUe: 
{Spoken) EUeen, how did you . ·et Clarence a:wa.y from hie clarinet lone 
enough to take you to the danc.'l? 
EU•len 
He feels right at home vith me, 
specially when I 1m dressed in bla(:ko 
Blowing obligato& b. my ear, 
!bini scales up and dowo "o111:f back 

Act II - Scone 2 
Music under variation of "Morning After" .. He see -~hr~1 scenes - Allie 
and Maggie • s bedroom, Claire and Paul 's ld tchen, and the det1n and Ethel 's 
dining roomo All three sets of people are having breakfasy;~ ~~ggie has 
just brought Allie~s breakfast on a trayo The entire scene is sungu 
Well, how are you? 
I'm all righto 
Well, where were you 
All last nieht? 
Oh, MSigie, Mug~ie 
Why does it matter 
Where I was 
Orliaat I did 
(spoken} Okay, 
Maggi, 
Allie 
All II 
and looks out. in silencee) 
ti!te 
Claire 
(Foeling Paul out.o Wanting to find a reason ·to resent him.) 
Well, how are you? 
I'm all riibt .. 
After working ao hard 
All last n~ht 
I hope you did everything 
You needed to doo 
Io •• did everything 
I needed to .. 
And DOW it's fiaishedo 
That's goodo 
I'm ¢laq it's finished. 
Maybe we can ~et 
Back to normal in ... 
Normal? What s no!'illal,i 
Claire 
Paul 
Claire 
Paul 

Claire 
You sitting lit h2ffi.~ 
In a chair 
lleadini the paper.., 
Me" sitting •t home 
In a chair 
Readlna the papero 
That ' s normal?~. o 
~ (The dean is behind his paporo 
Aren't they a lovely couple -
Are you ~istening, dear? 
Dean 1UJ ::>uS ~ ~~s -
(Repeatini her. ) Yes they're a lovely .o .,1 ~i -
~? J 
) 
H~ven't you even be n liste~ 
To anything I ' ve said? 
Dean 
Who? Old Bodvell and a 0 0 
1Ethel 7 Jc~l' vn 4:s No, dearo (Trying ageino} 
Aren~t they a charming couple -
The ~rard!!? 
Dean 
Oh, yes, a cha~ couple -
The Gerards., 
He's heady, she ' s ste~dy 
It could be worse 
f 
I heard it used to ve 
Bxactly the reverse 
But they ' re still ,'charming coupl 
Dean 
A charming, lovely couple _-
A ~ . c~~"~~ ' l 
The G rards , 

!-!aggie 
Just at dawn at six o'clock 
On this window cl~ks a rock 
And theres my daff.V roommate 
Dow below 
Allie 
I'd forgotten there's a lock 
On the door at six o'clock 
And no other w.y to gc&t in 
'l'ha t I know 
(L) Mag~ie 
So groggy-eyed s.nd sleepy 
I came down and let you in 
And quick you br~ezed rieht by me 
With a strange and sheepish gria 
To explain this slightly sneaky act 
You simply say to me 
"Ohli Ma{lgie, l'.LB.ggie 
Why does it matter 
Where I vas 
Or what I dido oo 
(~ 
' All right, it matterso 
Allie 
A charming lovely couple 
) Ethel_.j 
Claire 
More coffee? 
Paul 
Please. (He now is reading tho paper. ) 
Claire 
You mean you ~~l vorked on 
That music all night lane? 
Yeso 
Yeso 
Don't you evar get tired 
Of that studio? 
Claire 
\ 
... 
Of course., 
or courseo 
-49 ... 
Paul 
A persoD. iets tired of everything 
Sometimeo 
Claire 
Are you tired of me? 
Paul 
I didn't say that .. 
More coffee? 
Are you listening, dear? 
Dean 
Yes, ¢harming lovely couple 
A lovely, charmillg couple -
The Gerardso 
No, dearo 
Allie 
(Lyric} 
I was with a person I Bflt love 
All night lone .. 
All alone with a person I lttl love 
All night longo 
WE were there when the stars went down 
And the sky begQll to glow 
Alld the ana came up and I knew 
I lhoved him SOo 
Ma&gie 
(spoken) You see9 I told you that you'd get over tho.t case of jitters as soon as you saw Chadc 
Allie 
I wasn't v.l th Chad 
(Music abruptly stops; lighto dim on Paul, Clair0, Ethel, SAd Deane 
Only Maggie and Allie's scene contiaues~ ) 
4 
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S!l!qne 3 
(]) r.1~.ggie 
Uell I give up$ I have been your rcommate for a year and I 
stili don't ~:not-r you any better than I did uher. ue first t!lovcd 
in. \'Jell, do you care to tell me uho you uere uith? If 
you don't vrMt to teJl me it'~ c-.11 right. Such things are 
delicate rna tters, I P"..nou o 
Allie 
I Has lli th.Al~!ster Gerard, ria.ggieo 
(long silence. Maggie is assimilating this fact.) 
~ t<iaggie (slm·rly, quietly) dell, I guess I'm not too surprised, 
I suppose it's hard to uork t·ri th such an attract! ve man "':ri thout 
getting a little infatuatedo 
I lGVQ bim, Haggiee 
Does he love you? 
Haggie 
Allie 
I elon' t lr..::ou. (.S,\'0...; va..) 
He.ggie 
oYou :.1ea.n all the time you uere sitting there tltl tching the 
stars go dot·m and the sun come up? • · _ · 
¥0Qu tk~ GVQPsigftt 7 !'8 OaJ' 
Allie 
(smiling slightly) He didn't really uatch the ~tm come up, 
l·le ·uere 't-rorl:ing ... and suddenly the sun t·ras upo 
Haggie 
Just like that, hill1? 
Allie ~ 
And it cooe in the lrindo'\'T and 1:10 realizod t'le'Ot. been 1:TOrl{i~g 
all nighto l!e finished the ballet - finished the orchestra-
tions.,. 
Haggie 
And that•s all you did, all night? 
A2.lie 
¥ee-o 1. \C)~' "". 'N' ~ \ <L b "'- t-
1 '+'~~@-
~e~ aiia't ~oll him you :ovo h1mo ) 
- - P~lie -"' 
Ho, ~4a.gg1ae SI•ll never tell anyone - except you. Hhile 
viC ~ .. wre uorldng I just roalizcd that I'd rather be there. o "' 
Xs- L 
\ 
.. c._:.. • 
l1a·:gie 
Ilmmo • ~··ell, right atr0y you• vc got a couple of' problens -
Chad rmd Hr:: o Gorar<l - oh, B.nd the t,,,o l:::ids, of course. 
Allie 
l·1D-gg1e, I'm not jcldng. Oh, I shouldr1 1 t hcve told you .. 
CD Haggle 
I'm not joking either" Loolc, Allie, you• vc got to consider the 
consequences It's not just schooleirl intrigue 
to love a married man. ..!! • • 
Allie 
I hnven't ho.d time to consider the consequences. I've 
bcrely just figtu•ed out hou I feel. 
11Qggie 
J\11 right. The!1 J.ct' s str.rt thi1'1Jdrg about the cor:scquenccs 
nottro 
Allie 
I don't~ too Cru11 t I just love him? 
Haggie 
oh, you're not eoing to do nnything about it ••• ? 
!1aggie 
You must be a terrific actrcsso He still thi1~~s you love 
him. 
.Allie 
IIou do you 1:nO'H1 
Har::gie 
1:e talk, you 1mou thato I just hate to see such a nice guy 
getting led ~rotu1d blindfolded 
. 
I 
I 
.Allie 
(fighting back) ·.·ell, that bothers me tooo 
one thing that mc.lces oe "tmnder c>.buut Chad. 
to be led aroundc 
Haggie 
r~:-ybe thn.t' s 
He'~ so uilling 
Haybc you hnte to :coo:.:..ly cut things o:~f bcce.use l:e' ,:.; so nice 
to fall brck on., 
Allie 
(gctt:tne up from her bod, !iic,dng up her uo.chroorn baskctj 
l\'throuint: things into it~ gottine reey to go to the uashroom) 
~Jell if I ever got rGac.y, to ca.~t off a terri b:!.y lli'oneed 
nnd tc:v.Uy-uscd eentlm:1antz'I 1 ll toes him your uc:y.. Okay? 
(She fJips out the door. Hageie is Jeft ~lonco f.ho 
stn.rts to pick up J~llio' s brea1;:f~st dishes~) 
r1nggi 
______ .....;;G;;..;e;..;;.e thanlts ~ho)F".J? a lot 4 
(Lights c1 m·m) 
~" w'\-\:\.. 
~ (1_-..v ~ ?~ 'P""' {' ) I c.\ ~.) , ~.:> .• 
) vtr'~{," 
I 
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Act II - Scene 4 
Continuation of trilogy s6t. Dean's hous~ -Sunday mornin~ at the 
breakfast table. The dean is sittin5 behind a newspaper, absorbed. 
I_~thal1 
Well, dear, shall we get reddy for church now? 
Daan 
(Without looking up) It's rainingo 
T-Ethel ( . 't' 
I doubt that they'll call orr--ctiurch for that~ . ~_'Sta;I7 _ _ iD . c~u-n c.;,., 
Dean 
dear, I have always maintain d that ehurch comes at a v ry bad 
time for meo It's the time I've set aside for read ng ~he Sunday 
paper. 
(Doorbell rings.) 
dear, now we will be late& 
(Dean's face brightens as Ethel oes to the door. It is April Dayo) 
--'"""""'Well, Apr~, con.e in. You're up early after ~he dance laat nighto 
(\) April 
(Coming in, unbuttoniAg htn· coat .. ) Well, I guess it is~a bit early for 
"the morning li'ter the night before." You know,. I had quite a time It that 
dance .. That Professor Bodwell is quite a man. I hadn ~t realized before 
that he was such a gay blade. He reminds me of a ~inter I knew in 
Paris - the artist kind of painter, not a house painter~ of courseo 
Although I suppose he did ~int houses oseaeionallyo Oh wel~~ 
Dean 
(He has risen to the occasion.) Come, come, sit down AprLl. Do stay for 
a eood long whileo May I take your coat? (He glanc s slyly at Ethelo) 
April 
Ob, you need not, reallyo (She is slipping it off and gives it to himn) 
I 1m really not iOinG: to stay loni• I just thou ht I'd drop il:t. bef-ore 
vhurche 
\ithei) 
Have some muffins and coffee. (Off rs her a basket of mutJfins.) 
April 
No thank you, I really shouldn't. Oh we -- (She takes two ar:d proc eds 
d) D ·. s \i":s s. c... "-"-~ ·, .,..., 
fi £. 't"\-~ ,s; \_ . C.. 1... \, ·, I(' 
-54= 
6) 
tc eat.) Well now, Yhut I really came . )!"u oiiou I -wouldn{t uant you 
to think that I'm carrying t lea out ct school, but you kncH a stitch i 
time saves nine, they eayo And uh n so1; thing is icing on tuat shouldn't 
be eoing on, I always say it 1s best ·to :.Lp it in th bud be~ore 5.t runs 
away with you, don't you th:t:nk? ro ·thiu is just lxrliwean ue, but did you 
notice something peculiar going on t th~ dan<: last night~ 
Dean 
(He and Ethel look questioningly t ach :: .b ra) 
If you mean old Bodwell---
) Ethel J 
I think probablJ April is thinkin 
April 
Yes, well, all during intermission, out r the porch--\.'Jll, I wouldn t 
think anything about it if I ha 't hapr ?.ed into his stt.tdio the other 
day just when he and that girl--well, r; J the nason tt:at I went into 
his studio was that I ran across an art·~ . in thC9 papal' about the 
premiere of his bsllet and I just thougr' I'd take it iu to himo And 
by the way, Ethel, on the back of th a iLcle was a r clpe for "Surprise 
Meatloaf" that looked quite tasty. You~ st put a hard.oiled egg in the 
middle. I had a friend - now I don 1 t knc. if she ever ~ade "Surprise 
Meertloaf" but Pm sun she could hav ; ~ :cyway she ~!:d~.rr.ake avery good 
"Surprise Cook:ien. or course, the cookl [, don 1t havo hard-boi:led eg 8 
in them, but they do have pitted dates .... nyuay, whezfi 'trialk d in~> ther 
they wore right in the middle of th ~ ··~ dan=~!ngA 
0 0 '(" 
(Long silence. Dean and Ethel don't qu . . e kno\l ho\.J to respondo) 
~an 
For a moment I expect~d them to be eatjli surprise meatloaf~ 
April 
Oh, Howard, you have such a sense of hm..1r. But I'm 8ft not so sure this 
is a la~hi!}l{ {1\atter., All that glitters i.s not gold~ you knov" Now 
anythingA!£ wiiiL be thut §irl's fault, ·3cause I've known Paul Gerard for 
many yeQrs. In fact, he and I used to bt1 very clo eo And he was always 
a perfect i ntleman vitb ~eo 
Dean 
I 1m suro" (Glances ht Ethel.) 
April 
Now, I wouldn't think s. thing about it ex· .ept that thoy w re talking 
for the lon.goat time out on the porch las ; night and Claire Gerard vt:sn' t 
even in si ht, llov I know she 1s his tudel'•.t, but the grass is always 
greener. you know. Now I kn w of a similar :us at another school ~here 
§:) A. ~ 'l..)( 11'" ~ 
f) ·\.;.-J ~ \~ C.k' 
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I used to teac - I von•t se:r hhov many are - but a professor 
and a student just uent away together; he left his wife and chUdren. 
It was a shocldl'lc thing and no one bad fJWA suspected that anytbizlg vas 
about to happeD. Nov I don't know tor sure it anything is fisb.T here, 
but I Just put two and two toeether and I don •t like the an~ • 
Well, I really must be eoinl now. or I'll be late for church. (She rises, 
the Dean gets her coat. ) I just thought that possi you should be made 
---.!_ware so that this thing won't catch us napping. 
Ethel I 
Well, thank you £or dropping in on uso 
Aprll 
I hope I hagp •t kept you folks from etting ready for churcha 
n.;,an 
No, no. Ethel was just s ying for you cam8 ·\;b ·t ehG didn •t think ue 
s~uld llO because or th rain. 
April 
Will, I think t he best thing f or us to do is just 1'e p our ey0s open d 
our mouths :abut. t.' don •t Wl\t to be fiddling {lfOUlld whe;n Rc.!r.s burnso 
(Sh is half'wa;r out tha door. ) 
Dean 
Well, we'll play it by ear. 
April 
Exactly. (She e.xi tso) 
Dean 
(Rtltur.ns to tabl • Ethel pour him anoth r cup of coffoe 
a em ignora...t'lt, my dear, bt.rt \orho is tho s·tudta t Q()rerd is 
carrrins on with? 
j_Ethel / 
I suppo e e means Allison Broun .. 
~~~~~~~~~~~0 
) ., . ... : . .... fl...:l.if'l v 
JX>!'t clly 
+fa~ / lEthn l 
Bel;•~, I ha (;ln •t ii.bought a thing about it .. I only !mo~ ·th=t .ill:loo~ hs.a 
bean helpllm.g PauJ. wit hie orchest tions nd of cours ho like..; h l'" o 
And they were talk1nP- last nighto So uh t? Th t do sn•·t mew they're going 
to lppe DaarD Ap~il i ~frustrat®d old ruaid ~~d she ~e~ds meeni~~s 
~ into all kinds -of things., You knot·7 thato ~-MHiM'!i~~8~-~~ 
..... 
0 
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Daan 
My dear, just because she has a strango attachmant to her violin bow ••• 
rEtbeJJ 
(She smiles.) Have a muffin aear:-
(She passes him the asket. He takes out a muffin and holds it on his 
finprtips, eyein!t its roundness.) 
Dean 
Don't miQd it I do. (They emile at each other.) ~liciouso 
(SUence.) 
YOu don't think there's an~o it, do you? 
Dean 
Maybe, maybe JlOto 
CD )Ethol ( 
I remember that blonde in yOUFSOCiology clase. Remember? I got quitG 
a little jolt when I realized that you were really excited about that _girlc 
Dean 
My dear, you n0ver had anythiD.B to worry about. 
/Ethel ( 
Didn't I? A tired wife at tne end of the day, with the smell of 
bleach oa her hands and onion in her hair, c~ scarcely compete with 
a sexy coed who's just discovered sociology., 
Daan 
Dear, that girl was .. uexcitini because .. eo ell, partly oocauae she 
was a new parson to ge~ acquainted witho 
1 l."tbel) 
But that 'WaSil 1 t alL 
Dean 
No~ or cousse I enjoyed my friendship with her, but I knew all the time 
.. 
' I didn't have to worr.y about getting involved with her bocause I was 
taken., I k:ne\1 nothing serious \tould happen .. It was just fun .. 
/Ethel/ 
l'.t.&ybe you knou it now, but at the time, I wondero Hmmo o o (Laughing gently) 
What it she had boen just your typo, darling- int0llectual as well a.s 
charmi.ni - ubat would you have done? t:Iould you still have come home 
faithfullyl to your ~ife~ 
Do an 
Yes. I tbi.Dk I \fou.ld ha.veo Beeause, you see. she'! my type - intellectual 

as well GS channin~D in spita of the bleach and onion~ 
li.ihel I 
(Laughing) ~~d besides nice people usually don't have the ~ourage to 
go ruaning off with someone else .. Think of the talk among the faculty 
members& (YJUnicking April) Now just between uso ... l:hat excitement~ 
(Long pctU&eo She smiles at De~o) (l~usic under) Things aren't excltin& 
any more, are they darling? 
~~15t•»A~#ls~~~ar3u!*f*a~g•t*th~l*! 
Dean 
Welle., .... 11o~ But who cares? I don •t think I could stand too much hullaballoo ., 
(Singing) 
The springtims of our love 
Has turned to mellow autumn 
Den 
The russet shades become you very well, my dearo 
('Ethe~ 
Do you miss tS• spring exci temeni 
On Sunda,1s in the fall? 
Dean 
Do I miss the spring confusion? - Not at allo 
This Autumn kind of love is comfortable$ it fits 
Like mr. favorite easy chair 
(Spoken) It took a lot of sitting down bnd shifting around to make 
it fit .. 
~Ethel ) 
To make me fit your whims · 
Dean 
No, no. You're misconstruing my metaphor, mJit dear., 
~ ±~the~ I guess I don't mind beingk8ne to an easy chair9 
since Itve been holding you up all these yearsQ 
(He laughs and pats her hand. T'buse . ) 
.Dr!tan 
My old jacket is a sort of symbol of our marriag~ ~ too~ 
)EthelL 
The one with the aesort0d leather patcheB? 
(lJ :£~\-.. v-\s~~, '"'I'~' ."\\.• 
t/' '" \.!(' ~- • ·\~- Y" ~ rv s. c:.~; ~~ <l....,. 
?1 ~ct. y s. '-\""" ~'"'h..\ ~ \:1 ~ \ ... ~ V' 
-' c.. . c: \.... \v- ' 
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Dean 
Uhmmo I think our marriags matured the day you decided not to aive it 
to the Sulvation Army. Here, let S~ hold lQ~ for awhileo 
pUl. to l.S ap 
This autumn kind of love 
Isn't new any more 
Isn't fresh any more 
But who cares any more 
Both 
We can still remember spring 
This autUDUt kind of love 
Is a quiet &J.ow 
No sparklers tor show 
But who cares when we know 
We had fireworks in spring 
It's all a matter of season 
Dean 
Both 
[Ethe.ll 
And the a ason por us is fall 
Dean 
It's all a matter of reason 
[BQijJ 
And we wouldn 1 t change it at all 
When the harvest time or year 
Is mellow and ripe and finally here 
Who wants to turn autumn to spri•gtL~e 
,t~ 
Dean 
Who wants to turn autumn to springti: .• e 
[Etiii1;1 
Who wants to turn harvest to seedtime 
I 
t 
f 
I 
I 
t 
• 
I 
I 
.• QJ3 4/1 I 48 
~I 
I 
CO c.. '- !Lt-.:t 4 )(s V< ~ ~ 
r[) a~'l\'t, ~L. -~r )(.r 1-!;) ~ L . < ~ ~\r-
V. L . 
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Scene 5 .... GerGrd' ~'i:i teL· n 
(As the nean 2nd 'Sthel t". ·e holding the last note of their 
song lights fade on the~ end coma up in Paul and Claire';; 
ki tchan uhcro the 't-Jholc c 3rerd family is just coming back 
from church, The ldds he. re on slickers; it hn~ been rain-
inge Claire has a rainco:.t on :md Paul brings in a big 
blucl{ ut:lbrella, '·rhich rlr:' ;S on the floor.. The Srnc1~ paper 
is on the table. Bonnie cmd Chip c:.tre in gny spirits; they 
love the rn.ino Bonnie s :?.rts tr>J~ing off hor slicltero 
Chip alr.eady has taken h·' 3 slicl{e:r off and rG si tt1.ne on 
the flQor ~tr1..1. (!. • l"J.I? ui t '1 his rubber boots Q 
. . -
Cldre {j) 
nou don• t ,:rip on the fJ~orJ ::ids. Bonnie, r.tay in one place 
until I c~n hang it up. 0)Chl.l1, eot some neuspapor for tho 
coats to drip on. Donn.e-
(Pr:.ul is standing ~-t th ~ table engrossed ii1 the f.unday paper 
and is paying no attent.on to Claire's distresro Bonnie 
ha!O climbed onto a chai ~· and is havine fun shal{ing out her 
sliclter over Chip's hec-i~) 
J,onnie 
It's raining, it's rai1ir~t 
Chip 
Hey, Bonnie - Hom, mc':c Do.r.rie qui to She's getting my nm.-r 
suit uet. 
62) Claire 
Chip, you shouldn't :>e sitting on the floor i.n your ne·u suit 
any Hay - and rieht J.n that puddlao nonnio, r.m..r got do't'm 
off that chair--
Bonnie 
It's raining, i t• s ra.'.ningL 
(Chip i~ axasperated; l'.e finally manages to 11ull off one 
of hit- boots, and he th:-rous it at Bonnie .. ) 
Claire 
Jl:'llllGS Gerard, that is the lest strmrr.. That we4;e~e.l~y--
't·ms totally 'l.ll'll)J;!Cessar·y ~ I 't·rlll not have you throuine 
thines insido.,~ou get right up off thctt floor Md march 
into your chair and sit in it. (She grabs him by the hand, 
jerks hir.1 up, uhacl{s his behind, r>~d ~en('s him in the dirac= 
tion of his roomQ) 
Chip 
It uas Bonnie's fc.ult; she ·t-ras shalting ucter on me. Aren't 
you going to do M~thing to non.r:ie? Jaddy, itl.-B~ Donn1c 9 s 
fa.ul t, '!:msn • t 1 t? ~ 
@) C\... IlL"'~ ~ Xf \As~ ~b 'Q '\ .,,V' 
s ik. ""~ s \S ()', '{". Q. c, ..... ""\ 
~ ~- c.\...-.\~ s~. 
.... 6o-
Paul 
(coming out of his preoccupation uith the p~per) Hhat? 
Claire, 'there are the scissors? Thera's an Prticle here 
about tho ballot, and I'd like to clip it out~ 
(Claire pushes Chip through the ~oorQ 
BoP.nie (sha.ldne the slicl{er) took, Daddy, itts rainingo 
Paul 
(smiling at her) I'll say it is~ 
~ Claire 
Bonnie I told you to get dolm off that chair. Uhy don't 
you h.Btp I.1other instead of making a mess o.ll tho tlme? 
(She 1 fts Bor.nie do-vm from the chair gives her a light 
l-rhack, and sends her out of the room.~ IJmr you stay out 
of the lti tchen uhile I~othor' s making dinner .. 
P£>.ul 
\-Jha.t• s the matter 2 Claire? 'rhey Here just havine a good timeo So vrhat, if they arip a little bit of '\·rater on the floor? 
It' 11 come up. It's just ·uatero 
Claire 
~nd mudo Do you think it'll come up b~ itself? I'm the 
one t·rho has to clean 1 t up, you knou. Hero, give -me the paper 
and I' 11 spread it out on the floor ... 
Paul 
This is today•s paper, Claire~ 
Claire 
That• s all right. You've already road it and " I \'ron' t 
eet the chance, so--(she reaches for the paper.) 
Paul 
~has the article in it1 Claire. C~nire 
tfua t article? 
About the balleto 
Paul 
Claire 
( sarcastically) Oh, arc you eoing to nut it in your .crap-
book? 
Paul 
(long pause - quietly) You do.r..' t give a drunn about ·chis 
ballet, do you? Or nbout my uork? 
Claire 
You don't give a damn about your family, do you? Or e.bcut oe ~ 
~ [; 
.-
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Paul 
(pauDc) Claire, I don't tmderstand yov. I don't understru1d 
you ali all. One minute you' ro cot!ll;le.in .1g bccau:::c I don't 
mal{C enough money, but get vrhen I hnvo chance to r.:;et ~head 
(if this ballet goes, ue may r:m1t:e sor.1e .:.onoy, you lmou·) 
then you ere about as happy PS a uet c~ .Jh rae. I don't 
get it. I ju~t don't get it~ 
Claire 
Paul, you• re not ln.,i ting tho bo.llct : :,r your :fmnilyfl You're 
"t-1l'i tlllg it for yourself - for your o· 1! ego, so don' t pete.nd 
you're being noble and self-sacrific .1g. You're not '~:rriting 
to lteep your family in clothes; you' <~ 1·rriting becnuse you 
vra.nt to. 
<l)Paul 
And that's bad, is it? Your thin.ldr (; makes me dizzy" It9 s 
up-side-do"m• Am I sup~"~osed to be · :-i ting to keep my fanily 
in clothes? Is that supposed to be che reason for my ballet? 
What ever happened to your great tr.ories about 11 the artist~" 
You used to expound for hours on tl.s: subject. But no11--
eD Paul 
\fell, somebody' s got to give me c.:l~ .... ~.pnficleneeo You don't 
encourage me~ So I encourage my! :Jl~ I rend about ny~;clf Q 
Disrusting, isn't it? 
Claire 
Hol'r cnn I encourage you? I he.v(.n' t heard a note of the 
ballet. You haven• t been exact·_y burstinG to share it td.th 
moo 
Paul 
You gave no evidence you'd be irterestod. 
(Claire shrugs; they have come to a sta.ndstillo She stares 
into space. P[l.ul shi:f.'ts his v.rcic~ht ancl thrm·rs the paper onto 
the tableo) 
9 11 be leaving on : ·ednesde.y to reheerso the orchestra, You 
noedn' t como until :·ridayo (Claire nods ever so slightly) 
Do you h··ve someone to stay uith the kids? 
jg; '-·; ~ )(.~ ~" 
~.r<.$ ,s r~ . 9 , ~kJ. \,(~ r~"'' \~·td' . ~;\_ '( r:NJ .$ 0 i'. .. \~\I.>{; !f '~~:. "~ t. l.J .,.\' _.. <; {,1 ... ~ "'\':) w tt'~\·~. 
Claire 
(quietly, indifferently) no. It costs so oucho I don't 
lo:ou if I should COr.lOo -
Paul 
(unbelievinGlY) ~-Jhat? You don't lmou if you should come? 
Look, I'm sure He ho.ve enough money to-- I 
Claire 
You don'·:: even r-•. nmr hm·r much ue havoc. It's n frivolous idea, 
Paul, for ne to rro g£~.laVIllting off to Chicago. , nat uould ' 
I lrear? I'd he.ve to buy a pair of shoos o.nd o hato find 
everything adds up - the sitter, meals, transportation--
Paul 
(anerily) I don't care t-rhat ltind of a hat or shoes you uea.ro 
Claire 
I lmou you · on' t., That's just 1 to 
Paul 
(giving up) no matter 't·That I'd say it uou..ld be lr.ronge 
If I uant you to come, it's l.·Trong; if I don't 't-mnt you to 
come, i t• n , .. rrong. So uhy don t you just Clo uhat you lrant 
to do, Claire. I don• t care. I retlly don't Cf:'.reo CD 
Claire 
(She stexts to leave the roo~ pauses at the door, ttu~ns) 
I batter stay at homo, Paul~cxits) 
(Paul stares after her for a moment; then hin oyes fall upon 
the nmrspaper on the table~ Ho :Jiclts 1 t up, looldng at the 
article~out himself, a rueful smile crossing his faceo 
IIo stares mm.y, thinkine. Then ho quiotly repents. his latt 
line "I really don't cnrot 11 elances again at the no"rspe.per1 
and then lri th a shrug he crops the neuspa.per into the pudd~e, 
on tho floor and prods it Hith his foot ttl help it soak up 
the t·m.ter.) 3 C..o :1 
(f) ~ l- hu'J' ''* r " 0 rt 
x·s ts·~ 
. f \~w '' S 
I \A • .(_, 
Awt II - Scene 6 
Li&hts• dim on previous seen ~ Ballet music sthrts in the darknesso 
Li&hts slowly creep up on ballet dan!erso (raul is in big ;tudio 
s. 
imacining the dance; but the audience 
will not be aware of this until the end of the dance when Allie h~s 
entered Paul's studio in the dark, plannini to tQrn off th tape 
recorder that she thinks someone has lett on by mistake. e tu 
on ..th=s 1 teht in the gtudio 9 Paul is ste:.nding there by tbe piano, head 
down, in the same position h was in nt th~ ~ end of the last sc neo 
He is startled; liahts on the ballet eo out the moment the light in the 
studio is turned on, but the music on tho tape ontinueso) 
Allie 
Oh, I'm sorry, I didn 1t know you were in heno I thought soH .. eone had 
forgotten to turn it off~ 
Paul 
That's all riiht. 
Allie 
(Pause() Well, good byeo 
Paul ~ 
No, no. Where are you goingo I want to talk to you for a minu teo 
-... 
Allie 
Paul 
Where have you been? I mean I haven't seen you for4Dout three dayso 
Allie 
I've been the usual places. I've been at the house and going to classes 
just like I always 4oo I haven't ~ an7 reason to come hereo The 
ballet's finished~ (Pause, laughs~ell, I must say that the course yop 
teach is the easiest one I 1ve ever hado You haven't even asked to bear 
the assignment I had due la t montho 
Paul 
What was it? 
Allie 
The second movement of my concertoo Why don't you listt:n to H; and 
tell me what you think? 
Absorbed in his ow 
( , .... ~ 
-
Al.JJ.e 
This probably isn 1t very &ood4!Y(Sbe starts playingo) 
Paul 
What •n you doing? 
Allie 
(Still playing.) What do you mee.n? Just vait a minute until I get into it,, 
Paul 
What was this asai~entj Was it supposed to be a period piece of some 
sort? You're about a century behind. 
Allie 
(Defensive- stops playini.) Noo This is the second movement of my 
concertoo You liked the first movement okay& This is the ~ style~ 
Paul 
I iUess yol.\ 're just en incurable romantic. Well, go ahe~B.d. Play the resto 
Allie w~ 
No, I won't until you axplain yourself., You said the first par~goodo 
Why have you changed your mind? 
2 Paul 
That must have been a long time ago when I didn't know you very well 
and I was still being kind and tactful in my criticism. 
Allie 
Oh, so now that you know me better you feel that you can be unkinio 
Paul 
No, just truthfulo 
Allie 
Well, it's no wonder I haven't bean able to write anything decent. How 
much time do you think I've bad to spend on my own things wh~n I~ve 
had to copy ~rts for youo Yqg, haven't given me any help with my writingo 
I've been your little copyist, your lit·tle lackey, while you did all the 
iffi!gina~~~ work& So suddenly I'm supposed to huve benefited from this 
association6 I suppose I should haveaDsorbed a bit o£ musical finesse 
b.r just sitting in your atmosphere - by osmosis,. Well, if you like, I'll 
be pad to emulate your masterful modern style .. It shouldn't be too 
hardo Loud and disorganmd •• " 
(She turns to the keyboard and pounds, hands flat on the keyso)@ 
Paul 
AllisoRe (She keeps poundingo He rushes to her, sits on the bench~ puts 
~) ~ ~·uvt·>' ~ ~£... 
X s _ i) R. ~41" Q,. · • 
his arms around her from behind to restr~in her poundingo She is still 
facing away f80m himo Silencao He leans his face against her hair; his 
arms are still around her. Quietly .... ) I'm sorryo <T> 
(For a moment they sustain this positiono Then Paul slowly releases 
his hold and gets upo fie walks n fev paces away, not looking at her, 
She sits quietly on the bench .. ) 
Paul 
I donvt know why Io.o\f.nen you came in a while ago I should have told 
you how much help you've been to me. I never di.d say that, did I? 
I'm sorry. 
Allie 
(In a very small voice.) That's all rlghte I like to copyv 
Paul 
No It 1 s beon more than just copying parts - anyone could have done that .. ~ 
(Nov he turns and talks to her Vacko) You've given me confidenceoa~ 
because I respact your judgmentp and when you say something's sood, I 
believe you. I've needdyour confidence. o •• Thonk you~ 
m Allie 
You're wolcome~(Pausee She gets up from the piano bench» still not 
looking at himc She is still a bit stunned from his having put his arms 
around.) Well, I guess I better go aow. (She picks up her coat, turns to 
him, attempting to be lisnter.} You know, it seems so strange to have 
this thing finished; it gives me an odd feelini• Sometimes I wish we 
could go on working on it for a long, long timoo 
Paul 
'Trying to join her lightness, smiling.) I don't IDlOV if I coLud stand 
·•Y more prolonged labor on this thing. But ! know what you mean. I 
h~.sh we could go on .... aBut thiniS have beginnings and enas; that's part 
o~ the Sbtiafaction we get from things, you knowo There are beginnings 
&t ends - a sense of going somewhere and getting there~ completion. 
Allie 
(In • small, distant voiceo) Where have we &one Pau •• Paul? 
Paul 
(Looks, pauses, smiles, not quite knowing how to deQl with her sudden 
seriou. ness, and the fact that she has called him Paul.) Well, we 1ve 
made a :)8.}.leto Jmd something more. 
Allie 
Is that ~omething you make and then end? 
Paul 
I don't kn~w Allison, I don't know. I suppose not, I wish not. But 
s \... 11 \-"tt('# ~ . ~c.. 
"\~ o...y yv·\.... \ .... \ \--\..:... v \'\'t~ \\<(,yo. t "' ..J ~ 
sometimes the special part has to end" 
(They stand for a moment, looking at each othero) 
Allie 
But.o.(Her eyes fill with tearso) 
Paul ~ 
{He holds out his arms., Allie runs to him .. He folds her close to hilll !J 
stroking her hair.) My dear, my d~aro I v.ish I could tell you hou much--
Allie 
(PuttiDi her hand om his lips.) Don't toll men I know ~ 
Paul 
-I love youo 
Allie 
(Putting her head back &.gaihst hes che~:d;, s.ll happiness and tears ., F -'.lSG) 
I've vanted to hear you say that foro uSUCh a long timeo I didn 1t r . r.lly 
think you ever wouldo 
Paul 
I did. 
Allie 
Now I almost wish you hadn 1to 
Paul 
(Laughing softly as he kisses her hair.) Will you please make up your mind? 
Oh, Allie, Allie, do you know what you do for me? Sometimes ·. don't have 
a note in m.y head; then jou come in the door and there's a r f;lody" 
(Exhilarated, in a slightly inebriated mannero) You make mf feel almost---
Allie 
drunko (She has C&.ught his moodo She laughso~*She pulls c !t of his arms 
and steps ba.Cb) g.,You know what I've wanted to do for ¢eng time? I'w 
wanted to run very fast and jump into your arms. I a.llr.of.' , did one day on 
the street .. 
Paul 
(Mock ~ock.) Ye gods, I'm glad you restrained rourselt. Well~ now's your 
chanc~She runs; h~ catches her; they swing around .nd both sit down on 
the piano bencb. He puts his <:irms around he1• and Sb.rt~• playing her concerto 
with one finger., They both laugho The whole scene is '~O be played lightly, 
in an e1lmost ttrunken manner.) Well Allie, what are \N going to do about 
this? (Plunks her on the noseo) 
Allie 
I don't knowo It's hopeless~ isn't it; 
·' ~·~ ~i .;, (< l. \') .. \:"\ t<\ \;) 
I 
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Paul 
/I'll tell you what -we'll do just what you said .. We'll just keep on 
b&ing in Jie~ love., and tie von 1t :bell anybody! 
Allie 
Okay. (They both l~ugh at each other.) 
Paul 
(Starts pl.uying Allie's song again. Allis push0s him away. ) 
Allie 
You're not doing justive to it. (J) 
Paul 
What? 
Allie 
Let me play it. (Plays a ~ittl0, laughs) I gu®ss it doos sound like the 
background music for a sentimental movie. (She makes up some appropriately 
seatimental words, laughing as she sings them .. ) 
Come be 1JJ¥ secret love, nobody knows or. 
Come be my secret love, hold me so close. 
No one ~ill ever know the love thut is deep inside us 
We' 11 smile a special smile and no one will know ® 
(Allie smile so •• then suddenly breaks into tears .. ) 
Paul 
You are the laughter and tears 
You are the sadness and joy 
'You are the voice of the ages poets heard in a thousand love songs. 1JJ 
Come be my secret .bve, 
Hold me forever 
Come be my secret .bve 
Go from me never 
Warm as the winds of summer 
Fresh as an evening breeze. 
Both 
Allie 
Poul 
Both 
Close to m.y heart you come i:tand take it 
Come be my secret love and hold me for ever !a to your heart. 

J (By the end of the song they have "sobared Up". Thereis ,a~ng pause. 
Paul looks at Allie searchingly. Then quietly he says) 
Paul 
Allie, you've got to come. 
Allia 
Where? 
Faul 
To Chicago for the ballet. s 
ilo !! ~ ei88 allti I want you there. vi th mso (Pause) You could 
take plane up right Wore the performance .. 
Allie 
But-
Paul 
Claire can't come. She says she haa to atay with the children 
Allie 
Oh, I'm sorry. 
Paul (!) 
I ws sorry tooa Sorry and angry .. But now ••• will you come? 
(Allie iets up from piano bench and walks slowly toward dooro) Allison? 
Allie 
I don't know., I kept thi.nkillg tha·t if we would never :say anytbine aoout 
it, we could just keep on the same way - I could love you, but I'd 
never tell anyone, ne4l e1e:tt )ett, end em collid jt1a~ keep ee-binc ea 
~~ft we V818 *'ie~Bo 
Paul 
Now how long did you expect that to last? 
Allie 
(She smiles, then her smile fades.) How long do you expect lh!! to 
last? • 
Paul 
(5) Allie t?t) 
I don't know., (~Pause.) I'll be there~ [ 
(She exits quickly. Orchestra 
me forever io your eart. ") 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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scone 7 
(As the orchestra suolls "Come be my ~ecrct loo.rc and hold ne 
forever to your--" Lights suddenly burst up on the college 
hangout, uhoro students are sitting around ut te.bles, in 
booths studying. 'I'hey have been ctudying for a :; ong time 
ond their ]!Osi ticns indico.to t~~nt they :·,icht bo gettir'e 
restless. A rock end roll song - 11Iiy Secret r.ovo" blt:tsts 
in upon tho last notes of the ·.msic 111 tho !}revious scone, 
liy Lecret love 
tly secret love 
I'm d.rear.1ing cf 
Hy secret love. 
Gummy is irritated by tho music, cets up goes to the jllicc 
~£' eives it ono otmc1 u:t th his fist and tho son stons w:z:;......;;.,.._,_ 
s on'C"'';---ue goes o.c t o s oo 1, recUI!les s ~ uuying eo 
The orchestra jorlts a note or tuo as one of tho students 
tt·ritchos, then shifts his position. Incidental music continues 
as other restless students shift positions. Finally Gumny 
in depperation bursts out of his scat in an O~)ru1~ive dance 
oover1ent. 
Gummy-
! can't ~tend this~ (Ho goes to julco box, !)Uts in a 
niclcel - Jazz under.) Como on, suo. 
(Duo, glad for a s~~udy bror:k, joins him. Others one by one 
rentlessly stcrt to dance. Only l";aggie is still tWfng to 
study.) 
Hargio 
(shoutin~ over tho noise) Uill you guys cut it out? I'm 
going to flunk these mid-terms. 
Jonesy 
(trying to pull Haggie up to dance) Come on, l~argie 
suudy broak. You lmou you can• t study hero. (IIc pulls the 
reluctant I~aGgio up to dance. Gradually she begins to enjoy 
herself and givo in to the dnnceo 
Jonesy 
(still duncing) say, !1aggio, thorc' ~ something I've bean 
\·Tanting to aslt you. 
(lighting up) Oh? 
Jonesy 
I started to aslt you c:fter the gn:·.1o lnst '\'IOelt, but I just 
didn' t get e.rov.nd to ito • " 
Be.cgie 
Yee.h, I l~OlT hou it is o 
J~g 

Jonesy 
It's about our house dance next 'tmelwnd<J 
l1a;:gie 
oh, yes. 
Jonasy 
\·jell, could you-- I mean I "t:ras t·rondering if you could maybe -
fix me up ·uith one of your sorority sisters. That Haria 
1 s a shr.rp eirl. 
Ha?gie 
Oh, yeah; yonh, nhe is ~harp girl~ 
Jonesy 
l·Jell, could you? 
Haggie 
oh, sur?, Jonesy, I' 11 try. She rnny o.lready hrve u do.te, 
but I'll give it a try. 
Jonesy 
Gao, Uaggie, thonlts a loto You• re a great guy. Oionesy and 
Haggio have bean dancing "together" uithout holding hands. 
As J'onesy says his last line he turns, still in stop ond dl!l.nces 
over to a booth to tallt: to nnother girl. f.1aggie is s~Ml 
left alone, still dancing. ShG sings-) 
I*m just one of the fa1las 
I•m just one of the guys 
They lilte me, they love me, 
They thinl{ I'm just gret:tt 
But they never asl~ no for a date~~ 
I lmo,., every fratorni ty handshake 
But I've never had one of tho uins 
All the housemothers thi~k I'm·- a lovely girJLl 
Haybo that's 1:1horo my ·trouble begins. 
I'm just one of the fellas 
I'~ just one of the guys 
They like me 1 they lova rna, 
nut kiss me they don•t 
And take me out at night they uon•t- unless 
A euy just out of high school 
Comas dm-m to see the campus 
You can est I p;et n phone call 
"Ohl Hnggie, 1:1011' t you help us? 
He vo r,ot this guy- he's not too neat 
And not too lone on brains 
But his dad's a big alunnus 
Ot·ms United Uinc1m·rpanest" 
I'm just one of the fellas 
I'm just one of tho guys 
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Boys 
t'le like you, ue love you 
\1o think you're just r.;:reet 
t-iaggie 
But you never ask oe :for a data 
Boys 
A\'lt l1t?.ggiel 
You ltnow every fraternity hru1dshake 
Hatg1e 
But I've never had one of the pins 
Boys 
Yeah but 
All lhe housemothers thirJc you• rG a lovely girl 
Haggie 
(speaking) I don't ~rant a data vJith the housemother 
Jonesy 
1·1hy not? Ha•vo got a neat housememhar (mimicking housemother) 
Oh, l1a.gg1e, uo•ra huv"~g a :faculty tea 
He need a girl a-t tho door 
To stand at tho guest book ond pass the cook:tes 
And tell the guests vhere to put their coats 
All tho boys 
And l1aggie, "~:Te knou you'd t-mnt to hol'P 
Cuz you're really our very best friend, NE LIKG YOUo 
Danoec: The boys a.re trying to sh01'r i1e.ggie 
hou much they "liko*' hor. .At end of dance 
music ~dngs_into vaudeville. 
~ G"lJ11lmY 
l~aggie, sister r1agg1e 
Ha.ggie (speaking) 
I 'm not yov.r sister, mister 
Jonesy 
Maggie, 'buddy4' Haggie 
Uaggie 
(speaking) I'm everybody's buddyo 
Boys 
t-1agg1e, daareste Uaggie 
Haggie 
Yes? 
Boys 
"t·Je think you•re graatt Dye~ !1aggieo 
(]) M~~ \.!; D~ c. 
c_ h~ d Eo'~\.~- ~ {<. - X~ ~ L '\- S' \{-s b<t.I'\C h. 
@ /-1 ~ j fX::~ U c - ~-x·,-t'i 
(\ L. IL\'-.~ {: ~ 
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Chad onte1';, ar, the guys disperse) 
(j) Hamtia 
Hi, Chad, h 1l~ing for J\llio~ 
Chad 
Yorh, she's . upposed to t:1eet ma hera at 9:00. Como sit 
dotm 
Haggie 
Say, I had a \tlestion to u.§l.c you ab'.:1ut chomistryo \'1~1 t n 
second •til 1 ·et my booki:Y(She turno, crosses to get her 
boolt. \-Jhile t\ ·) is there, Allie comes in, goes nncl sits 
dot-m uith Chad~· Haggio turns, starts tounrd Chad's table, 
sees .AllieQ A:i .le lool{s serious,as if nhe HOtL1dn' t ·ljJm 
company. ) 
on sec end thoug1c., Cl"tad, I thin1~ I • ve cot it figured out o 
Thanks an~ ray W ::;he POtmrns to aoP booth c.nd POsi:lB'ies I!'" 
stQayiftg · ~----------~--------------~~~~~--------0=-~ 
Chad 
Any time. (turnin'; to Allie) Say, uhat' s ttlc ~obor fuca 
about~ Scared ab(' t your philosophy cxB.m~+ 
Allie 1 (plunging in) Chao., •• Lately I ve baen thinl;:ing •• o 
1:rell, you've :probe. b. ,. noticed that things havo bc~cn strnnge 
lri th us le"5ely. ~·Jel . , I'm sorry 4) 
Chad 
Hhat•s the matter uitL yout I haven't noticed anything 
terribleo You•ve been a little distant, but that• s not 
unusualo You have n lt t on your !:!lind,. 
.llie 
Yes I've had a lot on r.. T oindo (pD.uso) I don't lcnou hou to 
tali youo 
Clad 
Are you angry about sor.1et'1.ing~ 
Al:.io 
Uo. I'm not anery at all. 
Ch~·d 
Hell, all right, then. 
AJlic 
I liko you. 
You like no? You love mo. 
Al:Lic (quietly, in control of herself) not enoueh to mo.rry youo 
Lately I have realizedo oo 
{)) A L. 4 1 v Q. s Ck .,J k' ~ P' h.. -:-
'K,£s~.l \..,"" ..... o·\>',_t.,r or h c. .... A· 
j;?-,z, "ts L~ L . 
<-h. "J X 0 ~ ..,. \ v--~ v (_ \ o r ~ s 
. \o (l '" ""-.J. "' ' """' . 
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Chad 
{stunned) Jl.lliOH oSomcthing r:lUSt be tho oattcr uith you., 
~·Jhnt' s ha·;penad? Something oust have ha paned., Uh.o' s been 
talldng to you? 
!:.llio 
I~o one. • .Chad, ue don• t '.rant the sc.me things 
Chad 
Hhat <lo you mean? 
ousic. 
I uant you to 1mep on uith your 
.._.-..z_-~ 
r:ot just that .. 
Chad 
Do you love someone else. I don't lcr1ou uho in tho holl 
it could beo 
Allie 
I f there is soneo!!e else, if there isn't ..... that oc.kes no 
difference in hou I feel ~J;out getting r.mrriedo It uouldn' t 
worlt "'hand I lmou it nou. (long pause) Here'~' your pin, 
ChadoU/ ( She hns hnd the pin in her hand; she puts it on the 
table in front of him. tie cnn' t spen1tCII She slmrly gets up 
f rom the tnblot puts on her jac1~et. Chad ic staring d61m at 
the table; he ctoes not look at her. 1\llio looks doun at 
him, leans over,Qtlicl-;:ly ldsses the top of his head, and exit 
Tho lighto dim, o.s if she has tcltcn the light m th her. 
After she is gon?, ~~d~~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~~==~# 
pin, puts it in hls l.p1~~~~~~;~ 
street lamp outside ·~~~~~~~· 
tho ligh~, tpings 
mist of midnight. 
f.,tanding in ·• o lonoly lonplight 
Pale st'"' f ~a.c1.ness 
Glou in this oomcmt of mD.dness o 
has 'Halked out 
1 .. the lamplight) 
(o 1\.A.o'l . ~""\ CJ L . 
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(Allie is standing outs ~ne booth as the conversation olo a.) 
Oh, Allie, I'm so ry I didn't reali you ~anted to us th~ phone~ 
Calling Db.ad? 
Allie 
Ell 
Oh, I'm sorry, I forgot. Are things r ally o r with you t o? 
ie 
We're ally unpinn d, if thnt' hat 1ou m an. 
Eile3n 
Well, thon you Yeuldn't mind if one of th other iirls in h hous 
'W nt out with Chad? I Jtean, if he should a.ak so.w o e - it would be · kay? 
AJ i 
Of cour.eo 
Ell n 
Okay. Just checkino ~;/ 
> 
(]} }t..' ' <:!'-)(l15 
A L X.s ~ L --\"' ~:f\o"' e. 
M a. t} Q._" 1-; ~ R. . 
Q? Allie 
!Dr time. (She looks up a number and dislso) I'd ·li'. to inquire &.bout 
a flight to Chicaao on Friday atternooa.. ' u 
•re-~~cb't.-.M~~. ~!e-~fi;,...eA:;:.~&.!'l. o 5 :451 1. 1 d like to make 
reservation on th&t fiight .... Brown .... AllitJon, .... Mia , Halt' hour before 
.flight timeo Thank you. (Hangs up and 5ays to hers ·~t.) !111 b tboreo 
(In the meantime Maggie bas come in and has been • : Jndin in th doo ay 
ot the room listeni.ng. Allie goes back into the:!.r ··oom.) 
Allie 
.Mawe 
Yea. •oh• Maggiea. wasn't I supposed to hoar tr ~? 
en Allie 
Of couree you vere supposGa to •• o I mean I wao oing to tell you because 
I've eot to ask you a r Voro 
Shoot. 
Allie 
Will rou drlve mo to the airport Friday? 
Maggie 
I milhto •• it you tell me vhat's going on. 
Allie 
(HesitatJ.ni:) I 1m going to be with Paul for ',he premiore of his balleto 
Allie 
Are you out ou you:r ndnd? 
® Allie 
I don't think so AI d I ree.ll.r don • t care if . . am.. 
ggie 
Obviously you are out of your ming. 
Jl.llie 
or course. He asked 1110 to comeo 
s hcs know about this? 

Magie 
Does his wife know? 
Allie 
I donnt lalow .. (&rcaetie.'l.ly) Sb.e says she can't come because she has ;,.o 
stay with the kids. 
l•iaggio 
Stay with the kids? That'o atranic• OH well, I suppose thht could ~3o 
It seems to .me that I remu her eo!Xle noble tat0Ir4ent you made: "I : l just 
going to U~ love him._ 1-!a.:.-;;ieo I'M not goilli to do anything abo<·;; it,n 
m u1~ 
Magie, wb4\t1• wriaa w:l.th f. student uanting to hear her teachu·' a -work 
performed? 
i aegi.e 
(Thinking) Nothing .. Absolute:.y nothingo Fine .. I'll £0 with fO'l.'l." .}et me 
a ticket, too., We 111 fly up ·b Chica.so, havl!l dinner somewh£·!>-a nr.co and 
then go to the llallet.;) We caii stay over night in ~otel anc fl· back 
first thing SaturdaJ" .. 
@ 
Oh, Maggie, ao~ 
Allio 
Maggi• 
No. All rir,ht.. We won't fly back fb· jt thing &lturday o T.~ can go 
ahoppine in the Loop, see a. cood mo" .;.e or something in 'the afternoon 
and n,.. back in the evening" 
~ Allie 
You know that iSJl •t wha·t; I meant .. 
~ Magie 
Yea, I knowo I was just hoping, th~t's all. 
Allie 
Well, l4!l you take me to the aiJ port Friday? 
Mair;ie 
What are you going to do after the balletf A~~ you going to stay with 
Paul? Hotels have rules abiut r.uch things, you know, s:r-ll!~· ~a· r-' llii-1~t-fteall"CH 
.U:ie 
(Irritated) I don't know where I'll stayo (Explaining, as to a child.,) 
Maegie, I am just going to go hear Paul' a bbl.let performed., I have helped 
him with it for two months and I am going to hear itl I have mothing else 
.Jf.tl. ·- ....... '' ·--
in mind.. Are you going to take me to tho e:.irport o~ do I hav to find 
eo.meone else? 
lfl2l"gie 
ISm not ally in the mood t help you do so. othing ! don•t think you 
should do. 
Allie 
All ri t,. ·then~ I '11 get som body els · o (She go s to i;h doo_.) 
No trouble. 
(Allie looks at h r and ttwn continues out the door 1·:-!~ ·ia is le;,·t 
oom wha·~ d0jec·Ge~d, sitt!n. alon0. Sho ta up, paeCJs around th-=: 
, talkin.g to herself'. ) 
She just C3..."1 1t; •• 1f Gh gosD;, ••• har.J lri.ll CLad fee,.? 
I wonder if it uotud make a difi"-r· ncs. A little snile ero..,ps 
around the dgeu of .. mouth aa she thillka o£ Ch!:d. Th.1}ZJ. h.a i..~ 
an6:r.Y ui th herself.. h ~.t\!ml.P Hou can I think of that l Sht!l can't. go. 
Oh' •• (Pawsas) What's the atttar t-1ith hia wife? S~y with th ~.id • 
Sho vouldn' t have to stay 1-d. th kids. 
(Shs gets a bright idoa~ start .. to the phono, then httsita:t...:s ) ! 
couldK1"t just call her and :say, '·I h .... · st.r.:.y 
with you kids. c;Who could I call:~=~~,;r:;;~;.;~~;;;;;;;;;.;;;~ 
She es to the lool~ un a nt:m. 
Bello. Deem Johnson, is your wi~e there?~.-; · -rHt 
(Lights doll.l) 
60 
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Alt n - Scane 9 
Paul's homo - the titchen .. Middle of the week. Paul has alres.dr gone 
to Chicago to rehearse tho orchestra. Ethol has come to call on Claire, / 
after having received r~gie's phone callQ Claire and Ethel are drinkin~ 
coffee at the kitchen table. 
I Ethel) 
And so I was just wondertn& if there 1 s anything I could do to help 
you got ready for this Friday. 
' Claire / / 
/ 
Oh, I thjnk not. (Avoiding Ethel 1o eyea) What are you plaDning to do 
this veeke.nd? Is the dean going to b~ busy or are yo~both s~yi.D.g at 
~? / 
[Ethel ) 
We'll both be at home for a change .. It's so hard to find time juet to 
relax together. I ~ino routve scarcely sevn Paul since he's been 
workine; ell the b&llet o / 
Claire 
Yes. He's baenow•quite occupied. 
/Eth 1 / 
But Friday night when rou both walk down the aisle and take you eeets 17) 
and the ballet starts, you'll know your aacrif'ice was worth every mbutl": 
/ 
Claire 
(Getting up and going to the stove to get more cotf'Geo) .I!.'thel ..... I'm 
not going to be able to go this weekend. 
/ (Etheil 
Claire. WhAt do /fou mean? 
Claire 
(Her back to Ethel) There are a lot of little reasons \lhy I can't go .. 
They all seemed to add up and I decided it would be best just to stay 
at home .. 
\ Ethel I 
BUt you have to be thereo f*tiltt~tft& Paul 
/you can ~t make ito 
/
@ Claire 
Yes, well, I don't knowo He understands and I think h~ agrees that it 
----- would be bast tor me to stay here with the childrctno _ ___ _ __ 
(.. ) 
~ c\. p~t' pot ~~~k 
() 1'\ L 0 M. '<'\ ---r-iiL lf" 
/ 
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r~ 
The chlldren? Is that \olhat • k p you h ? 
l Claire 
Well, yas. (Pours Ethel's coff ) lt! r y couldn't afford to ~ 1;.. 
itt r for th hol w e::kend , And m asl s a going round and ;.rm 
raid Chip is going to come dovn with them. / 
I vould love • .. 
w 1v bed ch ldr n 
.;i) Clai • 
o 1re nice, Etfi , but I ally couldn •t 1 t :fou do that. It woUld be 
r r too much trou , and I ally don't mind st ying hom .. 
(Breaking downo Sh~ i stlll 
Tb r are lot or thi I 
I o bt to o to Chicago. 
cl an up thi:s hous .. I 
t ,VOUo 
· port t 
lse to say.) 
a basket on tb 

He'd ask me vhat I 
could tell him. 
think about 
J/fin• f]i ', 1 ) :ro (Matter-of'-f'actly) Then si.o .. , aJ.::.~ 
~vJ--. 
Claire 
(Long pauee. She is eu.otionally exhav! ted .. ) How11 it's like perpetual 
motion. 
I Ethel) 
Maybe .rou can stop by going the ott or way. (Pllua ) Why don't you go o 
Chieaio? 
Clair' 
I'm not sure I \ISnt to go the otb !r 'WB.,Yo I wieh 'li could, but it wouid 
take ao much effort .... and it mig · not vork .. 
) Eth€ 7 
That's true, it might not. It'l· take motJe than one trip to Chicago 
but th~t's a start .. 
Clai~ 
(Tentatively) Yes ..... But I to.1 c l li I wouldn 1 t ·come. 
That doesn't ruatte~, and 
Claire 
Maybe he doee• t waat .me the • 
C •! -+-- ' - h i" \ c't. ' V\. . 
________, 
I Ethel L 
Tb.a ... ~tp,'.ise!poMeiha~i·~1la•i"~It~'~s~aa;c~haD~ce you 111 be takin&.. ~-~eli:l;;I;:!!i:i~l:lnt 
""' .. Maybe you 1ll have to give .. -v-c,,,......,....u 
• · before e. 1ything oha.nge~ad Paul starts giving back. ll.ay\n; e never "" · 
vill. But he J .• ight. That chance is worth a trip to Chicago ian 't it? ·. 
Claire 
The children- "" 
stay at· our house .. M:l;;;;a;;;~tl!!-!!!likl .. Why don 1 t you ca11·~ M~ 
and find out iibout a train. ~~~ ~ ~ 
(Sbe gestures tow.1rct the phono which is n ar Claireo Claire puts the$ 
apple down on th · talU.e, then puts her hand tenwtively oa the phon~o 
Wi tb motie convict:i.• 11 she pulls out the phono book and looks up the 
number 
f. 
--~---
scene 10 - the nirport 
Ha.ggie end Allie are sitting on a bench l-Ini tins for tho 
plo.ne., Allie has n traveling bag uith hero 
/l.lll.O 
Haggia - 1:1ill you just stop tnlldng about :t t - plcn:Je, 
I've made up ny ::1indo 
I uon' t stop talldng ~~--~:ye:~F=-e-:~:rs:-~~;-:.=~tr-e­
reo.lize l1hnt you• re doingc .¥Q~~;....g;;:.;;,~~-..-i?o~~__,..~~~o!l-
3'b!'eet:'!: ef .lahialting se that yott t!:<_:"...rHE :i'e\::l ?'1 doiDg ne~hii<: 
\J tro,g,g ., If I had told you a year ago tht you uould go rtt.l'lnine 
off w:lr~k for a \'Teelccnd 1-.Ti th a mc.rried mon, you lTouldn q t 
have believed it. 
Allie 
(quietly) I lmmr. You can't realize hou it is until you 
've been throueh it. That's "t:IDY tre cane t judce other peoph., 
And you mustn't judge me. 
l1ag'7 ie 
All right, I uon' t judgcJ!> nut I Hill tlllr. Nhat about 
Hrso Gerard? You don't lmm·1 hel' so you don't even !r..J.1ou uho 
you• re hurting. It's easier that '~:m.y 
All:te 
I've seen hor; I'~e met her~ 
I1nggic 
But you don't l:nou her, so it doosn• t seem so terrible to 
you to cut her outo 
~ Allie 
~t her outt She's cut herself out~ Sho doesn't care nbout 
Paul's uork7 and she's not going to tha bnllct. f:l i'ie~ s 
j~~~ ,aalsh1!xg Pfralo 
o '-'l \ Haggio 
il tall>:&- to yoU about hiD '\·Jife? 
Jlllie 
I~ot :-.mch. But I can tell that ~'- ..,.a-&-~~~~....,~~~~~~~ 
He needs someone to be conccrnodJ 
!~aggia 
Allie 
Yes o Oh, I lmmr hou people aro going to look at this o 
(sings) 
This is more than the world a.llous, 
I1ore tho.n people cnn talteo 
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Hot'l con I let this love eo by, 
Lot thorn say mistake. 
I thought I lmelr uhet love uas, but 
nol-l I ltnou I never kne"Jt t 
Love is a sparlt1ing colden t-mrm 'Hino 
You sip and feel it clear throueh 
Filling you, 'til you raol, ~~ c\ \ ~L~ ... 
Longinc to dance in a heady and JOyaul anandon 
Drunlt '\'Ti th joy that you've tasted ;rev love 
<De singing) 
Haggie 
Drunlt is tho '\'lord for 1 t 
You can't see straight 
r.ova has you cocltoyed as hall(~ 
nm..r can you act this 1:roy, 
break up their homo 
And smash up your llfe as 't'rell. 
Allie 
Haggie, don't malta me listen, 
You lmou I've said all these thines to myself, 
And no'\'t no reason you try to give me 
Con chance the nay that I feel. 
(spoken) I • m tho one t·rho Hill hove to take the 
consequences, Haggie. 
@This is I!lore than the t·rorld allo't'rs 
Nora than people cru1 talte 
llo'\'r coo I lot this love go by, 
Lot them say mistake. 
I'll love him still though 
They say uha t they 't'Till, 
It's too late nou to change 
Hhnt I've lmo't'm 
For this is acre, 
I must give in 
Haggle 
You must be crazy to thinl 
you•ve got a right 
to his love, 
You•va got it all turned 
around 
This ~e is the 'tJrong 
ldnd of love 
A very lrrong l'..ind of love : 
You'll have regrets all 
your life. 
~on't bo a fool 
You can still c~a.nge your 
mind ~ 
It' s nothing more 
Than ( spolten) tempor ary 
insanity 
t 
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m) Allie 
'V[1nggie, a nan needs to have someone thin1( he's uonderfu.lo 
\'.That'!:: trrong ui th that? 
iiagcie · 
If there ~ .. mre just the tuo of you nothing., But there arc 
others to consider - his uife, hi~ ldds, Oha.d, 
Allie 
laggie, everything is over uith Chad. Even if I thought I'd no~ 
sea Paul again, I couldn't go baclt to Chad. Haggio, you re 
at-rf'ully good on advice. If you'd boon in love, youtd Jr..nm·r hO'u :y 
couldn't lot it go. You haven't boon in love since the puppy 
love stage" 
Haggie 
You uou!dn' t knm'l if I had. 
\vall, have you?(]) 
For over a year. 
Allie 
Haggio 
Allie 
It must be a ronl cl~~destine affairo 
!1aggie 
(turning on her)in 51-..~inal outburst) Because you lmre 
eoing to marry himo(a.{ She oxi ts quickly) 
(Allie is stunned!,) She stonds un as the louds ealter blares 
IJa tional Airlines Flir_:ht 107 leaving for Chicago. Boarding 
at Gate 11. national /'.irlincs Flight 10? leaving for 
Chicago." o 
creeps 
(under the announcement as the lights dim,/tho sound of the 
orchestra fo the ballet, tuning· UPo) . 0. G3 
:!Y-~Y--­
? 0 
L,:..: 7M·t" 
til 
o- 1-l 'S ~ 
+v ,.._v..--..--
q; D 
-'""" ... ~ ~ ~ 
r...l'tt. "it"< I ....__ 
\ 
"'--_______ __;,_ _____ .....!' 
.) ~ \ 'I 
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Scene 11 - Outside the theater. 
Hilling crot·rd. Lighted marquee. Paul is pacing baclt and 
:forth outside, looking at his uatch. He is uatching 
for Allio. Far a~~Y inside are the sounds of the orchestra 
tuning up. An usher comas outside yelling 
"Paging Hr. Gerard - Paging Nr. Gerard" .._I ----~=..!!....il::.....::....--~::::::...::,q 
Paul 
Ilora ushor. I'm over here" 
Usher 
Telegram, siro 
Paul 
Thank you. (Reaches into his .pocket and 
Usher 
Thank you sir. Good luck tonight, sir. 
tips the boy) 
(Paul does not respond. lie opens the telegram, thinlting that 
it is probably a congratulatory note of some sort. Hhile he 
_ _.__1...,.!::: onardn~ 1 t. ho ner1rons1v looks doml. the _stree~o~......,_.......,iUIL-+-
He. reads the elegram.. Ove.r the loudspeaker we hear Allie speaking in~~ 
the telegram& " . r • k e " · 
Paul. is shaken saddened·. ite · sings: .__ ___ ___....._~_.-:......~r......e..!..l...-'---------'l-t-JJ.Lf 
Paul 
HOw eta you find it when it's gone and you know that it's lost forever / ? 
to youf a do ~, ~ 
{Claire appears DR. She is radiant, like a bride. She sings: 
Claire 
You wait and you hope and you long for the day when his love will come 
back to you. That's what you do. 
Paul. and Claire 
You live on memories, you live on dream.s • ._I __ :...:S~L~b~W.J.IA~L-----"---~0~~ 
You grasp at moments that seem to mean 
Paul and Claire and Chorus (.Btlckstage) 
He cares a little, still shares a little 
The love you both once knew. 
{They meet at center stage and Paul offers her his arm. They tum 
and walk into the theatre.) 
The End 
C lA Y -rct ~ K cd I{ I ~ 
tfo4~e- Up 
;v1 a ,·h Ho4 ~ e U/ p 
I 
' 
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Property List 
Se-t Props 
r-~ Crowd Scelle at Football Game 
No•e. 
I-2 Sorority House Porch 
Porch, bench 
I-3 PaUk's Studio 
Hand Props 
Programs, 12 pompoms (3 red, 
3 white, 6 red-a.d-white). 
2 knitting lleedle, 2 balls 
blue yar , camera, books. 
Piano, bench, music, greem scarf on 2 cups coffee, hot dog, nap-
piano, baton, bookcase with books, pencils, kina in paper sack, books, 
tape recorder, coat rack. music, clipping, handbag. 
I-3A Outside Studio 
None Paper sack. 
I-4 Gerard • s Kitchen 
Table, 2 chairs, t ablecloth, plasti~ Rag, small scissors. 
glass of water, dishcloth, wastebasket, 
caadle in ho~r, matvhes, counter with 
set of dishes, silver, coffee pot, tele-
phone, phone book. 
I-U.. Kids 1 Be!room 
Bunk bed, pillows, blankets. None. 
I-5 Sorority House Porch (Dance) 
Decorations, "Starlight Soiree" cut out, Flaej, tray with cookies, 
punch table, punch bowL with ptavh, cups, tray with cups of punch. 
bench. 
I-6 Kitchen in Sororit y House 
None Stool, bagel. 
I-7 Sorority House Porch (Serenade) 
Porch, bench, lamp. 12 candles for the girls. 
I-8 Gerard's Kitchen 
Same. Candle, matches, 2 cups on tab&.e. None. 
I-9 Allie's Bedroom 
Bunk bed, window outline, pillows, None. 
blankets, dresser chair. 
I-10 Studio 
Same. (Scene finally omitted) . None. 
_j 
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Act Two 
II-lL Three Areas 
Bodwell - small table, table cloth, 
chair, cup coffee, spoon. 
tprll -small table, cloth, hand mirrott, 
comb, chair. 
Girls - None. 
II-2 Three Areas 
Allie •·s Bedroom - same, add towel. 
Dean's Home - table same as Bodwell's, 
2 more ch~irs, coffee for 3, basket of 
muffins, plates, coffee pot, pipe, paper. 
Gerard's Kitchen- April's table with 
Gerard's cloth, 2 coffees, pot, paper. 
II-3 Allie's Bedroom 
Same. 
II-4 Dean's Home 
Same. 
II-5 Gerard's Kitchen 
Same. Paul has paper. 
II-6 Studio 
Same. 
II-7 Lounge in Student Union 
Juke box, 2 benches, arm chair, 
coffee table, coke bottles, study 
materials. 
II-8 Lounge in Student Union 
Same. Phone booth DL. 
II-9 Gerard's Kitchen 
Same. CoBfee for 2, basket of apples. 
II-10 Airport Lounge 
Bench, sign "To Gate 11". 
II-11 Theatre Marquee 
Marquee, trave~er forms door. 
Girls - bar soap, tooth--
brush, washcloth, comb, 
towel. 
Maggie - breakgast tray 
with empty glass and plate. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
Chad's pin. 
None. 
None 
Traveling bag. 
Telegram. 
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Instrument Chart 
!!!! Instruments g!1:, 
l l-A, l-B (6 11 Fresnels) Daylight blue and pink 
2 2-J.,, 2-B " " 
3 3-A, 3-B II " 
4 4-A, 4-B " " 
5 5-A, 5-B " Light Amber and straw 
6 6-A, 6-B, 6-C, and one 3" Leko " 
7 7-A, 7-B (6" Fresnels) Pink 
8 8-A, 8-B 
" " 
Specials 
A One Fresnel, One P.C. Daylight blue and lt. s ~· 
B One 3" Leko, One Fresnel Straw 
c One 611 Fresnel Daylight blue 
Football Two. P.C. 1 s, One. Fresnel Medium amber 
Conga Three :e.c. •a Dark amber 
Cyclorama Two banks - 8 60 watt, Dark blue 
4 100 watt bulbs 
Spotlight One 811 Fresnel Color wheel 
_j 
t 
I 
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Lighting Cues 
1 Football, 1~ 2, 3 2 Count 
2 L,2,3, Football out 3 Count 
Croas fade to C 
~p1ac football with conga 
3 C out - replug with 7 3 Count 
4 Cyc, 1,2,.3,5,7,8,conga 2 Count 
5a 7,8 out 10 Count 
replug ? with c, 8 with Studio 
5b L,2,3,conga,5,cyc out 3 Count 
replug 5 with A 
6 c 3 eow.t 
~ Studio up with trav. 4 Count 
Sneak 1,2,3, up to (7) - replug conga with 6 
8 8, studio,l,2,3 BO 
9 A - replug studio with 5 
10 A out 
El 2,3,(7) and 6(100) 
12 C up --2 out (crossfade) 
13 G ~Aout - replug C with 8, A with 7 
Sneak 2 to ( 6), 3 to full 
14 2,3,6, out 
15 L,2,3, full. As trav. opens 5, 6, 7, 8 up ~3 
eye full 
16 1,2,3,5,7,8, out 
turn studio off and unplug 
replug 3 with conga 
17 1,2,5 - (7), 7(8), 8(8) up 
18 conga full 
19 1,2,5,6,7,8 out 
replug 5 with A 
5 Count 
5 Count 
5 Count 
5 Count 
3 Count 
10 Count 
20 Count 
3 Count 
6 Count 
I 
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I 
20 A up, conga fade with trav. 
replug congawwith 3 
21 Cyc out - switches for 2 an3 off, stats full 10 Cbunt 
22 2,3 bump up~ switches on 
23 BO replug 7 with B 
24 Cyc to (70) 3 Count 
25 Struck 
26 3 to (6) B to(7) 5 Count 
27 A to full 4 Count 
28 A out 3 Count 
29 All out inc. Cyc 4 Count 
30 2,3,6, to (7) 3 Count 
31 BO -fast. 
32 Cyc to (lee), 7 to (3), 8 to (3) 3 Count 
33 BO fast 
House Ligh tss up 
34, 35, 36 - struck 
37 ~ full, then 2 full 3 Count 
38 3, B full 3 Count 
39 3, Bout 3 Count 
40 A out 
" 
4la BO It 
4lb 4,5 to full 
" 
42 3, B full " 
43 ~full 
" 
44 A,3,B out fast 
" 
45 4,5 out fast It 
1 
I 
I 
--
46 A,l to full 
47 BO fast 
48 3,6 to full 
49a 3,6 out 
49b A slow fade 
50, 51 struck 
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52 C full, studio,1,2 fullwith. trav. 
53 BOfast 
54a 1,2,3,4,5 to (6) 6,7,8 to full 
54b 7 fade, replug with A 
55 All out, crossfade ~ to (8) 
56 A out. Repl ug 8 with Cyc, A with B 
57 4,5,B fUll. 1 to (6), 2 to full, 3 to (60 
Cyc to 100 
58 Cue, 4, 5 out 
59 :00 
60 6, 3 to full 
61 struck 
62 ~ to full, 2 to (9) 
63 BO fast 
64 1,2,3, to full 
65 Flicker 1.,2, 3, twice then out. 
66 A to full, B to full, 2 to (60 as they meet 
67 A and B out 
Cu:trtain Calls 1, 2, 3 on stage manager' s cue 
House Lights 
-
3 Count 
3 Count 
3 Count 
3 Count 
5 lount 
3 Count 
3 Count 
3 Count 
3 Count 
3 Count 
10 Count 
--
n 
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Sound Plot 
1. Football Announcer 
2. College Chimes, (Six) 
.3. Sorority Sqwawk Box 
4. Doorbell 
5. Ballet 
6. Secret Love on juke box 
7. Airpont Announcer 
a. Telegram (Allie's Voice ) 
--- 1 
~ 
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Photographs 
April: "Well, Professor Gerardl I knew you were writing a ballet, 
but I didntt realize you were planning to dance in it, tooJ" 
Paul: "This little piggy 
went to market!" 
.. 
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Chorus: "Well, why not?" 
Paul: "This year Itm young 
again." 
-80-
Boys: "We ~ youJ" 
Allie: ~Maggie, is it possib~e 
to be in love with two 
~ people at once?" 
~ 
I 
I 
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FacUlty Comment 
At the critique perfonnance several members of the faculty 
seemed disturbed about the problem of whether the play was a musical 
comedy or a dramatic play. They thought it could not make up its mind 
which it wanted to be and consequently left the audience uneasy about 
what kind of drama they were supposed to be watching. 
Some faculty members thought that the serious side of the play 
(expecially the kitcheD seenes between Claire and Paul) was too heavily 
played. One faculty member thought that the kitchen scenes were "un-
bearable." However, another faculty member thought that the serious 
scenes were not serious enough, that they should be explored more 
deeply. He suggested that they would be more effective if played against 
the emotion, that the characters say what they have to say in spite of 
themselves - for instance, that Claire actuAlly wants to go to Chicago 
very deeply, but she cannot help the way she belittles Faults work. 
The sense of the group was that the whole show should be 
tightened considerably. First, the relationships between characters 
should be more clearly and accurately defined. For example, Paul and 
Allie should be deeply enmeshed in the work of writing the ballet in 
the first scene. Their energy should be tightly focused in this creative 
act. Second, the elements of the show itself could be profitably cut. 
The following suggestions for cuts were made: The entire ballet; the 
entire aria for Claire in the second act (the "Apple Song"); Eileen's 
telephone speech; the end of the show (which one faculty member described 
as "blah"). The faculty suggested that director and authors get busy 
using their suggestions and any others they could conceive which would 
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tighteu the show. 
The group as a whole agreed that the energy level of the 
actors was much too low for a musical. The oRe character who was oa 
The right level was April Day. Everyone shoUld work for her kind of 
energy. 
At the second critique after the Tuesday performance there was 
general agreement that the show had improved immensely. All the cuts 
were lauded. The pace was much better than Friday, although it was 
not so good as the Monday evening performance. Most of the faculty 
liked the kitchen seenes much better, although one person said it was 
not as good as Friday, that it bad become pallid instead of full of 
undercurrent• of unspoken feeling. 
The faculty agreed again that we bad a problem in the plot~ 
of the play. The proble111 of marital infidelity seemed not serious enough 
for the weight given it in the story. The relationships between leading 
characters were still lacking somewhat in specific definition. 
The energy was better than Friday's performance. But it still 
could have been higher. The ending was an improv~ent since it was 
musical, but it did not tie up the strings of plot too much better 
than the original ending. 
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Hindsight 
Rendez-vous ia the tirst musical I have directed. Obviously, 
I 1earned many valuable things. First, I found that all the rumors and 
warnings about the tremeadous problems of putting OD a musical were 
true. Production problems come to mind immediately in a show involving 
a large cast and crew. We did have several production problems, though 
not many from a technical angle because we had extremely efficient 
technical people, from the designer down through the production mana-
ger, stage manager, crew chief and the crew itself. 
The single biggest headache which I faced was getting the 
music taught andperfected. r found it terribly hard to get accompanists 
who could work with any kind of regularity. They would prefer working for 
pay, and this we could aot provide. We used eight different accompanists, 
not counting ihe two who played for performances. The only persons who 
could come fairly regularly were Angelo Mammano and Joan Brewster. 
My musical director was Jack Dudley. After making it to a 
total of four rehearsals in two weeks he called Judy Flynn on April 28 
to inform me that he had to go to New York for the weekend; he would 
explain when be returned. r called h~ immediately and asked _him kindly 
not to return. That was the end of any formal musical director for the 
show. This hurt the morale of hhe cast more than actually hurting us 
musically. But I felt better. Suddenly after I let Jack go I felt 
released from a heavy burden. It had been more trouble getting him to 
rehearsal than his worth as a musical director warranted. I was slowly . 
developing ulcee.~ After this I will be sure to get a responsible person 
f~r the job. The director cannot afford to do the job of the musical 
---
I 
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director. 
There i~ an amazing sense of freedom mixed with t he responsi-
bility of putting on a new show. We could cut, change, add, de-emphasize -
create on the spot. At first we were careful to be as true as possible to 
the play on the page. Otherwise we would never know if what had been 
originally writte might not have worked. But after the criti~e and 
during the period of actual performances we learned a great deal from 
comments of faculty and friends about writing and di recting a musical. 
The theories we studied in dramatic criticism came home to me as we 
heard the comments. How important to a play is basic plot structure? 
How essential is it that the conflicts come to a c~isis? How important 
is it that one character be the protagonist? None of the theories are 
laws, but they suggested po·ssibili ties for improving our showl 
We learned some essential things about the form of a musical. 
Instead of scenes of the same length we need long scenes interspersed 
with tiny vignettes -like the little vignettes when Chad stands under 
the lamplight and asks Maggie if he can walk her home,. and Eileen • s 
one line _telephone speech. Whea scenes are of the same llngth a mono-
tonous rhythm is set, and the audience begins to anticipate scene 
endings. 
Previously we had thought that all seenes should have a 
beginning, middle, and end, just like the play as a whole, but we learned 
from Rende~vous that you can start in the middle of scene, iD the 
middle of an emotioA, or even at the very end of a scene, when the con-
flict is at its high point. We learned, too, that Mialogue must be pruned 
way ~own. Eve• though we thought the show was economically written, we 
-----·-
~------------------------
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found that about one-fourth of it could be cut. 
I was surprised that the comedy in the show came off as well 
as it did. Credit goes mainly to the cast for this. But the criticism 
that the drama was too heavy puzzled me. Actually, this is the way it was 
written - light comedy in contrast with serious drama. For some reason 
the drama did not seem to be about a serious problem to several members 
of the faculty. Perhaps it would be more affecting if it were written 
lightly. As it is writtea i t is very difficult to p.lay the serious parte 
as lightly as the faculty seemed to desire. The play would hav~ come 
off better with a professional cast. This is taken for graated. Our 
actors and actresses do not have tqe range that the authors wanted for 
their characters. We were very satisfied *ith the cast for a schoo1 
group, but we can't he1p wondering what ·a professional group could do 
with the eame play. 
I learned that my directing is too laissez-faire. I tend to 
take too much for granted. The morale of the chorus was not as high as 
it could have been, although they were remarkably loyaL. They wanted 
~ore directioa, more attention, but I just did not have time to give it. 
They wanted pep talks. I tended to let them do their jobs without a lot 
of extra encouragement from me . I didn •t let people know that I thought 
they were important to the ehow• 
I learned :aot to be afraid of crowd scenes. It takes pluning, 
disciplini&g, and a sense of aesthetic balance. And actors are pretty 
good at dressing the stage if you make them aware that it is their job 
to do it. The next time I do a show I will have more confidence in my 
own ideas. There was a certain lack of creativity on my part because I 
-----------------------------------
~acked confideRce in my own abilities. I think I have learned to trust 
my own ideas. 
I do not think I would change the style of the show essentially 
if I were to do it over again. To do so would be contrary to the way 
the show was conceived and writteD. I do think the plot of the show 
will have to be altered. Either Claire or Allie must have a confronta-
tion scene in which the conflict comes to a crisis, or Paul must be 
forced to choose between the two women in some kind of a crisis scene. 
This would make Paul the central character, and I think that would unite 
the show. 
In a musical you must give the show to the audience. Even if 
the show is to be played realistically the energy must be high. A musical 
by its very nature caaaot be intimate. I started too late asking for a 
high energy level; or, I used the wrong technique to get it. Maybe I 
dida't insist eaough on high energy. Anyway, I must have it in the next 
show I direct. 
Gretchen, Nancy, and I are grateful to the faculty and students 
of Boston University for helping us put on this musical. We hope the 
production warranted the faith with which you allowed us to put onstage 
untried material.- We appreciate the privilege of learning by doing. 
~~------------------------- ---
